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This thesis seeks to examine the social and economic 

standing of the men, women and children who lived and 

worked on the canal boats of England and Wales during 

the decline of canal carrying between 1840 and 1970. 

Its main purpose is to analyse how and why this social 

group, with its peculiarly anachronistic way of life 

and work, survived until well into the second half of 

the twentieth century. It discusses the range of 

survival strategies open to the group ranging from 

family, through community, voluntary agencies and the 

state as providers of welfare, together with the 

relationship between these agencies. This has involved 

an investigation of kinship patterns among land-based 

and boat-based boat families and the relationship 

between boat people and the rest of society. Of 

particular concern has been the way in which the boat 

community emerged as a distinctive and cohesive social 

group based on occupation rather than class. 

It has not generally been appreciated that the decline 

of this industry was very long and, up until the First 

World War, quite gradual. Thus, opportunities for 

enterprise and remunerative employment continued for 
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long after the appearance of the steam locomotive. At 

most times throughout the history of canal carrying, 

boatmen were able to earn money wages on a par with, or 

even in excess of those paid to manual workers in other 

old staple industries. This thesis also shows that the 

decision to live on board was a matter of regional 

custom and personal choice and not merely a result of 

straitened economic circumstances. Furthermore, it 

appears that the majority of those men who did take 

their families on board retained a house on land. 

Nevertheless, those who chose to live on board with 

their families did so at considerable social cost and 

thus it emerges that social deprivation and some forms 

of poverty are not merely a reflection of low pay. 
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Little serious attention has been paid to the social and 

economic circumstances of the men, women and children who, 

for nearly two hundred years, operated canal-boats on the 

English inland waterways system. The few investigations 

which have been undertaken have tended to concentrate on the 

so-called "golden age" of canal transport which came to an 

end around 1840. In deed, it will come as a surprise to many 

that canal carrying continued to be regarded as a serious 

and important form of freight transport by certain sectors 

of British industry until as recently as the Second World 

War. Even after that, canal carrying managed to survive on a 

small but commercially viable basis until the late 1960s. 

Long-distance carrying by narrow-boat came to an end around 

1970 but some freight-carrying continues up to the present 

day on the large waterways of northern England. 

The main aim of this chapter is to investigate how, why and 

to what extent this particular form of transport managed to 

survive for so long after reaching its peak around 1840 and 

how it continued to offer employment, opportunities for 

enterprise and a whole way of life to a not inconsiderable 

number of people. To this end, the nature and function of 

canal carrying will be examined together with the extent and 

reasons for decline during the period 1840 to 1970. An 

account will be given, as far as it is possible to do, of 
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the size, structure and organisation of the canal carrying 

industry. An attempt will be 'made -to account for the 

continuing demand for canal transport and this will lead on 

to an examination of the opportunities offered for 

enterprise and the origins of the people who came forward to 

take advantage of them. 

1.1 The nature and function of canal carrying 

1ith the industrial revolution came a profound change in 

transport needs which has been explained by E. A. Vrigley' in 

terms of the shift from areal to punctiform production 

associated with the greatly increased use ofinorganic rather 

than i4organic raw materials in industry. Instead of a 

myriad of small capacity routes, the demand was for fewer 

routes with a much higher capacity which would provide low- 

cost bulk transport for minerals and other low-grade 

materials. The response to this demand led to the 

construction, between the middle of the eighteenth century 

and the first decades of the nineteenth century, of a series 

of man-made inland waterways. 

Vater transport was not new and transport historians2 have 

warned that the canal era should not be seen as a 

fundamental break with the past, but as the natural, 

inevitable outcome of the river improvements of the previous 

150 years. By the middle of the eighteenth century, the 

commercial significance of water transport in England had 
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long been established. Until then, the main centres of trade 

and population were located close to navigable water. 

London, Bristol, Norwich and Newcastle, the four largest 

towns of the pre-industrial age, owed their prosperity and 

growth to their coastal and riverine locations. What is 

significant about canal transport is the way in which it 

reversed the traditional relationship between water 

transport and the economy. 

In a new look at the impact of canal transport on the 

structure and efficiency of the economy during the 

industrial revolution, Gerard Turnbull has shown that by 

releasing industry from the restraints of natural waterways, 

canals allowed the efficient large-scale exploitation of 

inland mineral deposits, not only through lower transport 

costs but also by "a redistribution of output in favour of 

lower-cost producers". 3 

The bulk transport of heavy raw materials, particularly 

coal, remained the primary function of canals throughout 

their commercial life. Turnbull's examination of early canal 

company records4 shows that, in the last decades of the 

eighteenth century, heavy goods accounted for well over half 

of the total traffic. That this was still the case over a 

hundred years later is supported by a paper read before the 

Economic Section of the British Society in 1913r- which 

showed that coal alone accounted for 45 per cent of the 
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traffic carried on the main waterways in 1905. The rest of 

the traffic also consisted mainly of bulky low-value 

materials such as pig iron and sand etc. together with grain 

and food stuffs. Some regional variations existed. In 

Cheshire, in 1913, for example, 61 per cent of the traffic 

was salt and chemicals. In the final decades of canal 

carrying in the twentieth century the picture remained 

unchanged. Fig. 1.1 shows that between 1948 and 1969 heavy 

bulk minerals and liquids accounted for, on average, nearly 

seventy per cent of all traffic on the nationalized 

waterways. 

Not only did heavy low-value materials comprise the bulk of 

canal traffic, but most of it travelled over fairly short 

distances - probably less than twenty miles on average6. The 

possibility of carrying over long distances was at first 

delayed by the slow progress towards a national canal 

network. Not until 1790 were the Midlands and Lancashire 

linked with London via Oxford and the Thames. More 

comprehensive coverage had to await 1810 when the Grand 

Union Canal finally linked Leicestershire with the primary 

north/south artery, the Grand Junction Canal. Yet despite 

some expansion of the long distance carrying of general 

merchandise by the 1820s and 1830s, it remained a secondary 

function of the canals and, as the sector most susceptible 

to railway competition, its hey-day was short. In 1833, 

through traffic accounted for only 27 per cent of the 
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total carried an the Grand Junction Canal. By 1852 this had 

fallen to20 per cent7. In 1913, only 2.4 per cent of 

traffic carried on that canal made the through journey from 

London to Birmingham. 1,000,000 of the 1,800,000 ton total 

went no more than twelve miles beyond Paddingtone. According 

to British Transport Commission and British Waterways Board 

figures, the average canal journey for one ton of cargo in 

1948 was only 17 miles, falling to 12.8 miles by 1970. 

A serious impediment to through traffic in later years was 

the need for any long-distance consignment to pass through 

the cross", the narrow gauge canals of the Midlands which 

formed the only North/South interchange. This meant the 

perpetuation of the 25 ton narrow-boat in long-distance 

carrying long after it should have become obsolete. 

Canal transport reached its peak of prosperity roughly 

between the years 1828 and 1838. As table 1.1 shows, for 

most important canals, this was the period when their annual 

receipts from tolls reached their highest point. 

Although there had been some rivalry between canals and 

railways during the late 1820s and 1830s, many canals 

benefited from the building of the early railways as their 

waterways were used to transport the materials of 
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Name Mileage Tonnage carried 

Birvinghao 169 3,332,709 4,696,192 6,162,981 6,982,773 7,713,047 8.627,074 7,546,453 7,090,628 6,091,735 5,557,612 
Coventry 3214 550,000 550,000 520,000 496,624 427,808 451,521 366,842 
brand Junction 135 948,481 1,031,284 1,142,450 1,404,012 1,172,463 1,620,552 1.794, M 1,668,149 1,116,717 1,218,602 
Kennet and Avon 86 341,878 360,610 261,822 210,567 135,802 112,716 
Leeds and Liverpool 142 1,436,160 2,220,468 2,601,577 2,160,256 2,141,151 2,016,976 2,324,968 2,167,927 2,308,210 1,899,701 1,872,981 
Trent and Mersey 118 1,341,622 1,363,384 1494,524 1,139,098 1,215,540 1,137,663 1,051,930 689,945 
Oxford 91 450,000 50,000 420,000 400,000 482,000 450,000 421,507' 
Staffs, and Wores, 50 680,479 843,540 895,054 798,780 646,038 767,577 722,640 722,876 487,123 496,769 
Trent River 72 411,845 260,964 259,538 199,525 418.027 
Warwick and 8haa, 221 216,563 319,926 226,084 208,071 243,373 353,118 354,022 
Marwick and Napton 141 203,286 308,045 219,643 201,789 212,948 236,353 196,842 
Aire and Calder 85 1,383,971 1,335,783 1,098,149 1,747,251 2,210,692 2,412,062 , 2,810,988 3ý, 597,921- 1,594,441 1,563,763 

Nast Mileage Gross receipts in pounds sterling 

Birainghae 169 114,005 155,878 168,044 192,933 196,705 208,036 
Coventry 321 U. U3 31,557 13,971 11,512 9,702 8,738 8,612 
Grand Junction 135 1810931 152,657 79,374 67,634 68,530 84,981 100,075 
Kennet and Avon 86 50,347 

. 
52,910 33,740 18,916 11,124 5,999 5,265 

Leeds and Liverpool 142 114,518 149,832 112,661 105,545 94,207 152,615 164,392 
Trent and Mersey 118 4$, 0 85,508 74,101 80,175 54,180 
Oxford 91 ai. o 86,600 56,000 24,700 24,700 22,843 19,260 
Staffs, and Wores, 50 IU14 37,203 36,908 24,975 25,197 20,086 
Trent River 72 7,888 10,901 5,738 4,267 3,957 15,851 0 
Warwick and 8hae, 221 23,122 

., 
2Q. 0 15,787 7,240 7,215 11,543 10,127 

Warwick and Napton 141 11,379 12,950 7,412 4,021 3,580 5,036 3,790 
Aire and Calder 85 248,319 276,97 

Source; 1828 - 1898, Royal Commission on Canals, 1906, Appendix 1, Statement 1, 
1905 - 1919, Sidney Preston, 'English Canals and Inland Vaterrays, I a paper 

given at the 10th ordinary meeting of the Royal Society of Arts, 
1920, 
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construction. However, railways were soon seriously 

threatening canal carrying, especially long-distance 

merchandise traffic. 

Steam power was harnessed by other rivals more successfully 

than by canal transport. Coastal steamers were introduced 

on the route between London and Goole in 18349 and similar 

vessels were soon competing for traffic from Manchester. The 

Stourport carrier Richard Heath, who delivered goods between 

Manchester, Liverpool and Bristol, complained in 1841 of the 

great competition he suffered from coastwise shipping-10 

Early experiments with steam powered boats on canals had not 

been a success and although they were used much earlier on 

rivers and as tugs on one or two large canals, such as the 

Aire and Calder, it was not until after the middle of the 

nineteenth century that steam-powered canal-boats came into 

general use. Even then, steam engines proved to be ill- 

suited to this form of transport, given the small dimensions 

of the existing waterways. They took up too much valuable 

cargo space on small narrow-boats and speeds higher than 

those capable of being achieved by horse-boats were thought 

to do too much damage to canal banks. 

Before 1870, there was no attempt to gather national 

statistics on the total tonnage carried by canal. Individual 

canal companies kept their own records but it is not 

possible to reach a total by simply adding these figures 
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together as freight travelling over more than one canal 

would be duplicated. Frank Pick, in a report to the Ministry 

of War Transport in 194111 estimated that the total tonnage 

of British canals at their peak would have been in the 

region of forty million tons. 

If this estimate is accepted as correct, then, as figure 1.2 

shows, tonnage declined very little in absolute terms during 

the nineteenth century and, on many canals, continued to 

rise after 1838, in some cases for long afterwards. In most 

cases it was carried less and less profitably as tolls and 

rates were cut in an attempt to meet railway competition 

and, furthermore, the decline was far more dramatic if 

viewed in relative terms. By 1910 the railways were carrying 

about ten times as much freight as inland waterways. 

However, the fact that the volume of freight conveyed by 

canal continued at much the same level throughout the 

nineteenth-century suggests that there were some advantages 

to this form of transport which its rivals could not match. 

During the First World War, tonnage on the canals dropped 

off dramatically. Unlike the railways, independent canals 

did not come under government control in 1914 and although 

railway-owned canals were controlled, this was quite 

incidental. Government financial guarantees kept rail rates 

artificially low and made it impossible for canals to 
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compete at a time of rapidly rising costs. Furthermore, 

while the labour force of the railways was protected from 

conscription, the canals suffered heavy losses of manpower 

to the war effort. Boat repairs fell into arrears and in 

some places large numbers of boats were commandeered by the 

government for use in France leaving carriers unable to cope 

with the little traffic still remaining on the canal. 

Between 300 and 400 boats-were said to have been taken from 

the Sheffield area alone. 12 

When railway congestion and labour unrest forced the 

government to take control of independent waterways, some 

financial help was given to canal companies and a few major 

carriers. This amounted to £3,000,000 over the whole period 

of control'3 compared to ä. 34,000,000 given to the railways. 

It is estimated, however, that the services rendered by the 

railways to the government during the war by way of troop 

and freight movement actually out-weighed this amount. " 

Government financial subsidies undoubtedly helped the canal 

companies and carriers through the difficulties of the war 

period but much irreparable damage had been done and canal 

transport was not allowed to fulfil it potential. 

For example, the action of the Coal Controller took. much 

coal traffic away from the canal and put it onto the already 

over-burdened railways. Not until the rail strike of 

September 1920 was the Controller supplied with lists of 
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collieries with canal connections. 15 Before this, no effort 

was made to use the canal for this traffic which it was 

eminently suited to carry. The controller fixed the 

destinations to which coal from each colliery had to be sent 

but usually coal from canal-side collieries was directed to 

destinations to which the canal could not carry it. 

Trawlers in the Humber estuary- were forced to obtain coal 

from collieries with no canal connections. 16 The Aire and 

Calder Navigation lost a coal traffic of some two million 

tons per annum between Yorkshire and Goole because of war- 

time closure of east coast ports but restrictions were not 

lifted until 1920. " Similar restrictions on the import of 

grain via Hull, which had formerly been carried by canal, 

were not lifted at the cessation of hostilities18 and the 

government control of the wool trade also took traffic away 

from the canal. '9 

By the end of the war, rising operating costs, increased 

wages and, on some canals, changes in working conditions 

such as reduced hours and no Sunday or night time working, 

had made canal transport less competitive than ever. It 

seemed unlikely that canal companies would be able to stay 

in business without the support of government financial 

guarantees. Senior officials in the Ministry of Transport 

warned in February 1920 that if all subsidies were withdrawn 

the value of the system would be impaired by the weaker 
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companies becoming derelict. 20 Nevertheless, canals were 

decontrolled on 31st August 1920, twelve months earlier 

than the railways. 

Decontrol left canals with tolls and charges on a pre-war 

level (which they were not allowed immediately"to increase) 

but expenses on a post-war level. With the continued subsidy 

of the railways, canal companies were at a loss to know how 

they were to continue in existence. A possible solution lay 

in the Transport Act of 1919 under which the Minister of 

Transport could take technical possession of canal 

undertakings and, having done so, could refer to the Rates 

and Advisory Committee the question of tolls and charges. 

There was, however, to be a delay between decontrol on 

August 31st and the time when such action by the Minister 

could be taken and there was no help for the canal companies 

during the interval. Indeed, the Minister of Transport 

seemed anxious to extend this interval if possible. Instead 

of taking possession of all the controlled canals, as he 

could have done and as the canal companies would have 

wished, he proposed to await individual applications from 

canal companies on the grounds that he did not wish to act 

in a coercive manner. 21 Even when applications did start-to 

come in they were all rejected on a technicality and canal 

companies were forced to re-apply. 22 r 
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A further problem was that expenses had risen to such an 

extent that a rise in tolls comparable to the proposed rise 

in railway rates would still leave a large deficit. If canal 

rates were increased more than this, traffic would be lost. 

Only an increase in the volume of traffic could increase net 

revenue and yet even if traffic could have been diverted 

from rail to water, either by rate differentials or by 

compulsion, there were not enough boats to cope and labour 

difficulties since the reduction of hours of work had 

further limited capacity. 23 

The canal carrying trade never recovered form these blows. 

During the inter-war years, peaks and troughs in traffic 

followed the fortunes of trade generally. In 1929, a new 

canal company, the Grand Union Canal Company, was formed 

through an amalgamation of the Grand Junction Canal Company 

and some smaller ajoining canals. It began a major programme 

of improvements on its main line between Braunston and 

Brentford and set up several subsidiaries one of which was 

the Grand Union Canal Carrying Company. The new company was 

innovative and progressive and succeeded in attracting much 

new traffic on to the waterways but its expansion plans were 

curtailed towards the end of the 1930s by labour shortages 

and ultimately by the fact that nothing short of a radical 

modernization programme financed from public funds could 

save the inland waterway system of Britain from extinction. 
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Decline was decelerated during the Second World War when the 

government once more took control of the inland waterways. 

The canals never fully returned to their former independent 

status and they were nationalized along with the railways in 

1948. The vogue for planning, characteristic of the 1940s, 

led to an attempt to form a more co-ordinated transport 

system towards the end of the decade which resulted in a 

slight upturn in canal freight tonnage but the downward path 

was resumed after 1956. 

1.3 The continuing demand for canal transport after 1840 

The main attraction of canal transport was that it was 

capable of moving relatively large, heavy consignments 

between two inland points, or between a port and an inland 

point, at low cost. Cost, however, could only be kept down 

by maximizing capacity, i. e. by fully loading boats, 

reducing delays and avoiding costly-transshipments. 

Inland waterways did, however, have other advantages over 

rival forms of transport. Where goods were required to be 

discharged from a ship, they could be loaded directly over- 

side into canal or river boats. This speeded the discharge 

of the ship, as goods could be off-loaded from all sides of 

the vessel simultaneously. It also helped to avoid 

congestion in the port since the ship would not be taking up 

space on the quay. The process could also work in reverse. 

In the Humber, for example, trawlers could be coaled from 
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canal-boats whilst discharging fish without the need to tie 

up on the quay-side. This could make the difference for the 

trawler between putting back to sea at once or being 

considerably delayed by the tide, 24 Whilst it was possible 

for railways to offer a similar service by lightering goods 

between ships and trucks, canal transport greatly reduced 

the cost by eliminating the need to land, store and 

transship goods. 

Canal transport was well suited to the needs of many heavy 

industries for cheap bulk transport to bring coal to power 

their factories, raw materials for their manufacturing 

processes and in many cases to take away their finished 

products. In many districts, such as Birmingham and the 

Black Country, where industrial buildings were crowded 

densely together, it was difficult to build railway sidings 

which could offer the same convenience and cheapness as the 

myriad of canal-arms and basins which brought water-born 

goods right into the heart of the factory and work-shop. 

Canal-side premises not only fulfilled the transport 

requirements of these manufacturers but had the advantage of 

a cheap supply of water for condensing purposes. In 1920 

there were still 567 factories in Birmingham dependent on 

canal water in this way and on the Leeds and Liverpool 

Canal, 157 cotton mills, 10 flour mills, 15 iron works, 28 

wool and dye works, 9 electricity works and 117 other works 

of various kinds. 25 
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Speed was the obvious difference between canal transport 

and transport by road and rail, but slowness was not 

necessarily a disadvantage. Much heavy traffic such as coal 

and ore did not need to be moved quickly and where a 

manufacturer's needs could be foreseen sufficiently far in 

advance, speed was of little consequence in comparison to 

regularity, reliability and cost. Some businessmen found 

slowness a positive advantage. The Bradford Chamber of 

Commerce complained to the Chamberlain Committee of Enquiry 

on Inland Waterways in 192026 that since steam had 

superseded sail, large consignments of Australian wool 

arrived in port all at once. Manufacturers were overwhelmed 

by it, especially if it was then brought to them in a single 

consignment by rail. Warehouses became congested, there was 

over-employment for part of the year and under-employment 

for the remainder. Any retarding factor was therefore a 

positive help to the manufacturer. 

Some manufacturers favoured the canal because of the reduced 

risk of damage in transit to fragile goods such as pottery, 

glass and slates. 27 Railway companies often paid immediate 

compensation in the case of breakages2e but goods carried 

at the owners' own risk were conveyed more cheaply. Some 

timber merchants preferred to send wooden goods by canal as 

they were said to arrive in better condition due to less 

frequent exposure to wind, rain and sun. 29 
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Although it was usual for water-born traffic to load and 

unload at -established basins and wharves, boats could, in 

theory at any rate, land and take on goods at any point 

along the canal, whereas trains were restricted to proper 

stations. This was considered an advantage by some. 3° Unlike 

the railway, users of canal transport could, if they wished, 

own and operate their own boats. This was particularly 

useful for manufacturers such as Cadbury Brothers who had 

more than one water-side property and needed to transport 

goods and materials between one and another. 

As fig. 1.2 shows, during the last three decades of the 

nineteenth century, tonnage carried on the inland waterways 

actually increased in absolute terms. This was due to a 

revival of interest in canal transport throughout the 

country between 1870 and the First 'World Var. The reason for 

this was a growing realisation of the dangers of railway 

monopoly and the role played by canals in breaking this and 

keeping railway rates low. British industry was beginning to 

feel the effects of foreign competition and some 

businessmen, especially the land-locked manufacturers of the 

Midlands, felt that an important factor was inadequate cheap 

transport. Several speakers at a special conference of the 

Royal Society of Arts in 1888 expressed this opinion and 

various official enquiries, from the Joint Select Committee 

on Railway Amalgamation of 1872 to the Royal Commission on 
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the Depression of Trade in 1886, recommended that the 

government should develop canal transport. 

Pressure from the Associated Chambers of Commerce led to the 

appointment of a Royal Commission on Inland Navigation in 

1906. It too recommended government intervention to 

modernize the inland waterways but the strong railway 

interests in the House of Commons ensured that this was 

never done. To be fair, it has to be added that the canal 

companies themselves were also against radical change and it 

was not the Canal Association, but a group of Midland 

Manufacturers and local authorities chaired by Neville 

Chamberlain which campaigned for the recommendations of the 

Royal Commission to be adopted. 31 Their efforts were 

unsuccessful and with this, possibly the last realistic 

chance to develop inland water transport in Britain slipped 

away. 

14 The organisation of the canal carrying trade in the 

nineteenth century 

The structure and organisation of the inland waterways 

carrying industry in England is complicated by the great 

variety of waterways, the variety of vessels designed to 

work them and the various differences in operational 

practices designed to suit different regional conditions. 
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Much of the tonnage conveyed by inland vessel would have 

consisted of ships' cargoes being lightered around major 

ports, especially in the estuaries of the Thames, Mersey, 

Humber and Severn. This was really a shunting and shuttle 

system and could hardly be counted as a carrying service. 

Vater carriage proper could be roughly divided into river 

traffic and canal traffic. There was some overlap at 

intersections between the two. Some long distance traffic 

would be carried by river and canal during its journey. For 

example, traffic between the Midlands and Liverpool would 

use the canal and the River Mersey and traffic between the 

Midlands and the Humber ports would use canals and the 

Rivers Trent and Humber. However, there was a fairly clear 

line of demarcation between river and canal traffic in terms 

of vessels and labour force. For one thing, it was unsafe 

for narrow-beamed, flat-bottomed canal boats to venture into 

tidal waters and most river boats were too large to 

penetrate far into the canal system. The labour forces too 

kept themselves distinct. Being of more ancient 

establishment and because of the greater danger involved in 

navigating natural waterways, river boatmen tended to regard 

themselves as superior to canal boatmen. Many river men had 

passed through a proper apprenticeship system and had their 

own exclusive trade organisations such as the Freemen of the 

River Thames. These organisations encouraged elitism among 
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river boatmen and discouraged the casual interchange of 

labour between rivers and canals. 

The canals themselves differed greatly from one to another 

in terms of width, depth and, most importantly, size of 

lock. This led to a great variety of boats and operational 

systems. However, in the nineteenth century the most 

important division within the canal carrying trade was that 

between the fly-trade and the slow-trade. This division 

extended throughout the system on both broad and narrow 

canals. 

The fly-trade was the term used for the carrying of general 

merchandise, manufactured goods, perishables and higher 

value heavy cargo in relatively faster vessels. The slow- 

trade carried heavy, low-grade materials such as coal, other 

minerals, refuse etc. 

The slow-trade could be sub-divided again into those canal 

users who only carried on their own account such as Thomas 

Bagnall, a coal and iron master of Vest Bromwich who in 1841 

was carrying 20,800 tons of his own manufactured iron per 

annum on the canal. 32 Another group were those that put 

themselves up for public hire. This included a number of 

owner boatmen picking up cargoes on a casual basis or 

hiring themselves out to larger carriers, but also some 

carriers such as William Ward of Henry Ward & Co. who 
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employed about twelve boatmen taking grain to Staffordshire 

and fetching coal slate and salt in return. 33 

Table 1.2 shows that much of the slow trade was spread over 

a large number of boat owners who carried in a relatively 

small way, although they were not necessarily small 

businessman. Many were substantial industrialists, colliery 

and foundry owners etc., whose boat investment represented a 

response to their own transport needs rather than any 

intention of engaging in public carrying. 

This pattern of ownership, i. e. a large number of owners 

with relatively few boats per head is suggested again with 

the 97 narrow-boats registered for gauging with the Grand 

Junction Canal Company in 1818. At least 60 different owners 

can be identified. 34 In 1873,208 boats belonging to no 

fewer than 122 different owners were gauged by the 

Birmingham Canal lavigations'35 

Compared with the number of slow-trade carriers, the fly- 

trade carriers were few. Of 39 canal carrying companies 

advertising in Aris's Birmingham Gazette between 1789 and 

1839 only thirteen specified a fly-boat service. A further 

12 were offering more than a local boat service and 8 

specified boat services to London but without specifying a 

fly-boat service. In 1811, Crowley Hicklin & Co. specified 

fly-boats to London but stage-boats to Kidderminster. 
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Table 1.2 
Ownership of boats in Lancashire, Cheshire, Staffordshire, Varvickshire, 
and Gloucestershire taken fror the Register of Boats and Barges, 1195, 

Percentage of 
total owners 

Category of owner Total number of Percentage of total Number of owners and part- 
boats in category number of boats in category owners 

over 12 boats 360 28.3 14 3.5 
under 13 but over 5 411 32,3 76 18,7 
boat; 
under 6 boats owned 50l 39.4 316 77.8 
Total. 1,272 106 

Source; Coapiled fror inforsation given by H, Hanson in The Canal Boa lien 1750-1911, 
(1974, ) Appendix 11 ii. 
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Several other companies advertised stage-boats but not fly- 

boats. J. Jackson & S. George advertised various Midlands 

destinations but specified that the boats to London were 

fly-boats. From a variety of sources examined to date it is 

possible to identify a total of thirty companies operating a 

fly-boat service between 1760 and 1850. Not all of these 

companies would have been in existence at the same time. A 

further thirteen companies have been noted which may have 

been offering fly-boat services but this is not certain. For 

example, where companies were offering to carry valuable or 

perishable goods over läng distances, it seems likely that 

this would be by fly-boat. Details of these firms are 

tabulated at table 1.3. 

The fly-trade tended to be concentrated in the hands of the 

big public carriers such as Pickfords who operated large 

fleets of boats and employed many men and horses. At its 

height in 1838, Pickfords' fleet consisted of 116 boats and 

398 horses. 36 Examples can be found of smaller firms 

operating fly-boats. Bickley & Co. advertised fly-boats from 

Wolverhampton in 1789,37 yet William Bickley owned only six 

boats in 1795.36 He may have hired additional boats but he 

does not seem to have been carrying in a big way at that 

time. He was not a man of modest means, however, as the 

Bickley family were coal mine and furnace owners. 39 This is 

significant as substantial financial resources seem to 

have been a pre-requisite of fly-boat trading. 
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Table 1.3 
Number and sire of fly-boat carriers operating btreen 1760 and 1850 

1, Coneanies definit 
Name of 
company 

ely offering_ fly-b 
Base 

oat service 
Operational No, of boats 
dates 

No, of men Route or area 
employed 

1. 
-Bache 

& Co. 
--Coventry e 1800 c1 S0 25 r gistered on Oxtýýd Canal 1827 Manch t M dl d 2. Barker. Carter C o. Sandbach c 18 7 

es er i an 
6 registered on Oxtorrt cant 1827 3. Bickley 4 Co. Wolverhampton 1789 -z6 in 1795 

1 Bird G' Birmingham t 1800-1839 4 registered on Oxf ord canal 1827 Midlands 5 Vect London 
5, Birmingham 

Carrying Co. Birmingham 1806 

, , 

6. Chaplin 4 Horne Liver ooa l to London 
7. Carbett. Sohn Stoke Prior X1821 - end 19thC see note Ma Midlands to London 
8. Crockett 4 Salkel d pre 1824-ý sap note 3 Midlands to N Vest 
9, Crowley 

Hicklin 4 Co. 
Wolverhampton 1811-1849 400-500 Midlands, London, S, Vest, 

10. Ebbern Wm. I Co. c. 1842 ondonJ Qits , pgrby 
11. Heath. Matthev Stourport pre 1841- ? B iý stol Liver, stet 
12 Henshalls & Co. Manchester 1774 - 75 In 1795 -N-west to Midlands and S Best, 
13. Holt J. London c-1827 6 registered on Oxf ord Canal 1827 

14, Jackson J, I 
George S. 

Worcestershire pre 1814 -? S, Best to Midlands and London 

15. Kenuorthy & Co. North East 1832-1859 ivennol to London 
l6. Kenuorthy & Hobbs C. 1827 14 r gistered on Ox ford Canal 1827 
17-Pickfard; Manchester 1780-1850 116 at peak N Fz%t3NidlandsLondon 
18. Robfnson, M Birmingham g. 1827 3r gistered on the Oxfordfanal 1827 
19, Sherratt, Thos4, Birmingham pre1791-1806 Midlands, London, Cambridgeshire 

L'nc lnshir 
20. Shi2ton 4 Co. Volverhampton 7- 1853 cam note 3 MidlandS, tendon. 
21, Simpsott, J, 5 Co, c, 1824 Midlands, Gainsborough, Hu11, 

Sto 
22. Skey A Bird Birmingham C. 1806 Birmingham to North 

25. SaresbyI Flack Shardlov ?- 1848 9 at tak over in 1248 
26. SuttonClifford I Co_Shardlov pre1821 - see note 3 
27, Vheatcroft pre 1829 - 1847 Nottingham canal and brand 

Junction 
28 Vh rehouse John I Sons Tipton C. 1813-1849 8 registered on Uxtord Canal 1827 hidllande and brand Junction 
29, Volverhaapton golverhaepton c, 1806 lock-up boats for 

Boat Co. carriaa of f liquor 
30. Vorthington & Gilbert Manchester 1782-1839 23 in 1795 ManchestgrMidlands, London 

continued,,,,. 
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Name of Base Operational No, of boats No, of men Route or area 
company dates employed 
31. Bate, Edward c. 1838-post 1928 25 per week over Trent & Nersey and Bridgewater canal 
32. Burton Boat Co. Burton-on-Trent pre1791- ? 19 in 1795 Midlands ainsborough London 
33.0evey, Benjamin Midlands 1855 50 - 70 Midlands and Severn 
34. Robins & Co. 
35, Russel, Thomas & Co, Stourport C. 1791 Stourport, Birminghas, 

West Country (Bristol) 
36, Smith, J & Sons Birmingham pre1791- ? 14 in 1795 Birsingham, London, Hull, 

6ainsborough 
37, Sturland, T, c, 1842 London, Birainghaa, Liverpool 

Manchester vorcestgr-GIOUES 
38. Tunly & Hodson c. 1842 ondon, leirc, Derby, Staffs 
39. Vakeman of Chester c. 1818 
40. Vall, lohn & Co. Birmingham pre1791 - Midland . S. Vest'Shroashire _ 41. Varvick Boat Co. Varvick pre1799 - c. 1801 Midlands to London 
42. Veek4, Henry,. Birmingham pre 1803 - after 1806 Midlands Livarpoo 
43. Vorrall, Price & Co. pre1807 -? Stourbridge to London 

k 1a 
!, Bird seems to have been a partner in several firms - Bird Ryder J Son, Skey J Bird, His company was taken 

over by, Shipton's in 1839 on the death of George Bird but was still advertising as 6 Bird I Son in the 
1812 London Post Office Directory, 

2, According to Faulkner, Corbett 4 Co, were taken over in 1849 by the Brand Junction Canal Co, 
but at the Select Committee on the Canal Boats Amendment Bill, 1884, he was said to be the largest 
employer of non on the canal, 

3, Substantial number of boats but exact number not known, 
4, In 1737 Sherrill was proposing to run fly-boats but it is not known whether he actually did so, 

Sources: Nuabars refer to number of company in above table 

1, Universal British Directory, 119! and 1191,12,17,30,32,35,36,40, 
2, London Post Office Directory, 1818,39 
3, Aris's Birmingham 6azette, 1789 - 1840 3,4,5,7,8,9,14,19,21,22,21,26,27,28,29,30,31,11,42,43 

(cuttings in the Hadfield Collection, LSE) 
1, Oxford Canal Coepany collection, List of boats 

licensed to travel fly over part of Oxford Canal, 
1827, RAIL 855/156 2,1,13,16,17,18,23,28, 

5, Peak forest Canal Co, records, Committee of the 
Company of Proprietors, 1839, comparative rates 
of carriers, RAIL 856/1,15,17,34 

6, S, C, on Sunday trading, 1841,9,11,17,28,33, 
7, London Post Office Directory, 1842,4,9,10,15,11,20,27,37,38, 
8, Census enumerators' returns for Shardlow, 1841 

and 1851, HO 107/188 5 HO 107/2140 pp, 418-463 471-479 25,26, 
9,1linutes. of Evidence, S, C, on Railway and 

Canal Bill, 1852-3,6,15,17, 
10, Turnbull, 'Pickfords and the Canal Carrying Trade, 

1780-1850', Trans ort Him, 1973,1, 
11,11adffeld, 'Canals of the Vest Midlands', 1. 
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One reason for this was the different ways in which the slow 

and fly-trade were organized. The slow-boats worked twelve 

to fourteen hours a day4° and in some cases tied up on 

Sundays. On the narrow canals the boats were operated by one 

man and a boy, occasionally two men, and later one man and 

his family. Slow-boats did not operate to a strict 

timetable like the fly-boats and would usually wait until 

they had a full load before setting out. In the case of a 

narrow-boat it would then be pulled by a single horse - 

often this had to be found by the boatman himself - which 

would not be changed during the journey. In this way the 

trade was well suited to the small operator who would pick 

up a cargo where he could and make the most cost effective 

use of his boat. 

Fly-boats were lightly loaded with not more than ten or 

fourteen tons and departed regularly according to a fixed 

timetable, 4' whether fully loaded or not. They were crewed 

by a team of four men who worked day and night in shifts. 

To speed their passage, the horse was changed every thirty 

five miles or less and they were given priority over other 

boats whilst underway. Because of the long distances and 

more valuable cargoes involved, extensive wharves and 

warehousing premises were required in various parts of the 

country. In order to maintain regularity and speed of 

service a large number of boats and an even larger number of 

horses would have to be bought and maintained and with light 
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loading, sometimes run at a loss, A large workforce of 

agents and clerks was needed to deal with the daily running 

of the business. The administration of long-distance canal 

boat carrying was notoriously complicated as each canal 

company, with its own rate of tolls and special discounts, 

had to be dealt with separately. Frederick Morton 

complained to the Select Committee on canals in 1883 that, ' 42 

so long a time is spent in correspondence [with the canal companies] that the 
traffic has passed before a rate has been arranged for it. 

Legislation had existed since 1844 enabling canal companies 

to fix through tolls, but it was not until the Railway and 

Canal Traffic Act of 1888 that traders were given the right 

to obtain a through rate. Even then, the right of appeal to 

the Board of Trade and the Railway and Canal Commissioners 

was so cumbersome and expensive that it did little to help. 

In 1920, canal users were still complaining of the 

difficulty of obtaining through rates. 43 

Considerable financial resources were required to operate 

the complex systems of credit allowance which carriers 

offered to customers in order to combat competition from 

other forms of transport and only companies of substantial 

means were allowed credit on tolls by the canal companies. 

This was a concession which some small companies found it 

particularly hard to do without. Nor were speed and 
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regularity the only considerations, as Joseph Baxendale, 

a partner in Pickfords, explained : 44 

,,, it Persons have Property of consequence they would wish to put it into the 
hands of Men of Property, so that if there is any loss they can get, if not 
the whole, at least 101- in the Pound, but if they are put into the Hands of a 
Man not worth a Baubee, they can get nothing, so that they always in the Case 
of valuable floods, do send them by Men of Property, 

Thus it seems to have been very difficult for anyone of 

modest means to engage in the fly-trade or at least to stay 

in it for long. The carrying trade, especially the fly- 

trade, seems to have been a precarious business. Some of the 

companies listed in table 1.3 were very short-lived. There 

seems to have been a constantly shifting pattern of owners 

with smaller companies going bankrupt, being taken over or 

merging together. This can be seen in the various 

partnerships of George Bird, Richard Snell and Messrs. 

Kenworthy. Some of the connections between various companies 

are shown in fig. 1.3 

After 1840, when much of this part of the trade had been 

lost to the railways, that which was left became 

concentrated in fewer and larger hands. Several canal 

companies started large carrying concerns at this time 

following an Act of Parliament in 1845 which merely 

legalized that which several had already been doing for some 

time, namely carrying on their own waterways. They seem to 
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have done so reluctantly, their motive, to save what was 

left of the merchandise trade as more and more private 

carriers left the canals for the railways. Table 1.4 gives 

details of the main carrying concerns operated by canal 

companies in the second half of the nineteenth century. 

The Grand Junction Canal company formed a carrying 

department in 1847 and picked up what was left of Pickfords' 

trade together with some of that company's working stock and 

premises when it announced its intention to cease canal 

carrying in October 1847. Not surprisingly, many smaller 

concerns followed. No fewer than nine. companies were taken 

over by the Grand Junction Canal Company between 1847 and 

184948 including Crowley & Co., who in 1841 had employed 

four or five hundred boatmen. 4G 

By 1853 the Grand Junction Canal Company was carrying 75% 

of all the traffic on its own canal with only one other 

carrier carrying general merchandise. 47 Yet despite the 

lack of competition from within the industry, the venture 

was a failure and had to cease trading in 1876. The breach 

was filled by a new company, the London & Staffordshire 

Carrying Co., a fore-runner of Fellows, Morton & Clayton. 

The Shropshire Union Railway and Canal Company started 

carrying in 1845 and, by 1883, the company's boats and those 

of the larger traders were carrying 70 to 80 per cent of the 
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Aire & Calder 
Navigation Co. ?- 1948 Not known but substantial 

Bridgewater Navigation Co, 1761 -7 In 1837,73 rigged boats, 13 narrow-boats 
76 lighters and pa kP x, 220 other boats 

Canal Transport Ltd 
(Leeds I Liverpool Canal Co. 1848 - 1921 In 1906,40 stea. ers, 140 boats, 130 horses 
Grand Junction Canal Not known but well over 200 boats, 
Co. carrying dept. 1846 - 1876 510 boat horses in 1853 
Grand Union Canal 
Carrying Co. * 1929 - 1948 373 in 1938 
Old Quay Carrying Co, 
(Mersey b Irvell Nav. 
Rochdale Canal considerable number of 50 ton steamers 
Navigation Co. c. 1845 - 1921 and boats 
Shropshire Union Railway In 1889,395 narrow-boats, 101 flats, 
b Canal Carrying Co. 1845 - 1921 5 tub boats, 8 steam-tugs 
Staffs, b worts, Canal 
Carrying Co 

. 
1851 - 

Trent I Mersey Canal 
(North Staffs. Railway and Canal Co. ) 
Trent Navigation Co 

, 
1878 - after 1940 Not known but carried 60,000 - 70,000 tons 

in 1906 
Worcester I Birmingham 
Canal Co. 1848 - 

Name changed to 6rand Union Canal Carrying Company in 1934 from Associated 
Carriers, 

Sources; 
1, Canal Company Records, 

Grand Junction Canal Company Rail 830 
Grand Union Canal Company Rail 860 
Shropshire Union Canal Company Rail 623 
Trent and Hersey Canal Company Rail 878 
Trent Navigation Company Rail 879 
Forrester and Birmingham Canal Company Rail 886 

2, 'Universal British Directory', 17ßI for Brldgemater Navigation Company, 
3, 'S, C, on Sunday Trading' 1841, for Old Quay Cospany 
1, 'RC, on Canals', 1906, for Canal Transport ltd, Rochdale Canal 

Navigation Coepany and Trent Navigation Company, 
5, Alan Faulkner, 'The George and the Nary', for Grand Union Canal 

Carrying Company 
6, Charles Hadfield, 'Canals of the Pest Midlands", for Staffordshire 

and Borcestershire Canal Company and Worcester and Birsinghas Canal 
Company, 
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traffic an their system. 48 Significantly, a large proportion 

of the Shropshire Union's boats, 79% in 1870,49% in 1889,49 

were engaged in moving merchandise rather than heavy goods 

as this was the traffic which private carriers could no 

longer afford to take on. 

During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the fly- 

boat trade lost more and more traffic to the railways. In 

1884, fly-boats still operated on the larger northern canals 

such as the Aire and Calder and the Shropshire Union 

Railway and Canal Carrying Company were still running a 

number of fly-boats from Staffordshire to Liverpool to meet 

ships. 8° However, Fellows Morton & Co., the premier 

merchandise carrier on the narrow canal system,. ran only a 

few, and these at a loss. 8' Owners registering boats as 

dwellings under the 1877 Canal Boats Act were required to 

state whether the boat was to be used as a fly-boat or for 

working shifts. Three were so registered at Paddington 

between 1910 and 191652 but there were none registered at 

Brentford after 187963 and none at Uxbridge from 19131-4 

(earlier registers at Uxbridge no longer exist). 

1.5 Canal Carrying in the twentieth century. 

In the twentieth century, the distinction between the fly- 

boats and slow-boats blurred and became less important. Up 

until as late as the Second World War boats occasionally 

worked fly if required but there was no longer a fly-boat 
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service as such, Horses continued to be used for some short 

distance low-grade traffic, especially in the Vest Midlands 

but after the First World War, diesel powered motor-boats 

began to be used both for general merchandise and low-grade 

traffic. 

Local traffic continued to account for a large proportion of 

the trade in the twentieth century. Local operators far 

outnumbered the long-distance or middle distance carriers as 

table 1.5 shows. In Birmingham, open narrow-boats without 

living accommodation were extensively used for the carriage 

of coal, refuse, and heavy industrial materials over short 

distances. Thirty three carriers were working solely on one 

canal in the Vest Midlands in 1918, twenty three on the 

Birmingham Canal Navigation alone. Only six covered 

anything like the whole region. 

The long distance narrow-boat carriers were, in many cases, 

the descendants of the nineteenth century fly-boat companies 

and, like them, they tended to operate larger fleets and be 

fewer in number. As table 1.5 shows, in 1918, only Fellows 

Morton & Clayton offered a really nation-wide service and a 

further six companies offered a fairly extensive service. 

F. M. C. completely dominated the long distance narrow-boat 

trade until 1932 when a rival, The Grand Union Canal 

Carrying Company appeared but the latter never covered such 

a wide area as F. M. C. These two dominated this section 
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Table 1.5 Canal carr iers 1918. Map to sh ow canals contained in each region and route. 
REGIONS 
North West 
1, Ashton, 

North East 
11, Rire & Calder 

TRUNK ROUTES 
Midlands to S. East 
33, Grand Junction 

Peak Forest 12, Boroughbridge 
and Macclesfield & Ripon Midlands to N. East 

2, Bridgewater 13, Chesterfield 34, Trent and Mersey 
3, Calder and Hebble 14, Qervent & 35, Shropshire Union 
4, Huddersfield Pocklington 
5, Lancaster 15, Sheffield b Midlands to S. West 
6, Leeds & Liverpool South Yorks, Staffs 6 Worcester 
7, Manchester, Sharpness 

Bolton & Bury EUt. Severn 
8, Rochdale 16, Fossdyke & 
9, St, Helens Witham Midlands to N. East 
lO, Yeaver Trent 

West Midlands 
17, Birmingham Canal 

East Midlands 
25, Erewash Cross-Pennine 

Navigations 26, Leicester Aire & Calder 
18, Coventry 27, Loughborough Calder h Hebble 
19, Oxford 28, Notts, A Huddersfield 
20, Staffs, 3 Grantham Leeds h Liverpool 

Yores, 29, Trent Rochdale 
21, Stourport 
22, Stratford South yes 
23, Worcs & Bhaw, 
24, Yaraick 30, Kennet & Avon 

31, Severn 

32, Regents Canal 

Source; Canal Control Committee (Board of Tra 

Analysis of canal carriers operating in 1918 by region and route 

North West 
Over several canals within 
the region 
On single canals 
Ashton, Peak Forest a Macclesfield 
Bridgewater 
Calder & Hebble 
Huddersfield 
Lancaster 
Leeds & Liverpool 
Manchester, Bolton & Bury 
Rochdale 
St, Helens 
Weaver 

Yost Midlands 
Over several canals within 
the region 
On sigle canals 
Birainghar Canal Navigations 
Midlands to N, E, 
Coventry 
Oxford 
Staffs & Worcs 
Stourport 
Stratford 

South East 
Regents Canal and lower end 
of Grand Junction 

Midlands to S. East only 
Grand Junction Canal 
Traders and independent boat 
owners 
Carriers 

North East 
Over several canals within 

27 the region 13 
On single canals 

1 Aire b Calder 34 
4 Boroughbridge 6 Ripon 1 

10 Chesterfield 9 
6 Oerwent 6 Pocklington 4 
6 Sheffield & South York 2 
3 
0 
1 t E 
S 

as Midlands 
Over several canals within 

3 the region 9 
On single canals 
Erewash 1 
Leicester 8 

6 Loughborough 1 
Notts, 16ranthai 2 

23 Trent see 
trunk routes 

28 

South West 
Kennet & Avon 4 
Severn 12 

Eill 
Fossdyke I Vithai 

Midlands to S. Yest only 51 

Midlands to N. 4est only 10 
24 
6 Midlands to N. East 

Trent only 1 

Trent & other canals 1 

CARRIERS OFFERING A MORE EXTENSIVE COVERAGE 
Company Base Coverage 
W, S, Foster Ltd, Tipton BCN, Coventry, Staffs & Vorcs, Stourbridge, Warvick, Trent 

Mersey, Regents, 
John Griffiths Bedworth BCN, Coventry, Loughborough, Leicester, Staffs, & Worcs, Warwick, 

Grand Junction, Regents, Ashby, Trent b Mersey, 
Harris Bros, Brierley Hill BCN, Coventry, Staffs & Wores, Stourbridge, Varwick, Grind Junction 

Regents, Tent & Mersey, 
Severn & Canal Carrying Company Gloucester BCN, Coventry, Sharpness, Severn, Stourbridge, Staffs, I Worcs, 

Warwick, Trent & Mersey, 
Emmanuel Smith Brentford BCN, Coventry, Loughborough, Leicester, Warwick, Grand Junction, 

Regents, 
L, B, Faulkner Leighton Buzzard BCN, Coventry, Leicester, Warwick, Grand Junction, Ashby, 
Fellows Morton & Clayton Birmingham Bridgewater, Leeds & Liverpool, Rochdale, BCN, Coventry, 

Erewash, Loughborough, Leicester, Staffs & Worcs, Stourbridge, 
Trent, Trent & Mersey, Warwick, Grand Junction, Regents, 
Ashton, Peak Forest & Macclesfield, Crooford, Notts & Grantham, 



REGION OR ROUTE NUMBE R OF CARRI ERS OPERATI NG 
local w hole region total 

North West 37 27 64 
North East 50 13 63 
Midlands to S, Yest 51 
Vest Midlands 33 6 39 
Midlands to S, East 30 
South East 28 
East Midlands 12 9 21 
South West 16 
Midlands to N, Vest 10 
Cross Pennine 7 
Midlands to N, East 2 
East 

More extensive 

Total a 
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of the industry until the nationalization of inland 

waterways in 1948 when both ceased to exist. 

Wide-boat or barge traffic was to be found largely in 

northern England where the canals were broader but there was 

some between Braunstoa and London on the Grand Junction 

canal. Along the Paddington arm of that canal there was a 

particular traffic in refuse, horse manure and slop. This 

was carried mainly in wide-boats, some horse hauled, others 

towed in trains by a steam tug. 6s Wide-boats tended to 

operate over shorter distances because of their inability to 

negotiate the narrow canals of the Midlands. Only the cross- 

Pennine route offered any scope for long-distance wide-boats 

but information given to the Royal Commission on Canals in 

1906 by the Chairman of the Leeds and Liverpool Canal shows 

that, of the two hundred private carriers and bye-traders 

operating on that canal in 1905, none conveyed traffic along 

its entire length. Through traffic from Leeds to Liverpool 

and vice versa accounted for only 13,912 tons Of the 

2,467,927 total in that year and was carried solely by the 

canal company's own carrying department. 56 

There were some canals which, because of particular 

dimensions or other special conditions, operated their own 

special systems. A good example is the Aire and Calder 

canal which, after structural improvements around 1860 

introduced its own unique system with steam tugs pulling 
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trains of compartment boats. 67 Further details of this 

system are given on page 41 below. 

The complex pattern of ownership noted in the nineteenth 

century persisted into the twentieth. Despite the 

concentration of trade into fewer and larger hands, 339 

carriers are listed in the Board of Trade handbook referred 

to above. In a report written in 1941 for the Ministry of 

Transport Frank Pick6° estimated that there were about 600 

separate canal carriers with fleets ranging from one to 

three hundred craft. His categorization of boat owners is 

worth quoting in full: 
1. Well organized carrying companies employed in regular business on given 

canals or between given points, owning and working their own craft, These 
carriers have a trade organisation, The Canal Carriers Association, which 
consists of 26 members owning about 1,500 craft, 

2, Smaller carriers in good number down to a man who owns and lives in one 
barge or narrow-boat drawn by a horse, 

3. Boat builders who farm out boats either on simple hire or hire purchase, 
One such has about 450 craft, 

4, Merchants who finance barges or narrow-boats in the hands of steerers 
engaged in carrying for them, 

5, Industrialists who own and work barges and narrow-boats on their own 
account or who hold controlling interests in companies owning and working 
such craft, 

Under the terms of the 1947 Transport Act, the British 

Transport Commission acquired 2,064 miles of waterway 

including most of the main canals. There was no intention 

to take over carriers but the Commission naturally acquired 

those which had formerly belonged to the canal companies. 

Several of the major general narrow-boat carriers also 

ceased trading at this time and their fleets passed to the 

Commission which consequently became the main canal carrier. 
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At least two hopeful new narrow-boat carrying companies 

started up in the 1950s but there was no real possibility of 

narrow-boat carrying becoming once more commercially viable. 

The Commission was replaced in 1963 by the British Waterways 

Board which, in the same year, decided to cease narrow-boat 

carrying. The few independent carriers which were left did 

not last much beyond 1970. The larger waterways, mainly 

canalized rivers, continued to carry. 6.43 million tons 

were transported on nationalized waterways in 1970.59 Some 

traffic continues to be carried to this day. It is to be 

found mainly on the large waterways with a tiny fraction 

being carried by "enthusiasts" on the narrow canals. 

1.6 Numbers and types of boat 

Different canals varied enormously with regard to width, 

lock size and depth of channel. A table on pages 5 to 10 of 

volume IV of the Royal Commission on Canals and Inland 

Waterways, 1906 lists the maximum sizes of vessel which can 

use each navigation and the maximum load permitted on the 

main line. There are hardly two alike. In 1913,35 per cent 

of waterway mileage was restricted to boats carrying no more 

than 30 tons, 58 per cent could carry boats of between 40 

and 60 tons leaving only 7 per cent which would allow the 

passage of boats carrying over 60 tons. 60 

Large vessels, capable of carrying 50 to 100 tons, such as 

keels, wherries, trows, lighters, flats and sailing barges 
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were, therefore, confined to large river navigations, 

estuaries, ship canals and the few large canals such as the 

Regents (100 ton maximum), the Aire & Calder (250 ton 

maximum) and the Sheffield and South Yorkshire (100 ton 

maximum). 

Only the narrow-boats, variously known as "monkey boats" or 

"long boats" could negotiate a large part of the system and 

for this reason the long-distance carriers continued to use 

them until late into the twentieth century. With a length of 

70 or 72ft., 6ft. 10in to 7ft. beam and a draught of not 

more than 4 ft., most carried a load of approximately 25 

tons. Until after the First World War, they were usually 

horse drawn. There was some use of steam driven narrow- 

boats in the second half of the nineteenth century but steam 

engines took up too much valuable cargo space in such a 

small boat and motor propulsion was not widely used until 

the 1920s when the diesel engine began to be adopted by 

most long-distance companies. As recently as the 1960s, 

however, horses were still used for local traffic in many 

places, especially the West Midlands. 

In the nineteenth century, some long-distance boats 

travelled in pairs but this became much more common with the 

advent of motor-boats. The motor-boat pulled a dumb-boat 

known as the "butty" but on the Trent and Mersey canal and 

on the Shropshire Union some less powerful single motor- 
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boats operated. Long-distance narrow-boats had a small cabin 

aft, 10 ft. long, 6ft. wide and less than 6ft. high. Horse- 

boats had often had an even smaller cabin in the bow but 

these were less common after 1920. Short-distance boats were 

either completely open or had a small day cabin which 

sometimes contained cooking facilities. 

In parts of Lincolnshire, East Anglia, Lancashire and 

Yorkshire, many of the canals were broader and could 

accommodate wider vessels although on some, the Leeds and 

Liverpool for example, the locks were short, only 61ft. 

long, and the draught only 3ft. 3in. From the second half of 

the nineteenth century, canal companies and large carriers 

in the North used steam to draw a small train of boats but 

the smaller carriers continued to use horses. 

The Aire and Calder Canal, particularly fortunate in having 

few locks and an ample water supply, operated a unique 

system. Steam tugs pulled trains of square steel boxes, each 

capable of carrying 40 tons. A train might consist of 30 

such compartment boats, or "Tom Puddens" as they were known, 

representing a total movement of 1,200 tons. 61 Large locks, 

215 ft. x 22 ft. with fast operating sluices ensured the 

rapid passage of this traffic. The canal company even 

provided a steam tug service for smaller carriers who could 

not afford to own such a vessel themselves. This scheme 
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helped the Aire & Calder to remain one of the most'. 

successful canals in Britain. 

The Grand Junction Canal was built- as a barge canal from 

London as far as. Braunston and could accommodate boats of 

14ft. 31n. beam in its locks or two narrow-boats side by 

side. A large number of wide boats and lighters operated on 

the Paddington arm of this canal and on the Regents canal. 

'Wide boats were the same length as a narrow-boat but with a 

14ft. beam and a capacity of 40 tons. They also had cabin 

accommodation in the stern, whereas lighters were completely 

open. These boats were sometimes towed in trains by a narrow 

tug or by tractors on the tow path. 

Very few statistics exist relating to the number of boats on 

English canals and rivers. Table 1.6 tabulates that data in 

existence for the period after 1879. 

An Act of Parliament in 1795 requiring the registration of 

all vessels over 13 tons was the only attempt before the 

Second World War to enumerate inland boats in Britain. 

Unfortunately full records have not survived. The Canal 

Boats Act of 1877 required the registration of all inland 

vessels used as dwellings. By 1879,4,964 boats had been 

registered62 but many more were either exempt or evaded 

registration. The number of boats on the Canal Boat Acts 
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179 4 964' 
, 1884 7,024 3,384 10 4082 

1891 4,3013 , 

1896 7,8204 
1901 2 6493 

, 1908 054, 
1921 1,7603 
1928 1,599' 
1930 2,000 4,000 2.000 x0006 

309 3,181 1941 5 8 4907 
, 1945 , 7}565° 
515 3,972 1946 3 7,4878 

, 1947 3,288 3,949 7,2378 

Sources; 
1, Returns of the Number of Canal Boats registered in accordance with the 

Canal Boats Act 1877, Local 6overnaent Board 1879, 
2, Canal Association survey, results presented to the S. C. on the Canal Boats 

Act Amendment Bill, 1884, 
3, Census tables, people sleeping on inland boats and barges, 1891,1901,1921, 
1, Annual Reports of the Local Government Board, 1896,1908, (Figures in these 

reports represent all boats on registers, including a number no longer in 
commission) 

5, N, S, P, C, C, special inspector for canal boat children, Interview between 
inspector and Phipps of the Board of Education, 15, PRO ref, 10 11/91, 

6, Estimate of Oven Llewellyn, Chief Canal Boat Inspector, minute on Ministry 
of Neal th file, 1,3, IY30, PRO ref, HL 6 52/135, 

7, Frank Pick report to the Ministry of Par Transport, 1941, MT 52/109, 
8, Ministry of Par Transport figures, minutes of the 42nd meeting of the 

Canal Control Committee, 5,5,1947,1/T 52/100, 
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registers become progressively more inaccurate as very 

little attempt was made to remove boats from the records 

when they went out of commission. 

In 1884, The Canal Association compiled their own statistics 

to show the Select Committee of The Canal Boats Act (1877) 

Amendment Bill. The main purpose of this survey was to show 

the government how many families, and in particular, how 

many children were living on the boats. For this reason some 

doubt was cast on its accuracy by other witnesses but while 

the canal companies had some motive for scaling down the 

true number of children on the canals, there seems to be no 

reason for them to misrepresent the number of boats. Their 

survey showed 7,024 narrow-boats and 3,384 wide boats. War- 

time control of inland waterways in 1940 led to the first 

comprehensive survey of canal boat numbers and these are set 

out in table 1.7. Even these figures were said to be 

incomplete but were thought to be approximately correct. 

Frank Pick's report to the Ministry of Transport in 1941 

puts the total number of boats at 8,490. Of these, 7,152 

were actually in service. 

Pick estimated that total annual tonnage carried in 1941 

was 11,000,000 tons compared with an estimate of 40,000,000 

tons per annum when the canals were at their peak, probably 

around 1840. It is tempting to use these figures to estimate 

how many boats were operating at the peak of the canal age 
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Table 1.7 
Canal Boat Number 

muse 

s 1941. 

Barges Narrow-boats 
Tugs 63 80 
Power driven 254 524 
Dumb barges - 
power hauled 1908 2241 
horse hauled 

-LU 
M 

T. lv3$. 441L 

Not in use - unde r or awaiting repai 
Eames 

r 
Narrow-boats 

Tugs 11 10 
Power driven 12 32 
Dumb barges - 
power hauled 176 83 
horse hauled 

,. 
2$. Zý 
22L 3ý2 

Not in use - for want of traffic 
Barges Narrow-boats 

Tugs 9 8 
Power driven 1 65 
Dumb barges - 
power hauled 178 115 
horse hauled 43. 

.; 
$. 

22L 221 

Not in use - for want of crews 
Wall Narrow-boats 

Tugs 1 0 
Power driven 3 10 
Dumb barges - 
power hauled 42 86 
horse hauled A 21 

51 . in 

r ? Rasa 
Fanges 

Tugs 30 
Power driven 11 
Dumb barges - 
power hauled 19 19 
horse hauled A U. 

Grand Total 1$L' 
$44Q 

1, Excluding 1050 conpartsent boats used for coal on the Aire 5 Calder Navigation, 

Source: Report by Frank Pick to the Ministry of War Transport, MT 52/1, 
(For details of surveys carried out 1945 - 1947 see Appendix 1, ) 
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but to do so would be rash as it is impossible to know what 

allowance to make for the extent to which the most efficient 

use was being made of the available boats and what 

proportion of larger and smaller boats was being used. Four 

times the amount of traffic does not necessarily need four 

times as many boats to carry it. The Census of England and 

Vales gives the figure of 28,611 men and women employed as 

inland boatmen in 1841. This includes lightermen and flatmen 

as well as boatmen in Vales. However, judging by the 

approximate size of the labour force, the number of canal 

boats in full-time use probably did not exceed 12,000 at the 

peak of the canal age although there may have been many more 

in part-time use. 

1.7 Capital Investment 

Given that hardly any carrying company records seem to have 

survived, it is not possible to give a detailed analysis of 

the financial structure of the carrying trade. This sub- 

section will therefore outline the main areas of capital 

investment for a major carrying concern, taking Fellows 

Morton & Clayton as an example, and draw comparisons with 

the capital requirements of smaller carriers. 

In his analysis of the financial structure of Pickfords, 

Turnbull stated that for a major carrier, fixed capital 

would account for a large proportion of its total 

resources-E9 This is born out by the figures in table 1.8 
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based on information given in the few remaining accounts of 

Fellows Morton & Clayton. When the company was incorporated 

in 1889, land, buildings, plant machinery, boats and horses 

accounted for just over fifty per cent of its total assets 

and this proportion increased to just over 68 per cent 

during the next twenty years. Interestingly, when this fixed 

capital is broken down, the proportion invested in boats and 

horses remains about the same at 23 to 24 per cent whilst 

the proportion invested in land, buildings, plant and 

machinery increases by at least fifty per cent (the increase 

may in fact be more since in 1906, plant and machinery are 

not separately itemized in the accounts and may be included 

with land or with boats). 

Faulkner's investigation of F. M. C. 's boat building 

programme64 shows that for fifty years after 1889 the 

company invested heavily in new boats. In 1906 the fleet 

consisted of 199 horse boats, 20 steamers and 227 horses. 

However, the accounts suggest that the acquisition of land 

and premises was more important to the firm than boats and 

horses. Several factors help to explain this. 

Firstly, boats and horses could be hired and small carriers 

and owner boatmen sub-contracted. It is not known how much 

of the company$s traffic was carried in this way but Morton 

stated in 1906 that they still did " a great deal of that 
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sort of thing", notwithstanding the decline in the number of 

by-traders 66 and it was still common in 1920.66 The casual 

basis of the arrangement was described by Frederick Morton 

as follows: 67 
If a an takes a load from Stourbridge district to London, a load of 
firebricks ,,,,, we very frequently load that man's boat back for his; he will 
carry the cargo for us and we pay his a haulage charge for carrying it on our 
account,,,,, and we pay the tolls, 

The advantages to the large carrier of this sort of 

arrangement were that it avoided the necessity of having a 

large part of the company's capital tied up in boats and 

horses, items which depreciated quickly and which, at times 

of slack trade, did not give a good return on investment. 

Premises, on the other hand, could not be acquired and 

disposed of on such a conveniently casual basis and a large 

carrying concern, operating a service as extensive as that 

of Fellows Morton and Clayton, needed considerable premises 

at various depots throughout the country. All canal 

companies provided extensive public wharves which were 

available free of charge or on payment of a small sum. A 

diagrammatic representation of the Worcester and Birmingham 

canal in fig. 1.4 shows the number of public wharves 

available between Diglis and Gas Street Basin. Public 

wharves, however, although free, had the disadvantage of 

being very crowded which resulted in costly delays. For this 

reason it was essential for bigger carriers to have their 

own wharves, warehouses, offices and stabling and this 
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explains the large and expanding amount of capital invested 

by F. M. C. in land and buildings. 

In addition to their main depot at Fazeley Street, 

Birmingham, F. M. C. had private depöts at Southall, Saltley, 

Volverhampton, Dudley, Northampton, Braunston, Uxbridge, 

Brentford, London (City Road), Leicester, Nottingham, 

Manchester and Liverpool60 and agencies at many other 

places. Although many of its new boats were built by 

outside firms, F. M. C. had its own boat-building and repair 

yards. One was established at Saltley in 1889 and in 1896 

another was leased at Uxbridge-69 

Staff accommodation was of course provided an the boat but 

the carrying companies do not seem to have had any capital 

invested in canal-side facilities for boatmen. In the 1920s 

the Chief Canal Boat Inspector launched a campaign to have 

washing facilities installed at Paddington for the families 

living on the refuse-boats. Neither the canal company, the 

lessees of the wharves, . 
the carriers nor the local 

corporation could be persuaded to take responsibility for 

such an installation . 70 Churches were a"higher priority than 

lavatories, but it was usually left to voluntary 

organisations to provide them. The Shropshire Union Canal 

Company and The Grand Union Canal Company helped financially 

with the establishment of boatmen's bethels and even 
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floating schools'" but the independent carrying companies, 

it seems, never did so. 

Unlike the large carriers, a small carrying firm would have 

only a small proportion of fixed capital invested in land, 

buildings, plant and machinery. Such a company might have 

some small office premises, probably leased from the canal 

company, but it would not have had its own wharves and 

warehouses. Apart from the public facilities provided by the 

canal company, boats could in theory be unloaded anywhere 

along the canal bank (in practice, the depth of water was 

often insufficient to allow boats to draw alongside) and 

much of the cargo would be delivered direct to customers' 

canal-side premises. In the West Midlands in particular, 

many factories, works and mines using canal transport would 

have their own wharf or even an arm or basin. 

A small carrier would probably have a relatively large 

amount invested in boats but even this is not necessarily 

so. In 1906 narrow-boats could be hired for about 16/- to 

18/- per week. 72 He would probably own a small fleet of 

boats and hire or sub-contract others when necessary but he 

is unlikely to have owned any horses. Boatmen in the slow 

trade were often required to provided their own horse and in 

1906 horses could be hired for about a pound a week . 73 

Details in table 1.9, taken from the profit and loss account 

of Fellows Morton and Clayton for the eighteen months 
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Extracts fron the profit and loss account of the carriers Fellows Morton and Clayton 
for the 18 eonths from 1.1.1889 toi 0.6.1890 and for the year 1898. 

To depreciation E. s, d, f, s, d. 
Land and building 534,0, 0, 650, 6, 6, 
Plant and sachinery 250,0, 0, S00, 0, 0, 

Horses, loss and depreciation 1,226,18, 0, 1,307, 0, 0, 
Shed at Nechells 33, 1, 3, 

1889 Land and buildings 2.551 
Plant and machinery 2,55 
Horses 30,00% 

1$SQ, Land and Building 1,655 
Plant and machinery 3,751 
Horses 27,091 

Source; Accounts of Fellows Norton and Clayton, 
Archives Department, Birmingham Central Library, 
PPLI7,02,663023, NS OS1, 
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from 1.1.1889 to 30.6.1890 and for the year 1898, indicate 

why a small operator would be unlikely to keep his own 

stock of horses. 

The amount written off for the loss and depreciation of 

horses shows how costly it could be to maintain one's own 

stock of animals, a liability which the small operator would 

do well to off-load onto the unfortunate boatman if he 

could. Fly-trade carriers could not. do this. They had to 

maintain their own stock of horses because of the way they 

operated their boats with frequent changes of horses to 

maintain optimum speed. 

Another important difference between the financial structure 

of large and small carriers would be with regard to credit. 

In the case of a large carrier, the extension of credit to 

customers was an important way, of attracting trade. Table 

1.8 above shows that in the case of Fellows Morton and 

Clayton, such credit accounted for 23 per cent of its total 

assets in 1898. This had declined proportionately and 

absolutely by 1906 but remained a significant amount. The 

accounts show, however, that this credit was usually more 

than offset by the amount extended to the company by its own 

creditors: 

1890 1898 1906 
f, s, d, f, s, d, f, S. d, 

Sundry creditors 22,219,16,4,30,457,16,10,22,860,12,10, 
Sundry debtors 23,936,17,6,25,756,19,1,19,307,17,10, 
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Large carriers such as Fellows Morton and Clayton could 

expect to be granted credit facilities by the canal company 

in respect of tolls. This facility would not be granted to 

small carriers whose boats would have to pay tolls to the 

toll agent as they went along. Without this facility the 

small operator would not only be put to the inconvenience of 

having to provide his boatmen with sufficient cash for each 

journey but would be unlikely to be able to offer attractive 

credit advantages to prospective customers. 

Small bye-traders might have no fixed capital at all if they 

rented a boat and horse. Table 1.10 shows the balance of 

profit and loss on a pair of rented boats carrying coal from 

Varwickshire to Croxley Mills in 1906. The figures are based 

on a bye-trader making 26 of the 200 mile round trips in a 

year with an average load of 56 tons per trip. Each round 

trip takes only 8 days but the balance is made up with days 

lying idle waiting for loading, unloading etc. It was 

estimated that if difficulties in navigating and other 

causes of delay were removed, 35 trips might be made in a 

year. This account does not seem to make any allowance for 

back loading which could increase the net earnings by about 

30 per cent. 

The accounts examined in this sub-section further emphasize 

the difference between the fly-trade and the slow-trade. To 

set up in the former, a great deal of capital was necessary 
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Table 1.10. 
Profit and loss on a pair of boats carrying coal fron Varvickshire to Croxley 
uni 

Oisbursesents, f s, d, 
To rent of pair of boats 0 16s, per week 41 12 0 
Wages, including food, 2 mates 
Q 12s, per week 92 12 0 
52 weeks horse hire, etc 52 0 0 
Straps, lines etc 2 0 0 

Reteipts 
189 4 0 

By 26 trips at 110 IOs, Od, per trip 273 0 0 
Cost of working as above 189 4 0 

Bye trader's net earnings 83 16 0 

Source Royal Coaaission on Canals, 1906, Vol, [Appendix 7, S4afcient Ii. 
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but it was quite possible to set one's self up in the 

slow-trade in a small way with almost no initial capital at 

all. In the twentieth century, when the fly-trade more or 

less disappeared, it was possible for small carriers with 

one or two diesel-powered boats to enter the general 

merchandise trade. This partly accounts for the continuing 

possibility of enterprise during a period of overall decline 

and for the fact that the carrying trade consisted of such a 

large number of small carriers, almost as many towards the 

end of canal carrying as at the beginning. 

1.8 Entrepreneurs 

Regarded by many contemporaries from 1840 onwards as a 

declining and obsolete form of transport, no-one seemed 

very interested in trying to devote either investment 

capital or innovative technology to improving inland water 

transport. Yet, certain features peculiar to canal carrying 

meant that it remained an attractive form of transport to 

certain sectors of industry and opportunities existed for 

those with the ability to exploit them. 

The general merchandise carrying trade was always dominated 

by a few large companies with large capital needs. However, 

much of the slow-trade, and in the twentieth century a 

little of the general merchandise trade, was conducted by 

small carriers, some operating only a handful of boats, some 
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merely single owner-boatmen. The low initial capital 

requirements of the small carrier suggest that it was 

relatively easy for men of moderate means, but with the 

ability to spot a commercial opportunity and turn it to 

advantage, to enter the trade. 

Charles Nilson, in his essay The Entrepreneur in the 

Industrial Revolution in Britain 74 identified the 

distinctive characteristic of the entrepreneur as "a sense 

of market opportunity combined with the capacity needed to 

exploit it". 's He stressed that the most successful men were 

those with a grasp of commercial opportunity and that this 

was at least as important as the capacity to apply and 

develop new inventions. This sub-chapter will therefore 

attempt to establish whether this idea is born out in the 

case of canal carrying. It is stressed that the purpose of 

this study is to examine the origins and motives of men who 

conducted carrying concerns during the period 1840 to 1970, 

i. e. those who found it was still possible to make a living 

from canal carrying during a period of overall contraction 

in the trade. The men who founded canal carrying companies 

during the period before 1840 when canal carrying was still 

expanding are of only passing concern here. 

The main general carriers and fly-boat owners of the first 

half of the nineteenth-century were nearly all men of 

considerable capital and property, landowners and owners of 
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collieries, quarries, foundries, salt works and other 

manufacturing works. Most of these carriers had gone out of 

business by the middle of the century and from the late 

1840s until the last quarter of the century, all the large 

carrying concerns were owned and run by canal companies. 

This was a period of particular depression for the canal 

carrying trade and few new carrying concerns of any note 

were founded at this time. There are, however, a few 

important exceptions. 

In 1837, James Fellows founded a small carrying business in 

Vest Bromwich. 66 It expanded rapidly, especially after 1860 

when it was taken over by his son, Joshua. In 1889, 

following a series of take-avers and mergers, it became 

Fellows, Morton and Clayton, the largest and most famous 

general canal carrier of the twentieth century. Little is 

known of James Fellows origins but he seems not to have had 

other business interests and as his carrying business 

started in a very small way it seems reasonable to assume 

that he was originally a man of modest means. 

Xore is known about the Clayton family who were to become 

the most famous and influential family in the canal industry 

from the late nineteenth century onwards. The Claytons were 

already the proprietors of a timber business at Saltley, 

Birmingham when William Clayton set up a small canal 

carrying business in 1842. " In 1862 the company moved to 
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new premises and began specializing in the carriage of bulk 

liquids, especially tar and gas water. The general carrying 

side of the business continued until 1889 when part of the 

company merged with Fellows Morton & Company, but the bulk- 

liquid carrying business continued to exist independently 

under the management of William's son, Thomas. In 1904 this 

company moved again and became Thomas Clayton (Oldbury) Ltd. 

Later still two more separate companies were formed, Thomas 

Clayton (Paddington) Ltd., specializing in the carriage of 

refuse and Thomas Clayton Petroleum Products Ltd. Forrester 

Clayton, grandson of William, became one of the most well 

known figures in the twentieth century canal trade. Chairman 

of the Canal Carriers Association and a member of the Second 

Vorld War Canals (Defence) Advisory Committee, he was also 

the director of four other carrying companies including the 

Grand Union Canal Carrying Company and the Severn and Canal 

Carrying Company. 78 

Another group of carriers which started during the middle 

years of the nineteenth century were founded by men who were 

primarily farmers and owners of lime and cement works in the 

Stockton area of Varwickshire. Oldham Tatham and Co., 

Griffin and Co. (later the Blue Lias Lime Vorks) and Charles 

Nelson and Company Ltd. (later acquired by the Rugby 

Portland Cement Co. Ltd. ) all began in this way between 1844 

and 1854. '9 George Nelson, the founder of Charles Nelson and 

Co. Ltd., is typical of the group. He was originally a 
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farmer and landowner who began producing lime for 

agricultural purposes. When his son took over in 1856 he 

expanded the business. into cement production and built up a 

fairly extensive fleet of canal boats to carry his lime down 

to Paddington and bagged cement to Birmi'ngham. eo 

A large part of canal traffic was conducted by this sort of 

boat owner, i. e. a company whose main concern was something 

other than canal carrying but who owned a fleet of canal 

boats in order to convey their own materials. In order to 

get the maximum return on their investment, some of these 

companies acted as public carriers when their boats were not 

required for their own purposes. For example, John Greaves 

and Son of Stratford upon Avon were primarily involved in 

the limestone and cement trade but they also used their 

boats to carry grain to Dudley via Birmingham and coal on 

the return trip. el 

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, with the 

slight upturn in the fortunes of canal transport, the 

prospects for enterprising men wishing to set up new 

carrying ventures improved somewhat. One section of the 

trade had always consisted of owner-boatmen operating one or 

two boats. Joseph Baxendale of Pickfords described how many 

of their fly-boat captains eventually managed to save up 

enough money to buy a boat and left the company to set up on 

their own. 82 The possibility of hiring boats and horses made 
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it possible for other men of little capital to enter the 

trade. Such boatmen, sometimes known as bye-traders and 

later still as "number ones", were often hired by larger 

carriers either on contract or casual basis. e3 

Some of these men managed to expand their businesses 

sufficiently to form a carrying company but very few 

developed beyond owning half a dozen or so boats. There are 

some notable exceptions. Samuel Barlow senior was born the 

son of a canal boatman in 1847. He became a boatman himself, 

bought two narrow-boats of his own in 1867, and set up a 

small coal merchants business near Tamworth, Staffordshire, 

in 1879. The concern grew and became one of the best known 

carrying companies of the twentieth century. Mainly 

concerned with carrying coal from the Warwickshire coal 

fields, their boats also carried other back-cargoes on 

their return trips from London. The fleet reached its peak 

in the mid- 1940s with just over 30 pairs of narrow-boats 

and 40 day boats-84 In 1919 it became a limited company and 

a substantial shareholding was acquired by the coal 

merchant, W. H. Bowater, already an established carrier 

himself. By 1926 the Barlow family had disposed of most of 

their shares although Barlow's nephew, "Big Sam", retained 

his until after the Second World War. A grandson of Barlow, 

Samuel Edwin Barlow started his own firm (S. E. Barlow) in 

1919. This was absorbed by the parent company in 1957 and 

Barlows itself was sold to Blue Line Carriers in 1962. 
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John Griffiths also came from a modest background. He told 

the Departmental Committee on Living-in in 192068 how his 

father had acquired just one boat, then two or three and 

began carrying for himself. His father was evidently a 

boatman himself as nine of his thirteen children were born 

on board. His first venture appears to have failed however, 

and he went to work for Fellows Morton & Clayton as a 

manager for five years by which time he was able to start up 

on his own account again. By 1921 the company had 64 boats 

working all over the Midlands and down the Grand Junction to 

London. 

In 1879 at Brentford, Alfred Buck registered three narrow- 

boats and a wide boat under the Canal Boats Act (1877). e6 As 

he named himself as the captain of three of these boats it 

seems reasonable to assume that he was a small owner- 

boatman. By 1932, Buck had built up a fleet which, to judge 

by the Canal Boat Inspector's records, consisted of some 

twenty three canal boats, mainly wide, carrying bricks, 

sand, coal and general merchandise on the lower part of the 

Grand Union Canal. 

Besides boatmen, there must have been many other men of 

modest background living and working on or near the canal 

who had the opportunity to take advantage of commercial 

potential in certain aspects of canal carrying from time to 

time. It is known that in the first part of the nineteenth- 
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century a considerable number of coal merchants established 

small canal boat fleets - eighteen were established at one 

wharf alone in Varwickshire by 1828.07 Wharfingers too were 

quick to exploit the business potential of the canal during 

this early period, so much so that the Oxford Canal Company 

found it necessary in 1791 to prohibit their own wharfingers 

from trading in their own boats because of the preferential 

treatment afforded such vessels by them. ee Unfortunately, to 

what extent such men operated their own boats or started 

small carrying concerns in the later years is not known but 

certainly none of the large carrying companies seem to have 

had such origins. 

During the post-war period of the twentieth-century, a few 

new carrying concerns were founded by small men of vision 

with little or no financial resources of their own. The best 

known is Lesley Morton who had been employed as manager of 

the Grand Union Canal Carrying Company from June 1934 to 

November 1936. Morton had a passionate belief in the 

potential of canal transport and although he had no 

financial resources of his own *he managed to persuade a 

merchant banker, Captain Vivian Bulkeley-Johnson to back him 

in the foundation of the Willow Wren Canal Carrying Company 

in 1953. At its height in 1965 the fleet consisted of around 

thirty seven boats, although there were never more than a 

dozen pairs in service. The company worked hard to attract 

new traffic and for a while enjoyed some success but in 
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1963, after a severe winter and no further financial backing 

available from Bulkeley-Johnson, the company had to dispose 

of its fleet. Morton was still reluctant to admit defeat and 

formed a new company, Willow Wren Canal Transport Services 

Ltd. which operated on a co-operative basis with boatmen 

hiring their boats from the company and meeting running and 

maintenance costs themselves. This venture ceased in 1970 

with the death of Morton. 09 

Recent research on the origins of enterprise during the 

nineteenth-century has expressed scepticism about the 

ability of men of modest means to become entrepreneurs. This 

study of enterprise in the canal trade shows that although 

it was indeed possible for humble men to set themselves up 

as carriers, few managed to expand their business into a 

sizeable carrying company. From 1840 onwards, most of the 

large carrying concerns were owned by canal companies with 

large capital assets at their disposal. Some of these 

carrying companies were founded by the canal company 

concerned, others had been originally started by business 

men of considerable financial backing, landowners, colliery 

owners and manufacturers who sold out to the canal companies 

when freight traffic began to move to the railways. Another 

large sector of the trade can be accounted for by fleets of 

boats owned by manufacturing companies, collieries etc who 

employed them mainly to carry their own materials. The 

remaining trade, and it is impossible to give any clear 
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indication of how large this was, was carried on by private 

carrying enterprises of various sizes but mainly very small. 

The last category, although small, does however contain a 

few men of modest origins, but considerable enterprise, who 

found it possible to build up sizeable carrying concerns. 

Indeed, after the First World War, when several of the canal 

companies closed down their own carrying departments because 

of the effects of the war and the loss of government control 

and support, some of these men became the most important and 

well-known narrow-boat carriers on the canals. For most 

owner-boatmen, low profits and the difficulty of raising 

capital to buy more boats proved an insuperable obstacle to 

expansion. But the cases of John Griffiths, Thomas Clayton, 

Joshua Fellows, Samuel Barlow, Leslie Morton and a few 

others show what was possible for men with real business 

f lair. 

1.9 Conclusion 

Compared with other forms of transport, the proportion of 

the nations' freight carried by canal decreased drastically 

during the nineteenth century. However, while some canals 

declined and became derelict, others maintained and even 

increased their traffic with the result that the over-all 

volume of freight carried remained fairly constant. This 
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indicates a surprising amount of flexibility and 

adaptability displayed by canal carrying. It has often been 

said that road and rail transport was more flexible than 

canals and that canal companies failed to adapt to the 

changed circumstances of the railway age. This is true, but 

for the carriers themselves, the need to adapt was more 

urgent and those that failed to do so soon went out of 

business. 

Many found it was still possible to make a living out of the 

carrying trade and thus it was that for more than a century 

after the end of the so-called "golden age" of canals, they 

continued to fulfil a useful, if diminishing role in the 

transport system of the country. This was achieved despite 

fierce competition from rivals employing superior 

technology, lack of public investment and the enormous 

shortcomings of the canal system itself with its 

inconsistency of gauge and lack of co-operation between one 

canal company and another and between canal companies and 

carriers. 

The carrying trade was made up of many and diverse parts, 

some declining, others stagnating, a few developing and 

prospering. Broader canals with fewer locks and good water 

supplies did better than narrow ones traversing hilly 
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terrain, but no canal far from heavy industrial areas could 

hope to prosper. 

When canal carrying was at . the height of prosperity, the 

fly-trade was the most lucrative, but also the most 

vulnerable sector of the carrying business, declining almost 

to the point of extinction by the end of the nineteenth 

century. It required a high-level of investment, much of it 

tied up in fixed assets which could not always be used to 

capacity and which, in some cases, depreciated rapidly. 

This, together with competition from other forms of 

transport and a waterway system not best suited to long- 

distance traffic meant that few profited greatly or for long 

in this sector of the industry. Few men of modest origins 

were able to make serious inroads here although the 

activities of the Fellows family show that it was possible. 

Entry into the slow-trade was easier for men with few 

financial resources. The flexibility of the waterway system 

lay in the fact that, unlike the railway, it was a public 

highway, open to anyone on payment of the appropriate tolls. 

The availability of second-hand and hired craft as well as 

hired horses and the system of sub-contracting by larger 

companies meant that the slow-trade offered many 

opportunities for the small entrepreneur. Iherever a need 
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existed for cheap bulk transport, wherever regularity and 

cost were more important than speed, wherever fewer 

breakages in transit or other special conditions peculiar to 

the canal made it more attractive than the railway, a man 

might set himself up with relatively little outlay and be 

free to make the most of whatever opportunities came his 

way. However, unlike the railways, canal transport was 

unpopular with investors. Low profits and the difficulty of 

attracting investment capital from other sources made it 

unlikely that such enterprises would ever develop into 

larger carrying concerns. 

This accounts for the pattern of ownership characteristic of 

the carrying trade throughout its history, namely a few 

large companies operating mainly within the general 

merchandise sector or fly-trade and a myriad of smaller 

owners operating mainly within the heavy low-grade cargo 

sector. 

The First World War had a devastating effect on canal 

traffic. Rapidly rising costs with no corresponding rise in 

rates, government policy and the increasingly out-moded and 

inefficient narrow canals set in train a steep decline. 

Although the decline steadied during the inter-war years, 

trade depression and the rise of motorized road transport 
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ensured that the industry never really recovered. In some 

areas, however, canal transport continued to fill a need 

apparently left unsatisfied by its rivals. By 1941, a 

century after the end of the so-called "canal age", no fewer 

than 600 carriers and boat-owners were to be found carrying 

on the waterways of Britain and many continued to do so for 

another thirty years after that. 

The implication for the work-force of all this is that 

conditions of employment might be expected to have remained 

fairly stable, at least until the outbreak of the First 

'World War. Given that there was little progress towards 

labour-saving technological innovation, the amount of work 

available probably remained fairly constant. While there was 

no great expansion, no need to recruit large numbers of 

outsiders to the trade, one might expect that there were no 

huge enforced redundancies either. It will be the aim of the 

rest of this study to discover the effect of this on the 

work-force. Did it for example help to maintain wage levels 

within the industry and thus promote prosperity among the 

boat people? Or did it lead to a closing of ranks, less 

intercourse with the outside world and a more isolated and 

entrenched position for those that remained? 
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The Demogräphic Structure of the Canal Boat Population 

Compared with other occupational groups, the community of 

canal boat people was never large, probably no more than 

40,000 at its peak around the middle of the nineteenth 

century. This figure includes all boatmen on inland 

waterways, canal boatmen- of all, sorts, river boatmen, the 

crews of tugs, steamers and dredgers, >'flatmen and lightermen 

and even pleasure boatmen. In the case of-canal boat crews 

it also includes a significant number of women and children. 

The canal boat population was, necessarily, widely dispersed 

and a significant number of its members spent most of their 

working lives travelling from place to place. It was, 

therefore, understandably difficult to collate information 

about the size and structure of the labour force, had 

anyone, in deed, felt inclined to do so. As a result, 

statistical sources are few and tend, to be unreliable. The 

main one, The Census of England and Wales, does not 

differentiate between the various types of. boatmen. In this 

chapter, an attempt-has been made to separate out the crews 

of canal boats from those on other , inland vessels. An 

explanation of the method used can . be seen in Appendix 2. 

Any reference, therefore, to boat people in "selected 

counties" is a reference to canal boaters thus separated 

out. Full details of all people included in this group are 

enumerated at Appendix 3. 
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2.1 The size and composition of the labour force. 

For the period between 1800 and 1840, when the canals were 

at the height of their development and prosperity, no 

figures on the size of the labour force exist. Not until the 

Census of 1841 was any attempt made to enumerate the canal 

boat population and not until the Census of 1851 did this 

source of information become even fairly reliable. Even 

then, most of the more reliable figures relate to men and 

boys. Information about the number of women employed on 

boats is, for the most part, so inaccurate as to be 

worthless. One has to rely on the figures for females 

sleeping on board inland boats, remembering, of course, that 

these include female children as well as adults and that any 

women working day boats would have been excluded. 

The figure given for men working in the inland waterways 

industry in England and Vales in the Census of 1841 was 

23,185. This figure apparently excludes all boatmen working 

in London which if added would have brought the total up to 

28,611. This too is thought by Hanson' to be an 

underestimate and I agree with him. Nevertheless, based on 

the available evidence, it would seem that the size of the 

labour force peaked around the middle of the nineteenth 

century. As table 2.1 shows, in 1851, 
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Date Whole Census Selected 
counties only 

Percentage increase or 
decrease in selected 
counties 

1851 32,617 14,262 
1861 31,221 14,410 + 1,03 
1871 29,487 13,087 - 9,18 
1881 29,870 13,603 + 3,94 
1891 30,848 13,07 - 0,70 
1901 29,818 12,971 - 3,96 
1911 27,839 12,257 - 5,50 
1921 23,508 8,865 -27,67 
1931 21,113 7,265 -18,04 
1939 4,790 -34,06 
1951 14,087 3,753 -21,64 

Source, The Census of England and Vales, Occupational tables, 1851 - 1951, 
Source of 1939 figures; einutes of the Canal Control Cossittee (Ministry of 
Transport), 5,9,1907, PRO ref, fir 52/100, 
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32,617 males aged 10 years and above, were employed as 

inland boatmen of all kinds in England and Wales. 

The figures for selected counties show that in 1851, 

probably just under a half of all the inland boatmen in 

England and Wales were men employed on canal boats in 

England. Most of the remainder were the crews of river 

vessels. For example, the 1851 total of 32,617 males 

contains about 4,000 Thames watermen in London, 

approximately 1,200 river boatmen at Gloucester and Bristol, 

and around 1,800 men on the rivers of North and East 

Yorkshire, especially the Humber. There would also have been 

large numbers of river boatmen working on the Mersey, and on 

other rivers. 

It has already been pointed out in Chapter one that the 

actual volume of traffic carried by canal did not drop 

dramatically with the growth of railway competition after 

1840. Table 2.1 shows a similar picture emerging with regard 

to the size of the male labour force. During the sixty years 

between 1851 and 1911 it decreased by 14.05% in the selected 

counties. This decrease, although not insignificant, is 

small in comparison with that of the post 1911 period. In 

deed, during the two decades, 1851 to 1861 and 1871 to 1881 

the male labour force actually increased slightly. Once 

again, the First World War marked the turning point with the 

first really big decrease in numbers of boatmen occurring 
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over this period. Thereafter, the decline continued steeply 

with the number of boatmen in selected counties decreasing 

by 69.38 per cent between 1911 and 1951. The decrease in 

canal boatmen during the period up to 1911 is about the same 

as the decline of boatmen in the inland waterway industry as 

whole but, thereafter, the canal boat labour force shrank 

much more rapidly. Between 1932 and 1936 canal traffic 

began to increase slightly but the men who had drifted away 

during the war and the early inter-war period could not be 

persuaded back. Trade was turned away and boats lay idle for 

want of crews. 

As the canal carrying industry can never be regarded as a 

single homogenous whole, an examination of the changes in 

the size of the male labour force on a regional basis, which 

can be seen in table 2.2, is both interesting and revealing. 

These figures show that the carrying trade in the East 

Midlands collapsed almost completely between 1851 and 1911. 

The second greatest drop in the early period was in Vest 

Yorkshire, which is rather surprising as the northern canals 

were supposed to have been relatively prosperous. West 

Yorkshire contains the Aire and Calder Canal, the most 

successful of English canals after the Manchester Ship 

Canal. However, perhaps the introduction, after 1860, of the 

less labour intensive system of carrying by trains of tug 

boats partly accounts for the decrease. The apparent 
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Table 2.2 
Males employed as boatmen in various regions - per Gentag 

Increase or decrease, 1851 - 1951 
I increase or decrease 

REGION 1851-1911 1911-1951 

EAST MIDLANDS 
(Leics. and Derbyshire -82.71 -BS-St 

WEST MIDLANDS 
(Staffs. Varks. Worts. ) -6.95 -82.81 

MIDLANDS TO NORTH WEST ROUTE 
(Shropshire and Cheshire) -1.3% -72.91 

NORTH WEST ENGLAND 
(Lancashire) +11.91 -57.55 

VEST YORKSHIRE 
-27.31 -701 

GRAND JUNCTION CANAL 
(Northants. Herts. Eucks. Middx. ) +0.41 -49.71 

Source; Census of England and dales, occupational tables in 
individual county reports, 
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increase in the labour force in the North West is almost 

certainly due to the fact that the figures include men 

working on flats and larger vessels in Liverpool docks, on 

the Mersey and on the Manchester Ship Canal. The slight 

increase on the line of the Grand Junction Canal is entirely 

due to increases at the Middlesex end. This partly reflects 

the brick and refuse trade on the Paddington arm and the 

increased use of Brentford, but the figures also include men 

working on the Thames. If Middlesex is excluded, the Grand 

Junction Canal shows a loss of 42% of its manpower between 

1851 and 1911. 

The slight drop in man-power on the route between the 

Midlands and the North Vest between 1851 and 1911 is 

probably an under-estimate as the Cheshire figures were 

inflated by the inclusion of boats on the Wirral, 

particularly at Birkenhead, which had little to do with the 

canal carrying trade proper. The 6.9% drop in the West 

Midlands labour force conceals the fact that in 

Staffordshire, the heart of the narrow-canal system, the 

male labour force actually increased by 19.9% over the same 

period. 

During the second period, 1911 to 1951, all regions 

sustained very heavy losses in man-power. Although the North 

Vest appeared to fair better than most, this again is due to 

the Mersey, the Liverpool docks and the Manchester Ship 
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Canal. The relatively small decrease in the male labour 

force sustained by the Grand Junction Canal may have owed 

something to the short distance traffic at the Middlesex end 

but is probably mainly due to the inclusion of the Thames in 

the figures. If Middlesex is again excluded the loss rises 

to 72.7%. 

These figures suggest that canals, including narrow canals, 

continued to fulfil a useful role in the transport system 

when they were serving the old heavy industries, carrying 

bulk, low-grade cargo over short distances. Tonnage on the 

Birmingham Canal Navigations increased by 83.7% between 1848 

and 1898,2 much of it coal and iron carried over short 

distances in open day-boats around the Black Country. It is 

hardly surprising, therefore, that the Staffordshire labour 

force expanded. or is it surprising that it contracted so 

rapidly after the First World War with the decline of the 

heavy industries on which canal carrying relied. 

The number of women on the canals is rather elusive. The 

occupational tables in the Census show 1,638 employed on 

canal boats in selected counties in 1851, but the real 

number was certainly higher. Table 2.3 gives the numbers of 

people sleeping on board inland boats and barges between 

1851 and 1951. In trying to assess the number of women in 

the labour force, these Census figures have several major 

drawbacks. Firstly there is no indication of how many 
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Ma @; I Fam ilo; T otal 
Whol@ c c WhoIL2 Selected 

1851 10,059 2,503 12,562 
1861 8,494 3,421 11,915 
1871 7,616 3,360 10,976 
1881 6,225 2,753 8,978 8,780 
1891 8,539 2,839 11,373 7,963 
1901 4,916 1,953 6,869 4,804 
1911 13,914- 
1921 3,254 1,908 2,054 1,496 5,306 3,404 
1931 2,852 1,680 1,632 1,195 4,484 2,875 
1951 588 381 969 

* This figure is inflated by the inclusion of approximately 8,500 people in Liverpool 
docks and Birkenhead, The proper figure should probably be in the region of 5,400, 

Percentage i 
on board boa 

1851-1861 

ncrease/decreas 
ts and barges 1 

Males 
-15,55 

e of people sleeping 
851 - 1951 (Whole Census only) 

Females 
+36,67 

1861-1871 -10,33 - 1,78 

1871-1881 -18,26 -18,06 

1881-1891 +37,17 + 3,12 

1891-1901 -42,42 -31,20 

1901-1921 -33,80 + 5,17 

1921-1931 -12.35 -20,54 

Source, Census of England and dales, 1851 - 1551, tables shaming 
the number of people sleeping on inland boats and barges, 
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children were contained in the totals and secondly, in most 

Census years, it is not possible to separate out men and 

women in the selected counties. Finally, in considering only 

people sleeping on board, one excludes that large part of 

the labour force who, for one reason or another, were 

sleeping ashore on the night of the Census. 

Between 19th May and 1st June 1884; the Canal Association 

conducted a survey of the canal boat population' which gives 

some indication of the number of women in the labour force, 

although, like the Census figures, it refers only to women 

who lived on board. It was presented to the Select 

Committee on the Canal Boats Act (1877) Amendment Bill with 

the aim of persuading the Committee that no further official 

intervention on behalf of the canal boat population was 

necessary and so the numbers are not likely to be over 

estimated, rather the opposite maybe the case. 

The survey covered 1,830 miles out of-a-total of 2,437, and 

included broad and narrow-boats on all major navigations. 

The information was collected by toll agents and lock 

keepers who were instructed to note down the occupants of 

all passing cabin boats during a two week period. 

Duplications were said to have been removed when the results 

were collated centrally by the Association. 4 
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Table 2.4 
Size and composition of the cana 

Number o 

l boat population resident o 

f total population % of la 

n board, 1884. 

bour force over 16 years 
Males over 16 yrs 13,489 59.8 80,4 
Females over 16 yrs 

married 2,802 12,4 16,7 
single 495 2,2 3 
total 3,297 14,6 19,6 

Children under 5 yrs 2,037 9 
5- 13 yrs 1,996 8,9 

13 - 16 yrs 1,742 7,7 
Total population 22,561 

Number of narrow-boats in survey 7,024 
Number of ride boats in survey 3,384 
Total number of boats in survey 10,408 

Source, Survey conducted by the Canal Association, 1884, 
Reports and Evidence of the Select Committee on the Canal Boats Act 
(1877) Amendment Bill, 1884, Appendix 1, 
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The results, which can be seen in table 2.4, show that 

females over sixteen years of age made up no more than 

twenty per cent of the labour force on long-distance cabin 

boats. It is not known if, or to what extent, women worked 

day boats. Reformers who sought to remove female and child 

labour from the boats focused their attention exclusively on 

boats with living accommodation, suggesting that there were 

few on other types of boats but as they were concerned with 

sanitation, morality and education rather than working 

conditions per se, this need not necessarily be the case. It 

is known that women were recruited during the First World 

War to load day boats carrying coal from collieries. 6 Some 

union resistance to women workers was reported at this time 

suggesting that female labour was not a part of customary 

practice. 

Given the deficiencies of the Census data on which table 2.5 

is based, the best that can be said with any degree of 

accuracy about the proportion of female labour in the 

labour force based on that source is that it comprised 

between twenty and thirty per cent of those boat people who 

lived on board during the nineteenth century. This is 

slightly higher than the proportion indicated by the Canal 

Association. Considering the purpose for which their survey 

was intended this is not surprising. If it was possible to 

use Census data to consider the number of women employed on 

canals only, which it is not, the percentage would probably 
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ALL I NLAND WATERWAYS 
A 

OF ENGLAND AND 
B 

WALES 
C 0 E 

Males employed Males sleeping Females sleeping Females as % Females as % 

(incl 
as boatmen 

uding day boat) 
on boats on boats of population 

on board 
of columns A and 
C together 

1851 32,617 10,059 2,503 19,9 7,1 
1861 31,221 8,494 3,421 28,7 9,9 
1871 29,487 7,616 3,360 30,6 10,2 
1881 29,870 6,225 2,753 30,7 8,4 
1891 30,848 8,539 2,839 25 8,4 
1901 29,813 4,916 1,953 28,4 6,1 
1921 23,508 3,254 2,054 38,7 8,0 
1931 21,113 2,852 1,632 36,4 7,0 

SELECTED COUNTIES 
ABCDE 
Males employed Males sleeping Females sleeping Females as % Females as % 
as boatmen on boats on boats of population of columns A and 

on board C together 
1921 8,865 2,048 1,520 42,6 14,6 
1931 7,265 1,786 1,248 41.1 14,7 
1951 3,748 481 365 43,1 8,9 
1961 2,158 537 183 25,4 7,8 
1971 628 430 125 22,5 16,6 

Source; The Census of England and dales, 1851 - 1971, Population Tables 
and Occupational Tables, 
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have been even higher. However, if one assumes that it was 

not common for women to work day boats, and if such boats 

are also included, then the proportion of women in the 

canal boat labour force as a whole would be far lower than 

twenty per cent. 

The number of women working on canal boats increased during 

the First World War in order to make up the gaps in the 

labour force which were created by men leaving to join the 

armed forces. This increase can be seen in table 2.5 which 

shows that the proportion of females to males on dwelling 

boats remained relatively high until after the Second Vorld 

War. 

Again, it is informative to examine the statistics on a 

regional basis, although, unfortunately, it is not possible 

to do this for any year earlier than 1901. The figures in 

table 2.6 show a great deal of regional variation but, for 

each Census year from 1911 to 1951 inclusive, the Grand 

Junction Canal shows the highest proportion of females on 

board boats. Three regions consistently show the lowest 

proportion of females on boats. The fact that two of them 

are Lancashire and Vest Yorkshire is not very surprising as 

family labour is thought to have died out first on broad 

canals. However, the third, Vorcestershire, consists of 

narrow canals stretching from the Black Country down to the 

river Severn suggesting that on some narrow canals, the 
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Table 2 
.6 

Percentage of f emales in the boat population li ving on board 1 901 - 1951 
A 8 C 0 E 

Males employed hales sleeping Females sleeping Females as % Females as I 

(includ 
as boatmen 

ing day boats) 
on boats on boats of population 

on board 
of columns A 
&C together 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
1901 2,092 448 245 35,4 10,4 
1921 1,436 274 227 43,3 13,7 
1931 1,056 262 211 44.6 16,7 
1951 295 59 54 47,8 15,5 
VARWICKSHIRE 
1901 816 258 126 32,8 13,4 
1921 757 273 274 50,1 26,6 
1931 552 113 92 44,9 14,3 
1951 162 34 36 51,4 18,2 
UORCEST ERSHIRE 
1901 697 78 28 26.4 3,9 
1921 501 83 39 34,8 7.2 
1931 351 45 32 41,6 8,3 
1951 126 28 18 39,1 12,5 
LANCASH 
1901 

IRE 
3,363 639 203 24,1 5,7 

1921 2,261 186 100 35 4,2 
1931 1,873 157 55 34 2,8 
1951 

I 
1,258 

RE 
25 5 16,7 0,4 

YORKSH 
1931 948 210 90 30 8,7 
1951 552 23 5 21,1 0,9 
CHESHIR E 
1901 2,395 410 203 33,1 7,8 
1921 1,700 346 284 45 14,3 
1931 1,268 268 237 46,9 15,8 
1951 

THAN 
626 

TS 
27 19 41,3 2,9 

NOR 
1901 116 96 65 40,4 35,9 
1921 67 72 70 49.3 51,1 
1931 45 54 53 49,5 54 
1951 13 20 19 48,7 59,4 

PýäS. 1901 164 56 36 39,1 18 
1921 86 64 72 52,9 45,6 
1931 85 54 43 44,3 35,6 
1951 44 37 23 38,3 34,3 

1901 179 85 62 42,2 25,7 
1921 81 31 22 41,5 20,2 
1931 65 19 18 48,7 21,7 
1951 57 56 59 51,3 50,9 

1901 737 158 106 40,2 12,6 
1921 556 131 150 53,4 21.3 
1931 552 170 144 45,9 20,7 
1951 436 35 33 48,5 7,1 
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carrying trade was not so reliant on family labour as on 

others. 

In 1876, the Commissioners appointed to enquire into the 

working of the Factory and Workshops Act asked the factory 

inspectorate to report on the number of women and children 

dwelling and working on canal boats in their area. G All the 

sub-inspectors in the main canal areas of Staffordshire, 

Varwickshire, Cheshire, Vest Yorkshire and Lancashire, 

including Liverpool and Manchester, reported that a great 

many women and children were to be found on boats in their 

areas. None were really in a position to give specific 

quantative data so there is the question of what is 

actually meant by "a great many" and to what extent their 

opinions are based on real evidence rather than merely an 

impression. Interestingly, several claimed that the number 

of women on boats was higher in the summer and this is 

confirmed by some of the Canal Boat Inspectors' reports. 

Therefore, given that the Census is usually taken in April, 

the proportion of women in the labour force may have been 

considerably higher at certain times of the year than the 

above figures suggest. 

A third significant component of the labour force, and one 

which was the subject of much controversy, was made up of 

children. Here, the Census figures are not very helpful in 

assessing the proportion and ages of children in the work 
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force. The summary tables for males and females employed as 

boatmen and bargemen contain figures for children aged 10 

years and above but these are unlikely to reflect the true 

position. Parents, anxious to conceal from the authorities 

that their children were involved in long and arduous daily 

toil on the canal, were unlikely to admit in the Census 

returns that their off spring were so employed. 

The Canal Association figures indicate that in 1884 about a 

quarter of those people living on board were children under 

the age of sixteen. Nothing is known of the numbers of young 

children working on day boats. 

From 1905, the Board of Education asked local education 

authorities to send in returns stating how many children of 

school age had been seen on canal boats in their area during 

the year. The way in which these figures were compiled made 

them very unreliable. Most officials seem only to have 

counted children on boats which were registered in their own 

area whilst some included every child they saw. The returns, 

therefore, contained many omissions and duplications. 

Officials also varied a great deal in the degree of 

diligence which they applied to fulfilling this task, many 

feeling that until legislation removed children from the 

boats, their education was a lost cause. The most that can 

be said for these figures is that they give some indication 

of the areas in which relatively large numbers of children 
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Table 2.7 
Annual returns to Board of Education from local attendance officers. Number of canal boat 
children of school arge seen 1905-1934. 

1905 1906 1909 1910 1914 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1 1932 1933 1934 
Banbury 25 33 18 32 35 18 25 26 16 40 55 42 23 39 42 42 10 5 
Barnsley 4 
Birmingham 158 165 82 126 114 185 193 176 115 137 198 208 239 232 246 267 297 303 378 303 283 
Blackburn 212 
Bradford 2 
Brentford 50 100 199 257 247 249 226 309 70 402 367 373 192 230 318 312 
Brierley Hill 19 14 15 442 
Chester 11 3 19 12 12 12 50 16 16 22122 
Coventry 25 35 43 38 38 54 41 33 31 32 23 25 23 22 19 44 29 21 21 15 
Daventry 22 40 17 4 21 85 
Doncaster 18 91 49 38 5 22 4621 
Ellesmere Port 50 54 many 26511 
Gloucester 52 70 75 50 45 50 60 63 64 55 61 61 55 64 57 61 58 44 
Goole 100 42 44 21 23 8 23 32 32 28 16 17 20 32 27 32 25 5 
6t, Driffield 14 46565545545765355 
Hull 115 78 73 112 196 152 84 74 42 8 56 28 59 49 38 27 18 26 11 9 13 12 
Ilkeston 30 6 
Leeds 42 55 973755147223 19 14 
Leics 92 11 21 11 
Leigh 14 21 12 10 
Lincoln 23 10 11 69 
Liverpool 13 98642218 
Loughborough 342445333432 
Manchester 838 14 99 15 12 718311 
Mexborough 32 
Mirfieid 14 7111 
Nantwich many 4414333 
Oxford 64 14 4221 34 4 11 3 12 12 
Paddington 11 28 13 7 51 12 13 16 16 70 17 24 22 32 33 32 
Port of London 14 12 21 30 7 
Preston 14 448777785655 
Rugely 97 
Runcorn 72 61 57 71 66 67 77 81 33 47 47 50 143 29 32 26 29 25 30 23 9 
Sheffield 21 82 118 132 123 91 76 14 511 41 65 42 17 10 
Swinton 30 29 25 989555 
Stoke on Trent 
I Wolverhampton 43 34 53 40 130 115 120 339 313 326 323 608 619 706 772 772 709 694 765 528 128 89 
Thorne & Stainforth 163 246 215 200 150 103 Be 74 67 75 80 82 70 63 40 30 21 7 12 6 
Towcester 144433342 
Uxbridge 15 54 14 15 12 16 17 26 25 18 8 15 37 46 39 
Wakefield 10 6746123141 
Warwick 11 
Winsford 6 Middleaich50 25 
Worcester 11 
York 11 41123246 22 33124 

Source: Board of Education files, PRO ref. ED 11/40,41,87,88,90,91,93. 
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were still to be found living on canal boats. The returns 

should not be taken to indicate that the number of children 

was diminishing in a particular area as a low return could 

indicate merely that the inspector there had given up in 

despair. Table 2.7 shows that, for the period covered by 

these returns, there were relatively high numbers of 

children to be found on boats in the West Midlands and at 

the termini of the main trunk routes radiating out from the 

Midlands, namely, Brentford in the south east, Runcorn and 

Ellesmere Port in the north west, Hull, Sheffield, Thorne 

and Stainforth in the north east, and Gloucester in the 

south west. This seems to indicate a relatively high 

incidence of family boats on all the main long distance 

routes between the manufacturing districts and the ports. 

Of course, the presence of a child on a boat does not 

necessarily mean that it was in employment there. The 

overwhelming majority of children found on canal boats were 

living there with their parents. Whether, or to what extent, 

they were required to help operate the boat in such 

circumstances is not easy to say. 

Yhere children are found on boats other than those of their 

parents it is safer to assume that they were operational 

members of the crew but the ' Census enumerators' returns 

indicate that in the second half of the nineteenth-century 

children did not leave the family boat to work for outsiders 
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until the age of ten years, and more usually between the age 

of twelve and fourteen. Many boys worked with their fathers, 

either on his boat or another boat in tandem with his. Some 

boys of between the ages of ten and fourteen can be found 

working as mates on fly-boats. On Worcester Wharf, 

Birmingham, in 1871, two boats were employing as crew 

members fourteen year old girls, not apparently members of 

the captains' families. Most unusual of all, the Census 

enumerator's returns for Paddington Basin in 1861 show one 

Richard Livers, aged twelve together with his brother, John, 

aged ten, in charge of two thirty ton boats. The master of 

the vessels is given as Richard Livers, who may have been 

the father, but there is no sign of his presence on any 

other boat in the basin so it would appear that the children 

were working the boats themselves. In a nearby boat was one 

Emma Livers, aged eleven years, described as "in charge of 

canal boat", the only other occupant being her three year 

old brother, William. 

These are, however, exceptions. The bulk of the child labour 

force on the canals was made up of children living and 

working on their parents' boats and thus, the real number of 

child boaters is highly elusive. The only body to have 

attempted to quantify them is the N. S. P. C. C. and their 

efforts did not get underway until the beginning of the 

twentieth-century. 
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This organisation published a report on canal boat children 

in 19107 in which it was reported that a special inspector 

had seen boys as young as six years of age and girls of 

eight driving the horse and steering the boat. Gate paddles 

were thought by many to be too heavy to be worked by young 

children but this inspector reported seeing boys of seven 

and girls of twelve operating locks. In 1920, the N. S. P. C. C 

appointed V. Hackett as special inspector for canal boat 

children. In November of that year, Inspector Hackett told 

the Departmental Committee on Living-in on Canal Boats that 

he had seen 1,267 different children living on canal boats 

in the previous seven months. He estimated that there would 

be a further 1,000 which he had not seen. ß In an attempt to 

convey some idea of how many of these children were actually 

in employment he produced the following figures in December 

1920 for children of school age: 9 

Table 2.8 
Childron seen vorkina nn canal hnat by tho NSPCC incnartnr 192A 

% seen working 6 12 21 38 38 49 69 

By 1928 he was able to report that he had seen 3,800 

different children in the previous eight years, 1,947 of 

whom were under 14 years of age. Be claimed to have actually 

seen for himself 184 children below the age of twelve 

working the boats-10 
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Not everybody agreed with the X. S. P. C. C and there were some 

discrepencies in the figures they produced from time to 

time. Llewellyn, 
- 

the Chief Canal Boat Inspector, thought 

that they overestimated the number of children on boats and 

once suggested that the Inspector exaggerated in order to 

justify his own existence. " 

Yet despite doubts about the reliability of Hackett's 

figures, several other witnesses supported his general 

claims. Most informed sources agreed that children helped to 

some extent with the operation of the boat but there was 

controversy about whether what they did actually constituted 

"employment", "manual labour" or "child labour". The Reverend 

W. Ward of the Incorporated Seaman and Boatman's Friend 

Society and Mr R. A. Knight of the London Mission both agreed 

that children helped by driving the horse but told the 

Committee on Living-in on Canal Boats in 1920 that they 

considered this to be no more than the sort of assistance 

any child might be expected to give about the house-12 

Everyone agreed that the operation of lock-gate paddles 

constituted manual labour but many thought it a physical 

impossibility for a child to perform such a task. 13 John 

Griffiths, canal carrier, stated in his written evidence to 

the Committee that women and children provided between a 

half and two thirds of all the labour in the long distance 

carrying trade but when questioned by the Committee he said 
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that a child would not be able to open gate paddles before 

the age of 12 or 14 years. 14 Hackett, however, claimed to 

have seen a child of seven years of age "draw the paddles by 

jerks, one cog at a time. "1s 

Several witnesses were prepared to accept that older 

children were employed on the boats but denied that child 

labour existed amongst "young children", the latter phrase 

never being clearly defined. 

Not all boating families lived permanently on board the boat 

and child labour was not confined to those families that 

did. A register for boat boys attending Archdeacon St. 

Council School in Gloucester in 1919 shows that even in an 

area where family boating was less prevalent, boys from 

boating families, seemingly without exception, were taken 

away from school to work on the boats from about the age of 

8 or 9 years. 'S According to the teacher, most of these 

Gloucester boat families had houses in the town where the 

mother, daughters and younger children continued to reside 

while father and sons went with the boats. 

The Committee itself, in its report published in 1921, 

concluded, rather ambiguously and in vague terms, that while 

there was no doubt that children helped on the boat by 

steering, driving the horse and opening the locks, young 

children were not employed in labours beyond their strength 
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and child labour was little practised except amongst older 

children. 

Two members of the Committee, Mr H. J. R. Murray, an inspector 

at the Board of Education and Mrs Eleanor Barton, disagreed 

so strongly with the report that they produced their own 

written addendum" in which they stated that they had 
no doubt whatever that very considerable use is made of children navigating 
the boats, 

Relying heavily on Hackett's evidence, they went on, 

We think it probable that much of the work done by these young children is 
within their powers, and, indeed, often affords an outlet for energy for 
which there is little scope on a moving boat, But it is quite certain that 
work is done and done under the direction. of the parents which is excessive 
and even cruel, 

Alluding to the Children's Act of 1908, (Section 118 of 

which specifically excluded canal boat children on the 

grounds that were catered for by the Canal Boats Acts) they 

concluded; 

Our case against the enployoent of children on canal boats is that this 
eaploynent conflicts with the whole tenor of recent legislation for the 
protection of children, 

This note of dissension was suppressed by the Chairman, 

Neville Chamberlain, who feared that the effect of the 

Committee's Report and recommendations would be seriously 

weakened if any difference of opinion amongst its members 

was allowed to become public. 1 

By the Second World War, there were still a number of 
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children in the work force. Mrs Trail, a member of the war- 

time boat women's trainee scheme, reported to the Ministry 

of War Transport in 1943 that, where boatmen had children, 

they made them do the'work while they "had an easy time of 

it at the helm". 19 On the eve of the 1944 Education Act, the 

number of children living on canal boats was still great 

enough to give concern to the authorities and employers were 

said to be anxious to retain this juvenile labour . 211 The 

National Association of Inland Waterways Carriers put the 

number of children between 5 and 15 years of age living on 

boats at 292 in 1944,21 probably about twenty five per cent 

of the living-in population. As it was in the interests of 

the Association to underestimate the number of children 

still living on boats, the real figure may have been higher. 

Certainly, children were still to be found living on canal 

boats on the Grand Junction Canal right up to the final 

demise of the carrying trade and in the 1960s Christmas 

parties held at Brentford, Bulls Bridge and Stoke Bruerne 

were attended by up to 100 boat children. 22 It is hard to 

believe that most of those children above the age of eight 

did not contribute significantly to the operation of the 

boat. 

Once again, available statistics mean that only the age- 

structure of the male labour force can be reliably analysed 
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and it should be remembered that these figures do not refer 

exclusively to canal boatmen but include boatmen of all 

kinds throughout England and Vales. As one would expect in a 

declining industry, the figures in tables 2.9 and 2.10 show 

that the over all trend throughout the whole period, 1851 to 

1951, was for men in the younger age groups to form a 

smaller and smaller proportion of the male labour force, 

while men in the older age groups gradually came to 

predominate. Again, before the eve of the First World War 

changes were not dramatic. In 1851, the bulk of the work 

force was found in the 25 to 34 year old age-group and this 

position had not changed by 1911. After the War, the 35 to 

44 year old age group contained more boat men than any other 

and from 1931-it was the 45 to 54 year old age-group which 

predominated but in neither case was the lead very great. 

For reasons discussed in the section on child labour above, 

the figures for boys in the under 10 and 10 to 14 year old 

age group probably da not reflect the true position. 

However, table 2.10 shows that the next two age brackets, 

15 to 19 year olds and 20 to 24 year olds, suffered the 

greatest losses in the period between 1851 and 1911. 

Obviously there was a decreasing tendency for young men and 

youths to be recruited into the industry and in the case of 

family boatmen, it may be supposed that sons were less 

inclined to follow their fathers on to the boats. 
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Total number 

Ages 1851-1911 1911-1921 1921-1931 1931-1951 
10-14 -92.2 -100 
15-19 -47.6 -7.3 -15.4 -39.8 
20-24 -30.4 -34.5 -22 -36.4 
25-34 -18.6 -37.2 -4.4 -40.9 
35-44 -0.5 -16.4 -23.5 -22.8 
45-54 +1.9 +2.5 -8.1 -29.8 
55-64 +1 +6.8 +10.7 -37.6 
65-74 +7 +11,2 -10 -42.6 
ov r 75 -66.8 -46.9 

Source; Census of England and dales, population tables, 1851 - 1551, 
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The First World War naturally caused heavy losses of men in 

the younger age groups, although the proportion of youths in 

the 15 to 19 year old age group actually increased during 

this period showing that more of them stayed behind to fill 

the breach. Men aged 45 and above actually increased in 

number as well as proportionately during the First World 

War. 

Not all the losses during this period were due to men 

joining the armed forces. Discontent with pay and conditions 

and the attraction of alternative occupations played an 

important part. In 1914, railways and railway owned canals 

were placed under government control but independent canals 

were not controlled until March of 1917. In the interim, 

government subsidy allowed railways to hold down rates and 

pay good war bonuses to their men at a time when working 

costs were rising by more than 100%. This led to much 

discontent amongst employers and men in the canal industry 

who felt powerless to compete and had to watch their trade 

falling rapidly away. By May of 1917, discontent amongst 

the men in some regions was such that one union 

representative in Gloucestershire wrote to the chairman of 

the Canal Control Committee saying that he was: 23 

so tired and sick of this kind of business that I as writing to the Central 
Control Committee tomorrow even if Section 42 of the Defence of the Reala Act 
is put in operation against me, that unless an immediate undertaking is given 
that the men operating on and maintaining these canals are awarded the war 
bonuses similarly given in other cases, all work will be suspended until the 
natter is seen to and adjusted, 
The wan on the canals here are working for the same rate of wages as they did 
over thirty years ago with the exception of one shilling per week war bonus, I 
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have done my best to keep the work going up till now, but the climax has 
arrived and I cannot honestly advise these men to continue working under 
present conditions, 

By March 1917, labour shortages in the canal industry had 

become acute due to losses of men to the armed forces and 

the munitions factories. Even after this date, when boatmen 

were granted some protection from conscription, men were 

still drifting away. Harry Gosling, leader of the Transport 

Yorkers' Federation, reported in June of 1917 that many had 

been attracted to better paid employment at the docks. 24 On 

the Birmingham canals, however, it was reported that boats 

carrying coal to munitions factories were so valuable that 

boatmen were at a premium and higher wages had attracted 

back older boatmen from retirement, 25 a phenomenum which can 

be detected in the figures above. 

After 1921, the number of men in the age-groups below 55 

years of age continued to decrease but now the over 65 year 

olds were also declining, presumably because greater numbers 

of boatmen were retiring or reaching the end of their lives. 

From 1931 onwards, large decreases were general throughout 

the age bands with the biggest losses being sustained by the 

oldest and youngest age groups as more old boatmen died or 

retired and fewer young men were recruited to the declining 

industry. 
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2.3 Industrial status 

Despite popular notions about the predominance of owner 

boatmen, or "Number Ones", in the labour force, the figures 

in table 2.11 on the industrial status of the labour force 

show that, at all times for which data are available, 

employees greatly predominated. However, up to 1931 there 

were rather a surprising number of boatmen who were actually 

employers themselves. Although they formed a small 

percentage of the total, never more than 5 per cent, the 

fact that even in 1931 there were still 553 boatmen in the 

category of employer adds significant support to what has 

been said in the previous chapter about the large number of 

small carriers and the opportunities for enterprise even in 

the last decades of the carrying trade. 

It has already been mentioned that the carrying trade 

suffered irrevocable blows during the First World War and 

the immediate aftermath was a period of extreme financial 

difficulties and poor trade. Yet, table 2.11 shows that the 

number of men working on their own account appeared to 

double after the First World War. There are two possible 

explanations for this. Firstly, the Census data for 1891 and 

1911 contain a significant number of men whose status, for 

some reason, -is not specified. There are no men unaccounted 

for in this way in 1921 and it may be that this group has 

been absorbed into the owner boatman category. However, 

there is no evidence to say whether this is the case or not. 
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Source; Census of England and gales, occupational tables, 1831 - 1951 
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A second possibility is that the number of owner boatmen 

really did increase significantly during this period. 

Perhaps difficult economic circumstances favoured the small 

carrier and owner boatmen more than larger companies with 

more financial liabilities and less flexibility. If a number 

of larger companies did give up carrying at this time, this 

would bring a number of second hand boats onto the market, 

thus increasing the opportunities for the small entrepreneur 

to set himself up in the trade. 

When considering the figures for women employees, "once 

again, the inclusion of a previously uncategorized group of 

workers in the 1921 data makes it difficult to draw definite 

conclusions. On the face of it, the number of women in the 

employer and self-employed groups, although very small, 

increased significantly during the First lorld War and the 

size of the female labour force as a whole increased by 

fifty per cent. 

In 1931, for the first time, the Census tables contained 

information about the number of unemployed workers in each 

industry. Thirteen per cent unemployment for male boatmen in 

1931 seems high but, in fact, it is lower than that for 

other staple trades as table 2.12 shows. 
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ii 

7 
Coil 16,2 41,2 
Cotton 14,5 31,1 
Shipbuilding 23,2 59,5 
Iron and steel 19,9 48,5 

Average for all industries 9,9 22.9 

Source, John Slevenron, 'British Society 1511-05, ' 1951, p, 270, 
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2.4 Family Structure 1841 - 1881 

In an industry such as canal carrying, where the family was 

tied so inextricably to the trade, where the family unit 

formed a significant component in the labour force and where 

family life was, on the face of it, so different from that 

of other industrial workers, a study of family structure is 

not only interesting, but essential. The following 

discussion is an attempt to establish the nature of the 

basic residential group within some parts of the boating 

community and the extent to which theories of kinship 

structure and function which have been applied to the 

working class population of nineteenth-century Britain in 

general, can be held to be true of the boating community. 

The data is drawn entirely from the Census enumerators books 

of 1841 to 1881 inclusive. It examines the structure of a 

land-based boat community at Braunstoa, an important long- 

distance canal carrying depot on the Grand Junction Canal, 

and compares and contrasts it with boat-based families at 

Birmingham, Braunston, Paddington and Brentford. The group 

referred to below as the "boat community" in Braunston 

includes all men and women described as boatmen, boatwomen 

or boat leggers and the members of their households. Boat 

leggers were the labourers who propelled horse-drawn boats 

through a tunnel where no tow path existed for the horse. 

The reason for their inclusion is that Census records for 
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BRAUNSTCN 
Households Persons 

1811 50 153 
1851 23 84 
1861 32 117 
1871 21 93 
1881 25 99 

a 

1861 32 81 
1871 55 176 
1881 23 72 
BRENTFORD 
1861 6 28 
1871 4 19 
1881 
ADDINGTON 

5 16 
P 
1861 44 141 
1871 28 82 
1881 

STOP 
22 36 

BRAUN 
1861 no individual details available 
1871 14 39 
1881 10 49 

*In post cases each boat is counted as a separate household, In cases where one 
household is obviously occupying two boats, these two boats have been counted as one 
household, 
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Braunston indicate that they sometimes took work as boat 

hands and vice versa. Details of the numbers involved in 

this sample are given in table 2.13. It will be noted that 

the sample is small and the conclusions, therefore must be 

tentative. 

Michael Anderson, in his study of working class kinship 

structures in Britain, 2, found that most theorists argued 

that industrialization was accompanied by a move towards a 

more nuclear type of family. Yet, paradoxically, historical 

work 'which he examined stressed that in pre-industrial 

society, especially among the poorer sections, the nuclear 

family was the predominant residential group. His own 

investigations suggested that, far from aa decrease in 

kinship cohesion, the industrializing period saw a widening 

of kinship patterns with a more functional orientation 

developing. Although beyond the scope of his own study, he 

postulated that much later in the modernization process, 

i. e. after the Second World War, the changes in family 

structure came full circle with a weakening of working-class 

kinship and a return to the nuclear family. 27 

Where, then, do boat families fit into this evolutionary 

process? How far, if at all, did their peculiar way of life 

lead to a development of kinship structures beyond the pre- 

industrial nuclear type? 
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One might expect that the nature of long distance carrying 

would throw great strains on family cohesion and that the 

need to be constantly travelling from place to place might 

make it difficult to maintain family contacts. Up to about 

the middle of the nineteenth century there was an 

understandable tendency for young single men to congregate 

at places such as Braunston in the hope of being taken on as 

hands. Yet despite this, throughout the period under review, 

95% of all boat community members in Braunston lived with 

at least one other person to whom they were related by 

marriage or blood. Probably 98% of the permanent boat 

community were living with relatives as, of the seventeen 

persons living other than with family in 1841, sixteen 

appear to be boatmen passing through or awaiting orders. In 

other years, three were boatmen's wives living alone while 

their husbands were away and three were widowed persons who 

appeared to be living alone. Another was a thirteen year old 

girl whose family, also boat people, lived in the village, 

while the girl had gone to live with a middle-aged childless 

couple either as a servant or companion. 

It is not possible to make this calculation for people on 

boats as many family boats contained people employed as 

mates where the relationship, if any, to the head of the 

household is not known. Given the high degree of inter- 

marriage which was said to exist among boat families, it is 

possible that a high proportion of these mates were 
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Table 2.14 
Percentage of families containing persons other than eeobers of the current nuclear 

family of the head of the household. 
ON LAND I ON BOATS 

1841 8,0 
1851 11,4 
1861 15,6 
1871 33,3 16,6 
1881 36.0 42.9 

0 75,0 43,5 
50,0 38,0 15,4 
25,0 37,5 33,3 
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related in some way to their employers. On all male-crewed 

boats, a much lower percentage of people were found with 

members of their own family, but although these men slept 

on board they could hardly be said to be living there and 

most would have had shore-based families with whom they 

could be said to reside normally. 

The tendency, noted by Anderson, for kinship patterns to 

widen as the nineteenth century progressed, can also be seen 

amongst land-based boat families in Braunstoa. Table 2.14 

shows that over the period 1841 to 1881 there was a marked 

increase in the incidence of kin other than the current 

nuclear family found living within the household. There is a 

particularly notable expansion between 1861 and 1871. 

According to Michael Anderson, 23% of households containing 

co-residing non-nuclear kin could be considered a high 

proportion even in comparatively highly kinship orientated 

communities, 26 so this must be regarded as a remarkable 

feature of the Braunston boat community in 1871 and 1881. 

On family boats, the tendency for people other than members 

of the current nuclear family to co-reside is even more 

pronounced but, although the figures are rather erratic, 

they seem to indicate that this was a tendency which 

decreased with the passage of time rather than the other way 

round. 
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Anderson, 29 in his interpretation of the widening pattern of 

kinship structures, proposes a model whereby a member of a 

community (an actor) maintains a relationship with another 

actor on the basis of whether or not he can achieve his life 

goals unaided. Where this is not possible, the relationship 

with a second person will depend on how much he will have to 

invest in that person in order to receive the services he 

needs, how long he might have to wait for reciprocation and 

how certain that reciprocation might be. In pre-industrial 

society, where resources might be very scarce, crises sudden 

and frequent and life expectancy low, a calculative 

orientation and relatively low functionality of the kinship 

system was the norm. 30 Towards the end of the nineteenth 

century, increasing working class affluence, falling death 

rates and the stabilization of the community allowed the 

time span of reciprocacy to be extended and a more 

functional, less calculative orientation to kinship to 

develop. ' 

As table 2.15 shows, one of the largest categories of co- 

residing non-nuclear kin in the Braunton boat community 

were children living with adults other than their parents 

while their parents were away boating. These adults were 

usually grandparents. The other large category is that of 

elderly parents living with unmarried adult children, 

although it should be noted that parents living with married 

children were few. More will be said about the residence of 
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elderly 
parents elderly 
with parents wife 

children children unmarried with living with 
living with 
grandparents 

living with 
other adults 

adult 
children 

married 
children 

parents- 
in-law 

adult 
siblings 

sisters- 
in-lad other 

1841 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1' 
1851 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1861 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 
1871 3 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 
1881 2 0 3 1 1 0 1 12 

total number of percentage of 
boat households boat households 
containing containing non-nuclear 
non-nuclear 
co-residing kin 

total number of 
all boat households 

co-residing 
kin 

1841 4 5o 8,0 
1851 4 23 17,4 
1861 5 32 15,6 
1871 7 21 - 33,3 
1881 9 25 36,0, 

1, an adult ferale aged 45 living with a family, relationship not known, 
2, an elderly couple with a lodger, 
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the elderly later in this section. From 1871, examples of 

co-residing kin can be found which reflect the worsening 

economic situation. In three cases, families appear to have 

"doubled up" in order to' cut costs and in one case an 

elderly couple took in a lodger. , 

Most of the non-nuclear family groups showed a high degree 

of fluidity. For example, in Braunston, in 1851, two young 

children, William and Sarah Howell, were living with their 

maternal grandmother, Ann Warwick. In 1881, the children 

were no longer there but their father, John Howell, was 

staying with his mother-in-law, Ann Warwick, together with 

her married son and his young family. There was no sign of 

Howell's wife or children. In 1871, Howell, his wife and 

seventeen year old unmarried daughter were living on a boat 

in Paddington basin. Ann Warwick remained in the village but 

her married son had moved to a separate house leaving one 

fifteen year old grand daughter with her. In 1881, John 

Howell was back in Braunston with his wife and two unmarried 

daughters, living as a single nuclear family. 

Despite this high degree of flexibility displayed by some 

extended family units, and the probable short duration of 

any one particular form of the unit, a highly functional 

orientation towards kinship seems to have been the norm. 

Dost Braunstoa boat families had a home on the boat and in 

the village at one time or another. Some families maintained 
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two homes simultaneously, others locked up the village home 

when they went away on the boat or, for some periods of 

time, had no shore-based home at all. Where a family had too 

many children to be accommodated on the boat, or where it 

became desirable to leave some children for other reasons, a 

shore-based home became necessary. It might be needed at 

other times too when the boat, for some reason, was 

unavailable or unsuitable. Where the family had no home of 

its own in the village, members of the extended family 

living ashore could be called upon to offer this facility. 

Reciprocation might be expected if the family member 

offering shelter and protection etc., ever needed a similar 

service himself. As reciprocation seems to have taken place 

rarely, a high degree of trust over a fairly long time span 

rather than a kinship orientation of a short-run calculative 

instrumentality is indicated. 

Although on board boats, the figures indicate a move towards 

a more nuclear form of family unit rather than the other way 

around, a move from a short-run calculative orientation to a 

relatively high functionality of the kinship system can 

still be seem. The principal reason for the presence of non- 

nuclear family members on board boats is operational. 

Childless couples and families with very young children 

needed an extra crew member and 78% of these non-nuclear 

family members were employed as mates. It is not possible to 
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say how many were related in some way to the family. Nearly 

all of them are males over 15 years of age but there were a 

few young girls and 29% were boys under 16 years of age. 

Even where the mate was a fairly close family member, he 

would not be working for nothing. At the very least he would 

be receiving board and lodging in return for his labour and 

very probably a small wage too. In Anderson's terms, both 

parties were obtaining some immediate advantage from the 

relationship. Reciprocation was immediate and the 

relationship was, therefore, of a highly short-term, 

calculative kind. 

As the economic position of the trade worsened, outsiders 

were more likely to be replaced by members of the immediate 

nuclear family who could be expected to return their share 

of the boat's income to the family funds. Reciprocation in 

these circumstances, which could take the form of property 

(the boat) or expertise passed on from the father, or the 

maintenance of a shore-based home for the possible future 

use of the next generation, was likely to take place over a 

long time-span, if at all. 

Both in the land-based community and on the boats, elderly 

and widowed- people tended to be few and to remain 

independent with very few becoming dependent on their 

married children. If one defines such people as those aged 

sixty years and above, then over the whole period 1841 - 
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1881,60.5% of those living in Braunstoa were independently 

heading their own household, living alone, with their spouse 

or with spouse and minor children and grand children. A 

further 26.5% lived with unmarried adult children and only 

10.5% with married children. Amongst those aged 70 years and 

above, over 50% were still living independently. Only five 

lived on into their eighties and even then only two went to 

live with married children. Two more (a husband and wife) 

took in a lodger and the fifth (a widow) lived alone. 

Despite the aging of the labour force, there were very few 

elderly people living an the boats in this survey. During 

the whole period 1841 to 1881, of the 739 persons surveyed 

on 243 boats, only 21 persons were aged 60 or over and only 

6 of these were aged 70 or over. Three of the 60 plus group 

were women living with their husbands. Of the nineteen men, 

all but two were captaining their own boats, either with 

hired mates or with the help of their immediate family. Of 

the two exceptions, one was a mate on a boat captained by a 

younger man, not apparently related, and the other was on a 

boat with his wife and two unmarried sons, one of whom was 

described as the master. 

Obviously, in order to survive, a boat family had to be an 

efficient economic unit which took up a minimum amount of 

space. This meant that there was no room for passengers or 

elderly dependants. 
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The position with widowed persons was much the same. In the 

land-based community, widows were more common than widowers 

and were far more likely to be living with their children. 

This might be thought to be a reflection of the usefulness 

of a widow to a young family in that she might be expected 

to look after the children and free the mother to take 

employment or to go away on the boat. In fact, however, most 

widows lived with unmarried children, usually young single 

sons. On family boats, only six widowed persons were 

identified and none of them had become dependent. All were 

captaining their own boats (this includes three women) and 

five were young or middle-aged with young children to look 

after. Similarly on male-crewed boats, only six widowers 

were discovered, all under 62 years of age. 

By looking at fairly young families it is possible to work 

out the average age of wives and husbands at the birth of 

the first child and from this to get some idea of the age at 

which couples married. 

As the figures in table 2.16 show, couples tended to be 

quite young at the birth of the first child which indicates 

early marriage was the norm for men and women. In fact, the 

average figures conceal the fact that it was not uncommon 

for girls to give birth to their first child in their late 

teens. In most cases, the husband was only between two and 
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Table 
Avera 

2.16 
ge age of boat 

ON LAND 
pople at birt 

ON BOATS 
h of first chi ld. 

Braunston Braunstop Birmingham Brentford Paddington 

1841 21,5 23 
1851 22,7 30 
1861 24,1 26 24 26,6 24 22 21,6 25,8 
1871 22 25,6 24,3 26,3 20,8 23,2 28,5 31 22,8 23,6 
1881 24, 26,5 24 28,5 21,8 29,8 24 23 24 26 
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five years older than his wife and in a few cases he was 

actually younger. 

Anderson comments32 that early marriage usually takes place 

in communities where the son is not tied to the parental 

home by the expectation of inheriting property and where 

males can expect to achieve at an early age the highest 

level of income that they are ever likely to achieve, e. g. 

labourers. This theory fits the circumstances of the boat 

community. A boatman would be paid the same rate for a trip 

regardless of his age, so there would be no point in 

marrying late in the hope of having achieved a better income 

by then. A young man who wanted his own boat need not wait 

to inherit his father's boat or until he could afford to buy 

his own vessel if he could find a carrying company to set 

him on as captain. If he managed to get a boat of his own, 

it would be in his interests to marry early if he intended 

to use family labour. 

Unlike other members of the community, a young boating 

couple, if they were willing to live on the boat, did not 

have to worry about living with parents or in-laws or 

affording a home of their own. This can actually be seen in 

the Braunston community where very few young couples can be 

found living with relatives after marriage. Even where the 

wife is left behind in the village while the husband travels 

with the boat, most young couples lived in a home of their 
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own before the birth of the first child. This is unusual 

amongst nineteenth-century working class families and seems 

to indicate the relative prosperity. of young boatmen. 

A an whose father owned his own boat, and who wished to be 

an owner boatman himself, would, presumably, be likely to 

marry later as he would have to wait either until he could 

afford his own boat or until he inherited his father's 

vessel. The predominance of early marriage suggests that 

there were few such men in the community. An examination of 

the ages of boat captains on the boats in this survey shows 

that it was quite common for a young man to have his own 

boat by his early twenties. These young men were presumably 

employees and not owner-boatmen, and as relatively few men 

ever came to own their boat, most men had everything to gain 

by marrying early. 

In a community where children could achieve independence 

early, it is difficult to say anything about family size. In 

many families, children were born every two or three years 

over about two decades, but only 27% of families in 

Braunston had more than four children living in the 

household at any one time. Seven was the maximum number of 

children found at home at any one time and there were only 

two such households. On the boats, the cramped accommodation 

limited the number of children who could live with the 

parents even more, although some families solved this 
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problem by operating two boats in tandem. In this survey, 

only 17% of family boats contained more than four children 

and only one boat had seven children on board. 

Because most children, especially boys, could expect to be 

employed by their father on the boat as soon as they were 

old enough, the family and the economic system were not 

highly differentiated. However, boat children were not so 

economically tied to their parents as were children in 

communities where the domestic system of employment was the 

norm. The number of young children employed as mates by 

families other than their own nuclear family indicates that 

for many children, there was a real possibility of 

alternative employment and accommodation at an early age 

and, perhaps to a greater extent than children in other 

industrial communities, many took it. This, together with 

the relatively small number of cases where sons stood to 

benefit through inheritance by staying within the childhood 

home, means that parental influence and authority must have 

been significantly eroded. Furthermore, as few attended 

school or church, and personal contacts with employers were 

infrequent, they were also more than usually free from the 

other usual means of social control. This is not meant to 

imply that children and young people were completely free 

from restraint. However, because of the peculiar social and 

economic circumstances in which the boating community found 

itself, the influence and control usually exercised by the 
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nuclear family, the school and the church was, to a large 

extent, assumed by the extended family and by the community 

itself. 

This brief survey of part of the boating community points to 

the conclusion that among land-based and boat-based 

families, the trend was towards a more functional 

orientation towards kinship. This trend seems to have been a 

response towards the worsening economic state of the canal 

carrying trade with close family members replacing paid crew 

members and extended aid nets developing to offer facilities 

to families who could no longer afford to maintain a home 

ashore as well as on the boat. 

Anderson argues that a functional orientation to kinship can 

only become the norm where the level of affluence is such as 

to allow sufficient surplus resources to accumulate for an 

actor to be able to offer a service to another without the 

need for immediate reciprocation. 33 It follows from this 

that, although times were getting harder in the canal 

carrying trade, they had not reached the point where the 

normative system had collapsed and there was a return to 

short-term calculative kinship orientation. The fact that 

young couples-usually managed to achieve independence from 

their parents soon after marriage is another indication that 

a certain amount of affluence existed within the community. 
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Longevity does not seem to have been common, but those 

members who did survive into old age strove to retain their 

independence wherever possible. This is a reflection of a 

community in which many members achieved independence early 

and, by following an itinerant life-style, enjoyed 

throughout life, a degree of independence not experienced by 

many working class people in the nineteenth-century urban 

community. 

Yet, despite this strong tendency towards independence and, 

for some members, a life-time of travelling, family bonds 

remained strong within the extended family and the cohesion 

of the nuclear family was relatively weak. Children were 

quite likely to be at least partly brought up by adults 

other than their parents and there seems to have been a 

great deal of change and flexibility among family groups. 

Even where children lived mainly on the boat, where one 

would expect them to be more isolated from outside 

influences than children in the rest of the community, they 

were likely to have a mate living with them who would not be 

a member of the immediate nuclear family. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Despite the inadequacy of available statistics, it is fairly 

certain that throughout the history of the canal carrying 

trade, the male sector of the labour force was by far the 

largest. Yet, despite this, significant numbers of women and 
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children were employed, especially on narrow canals, and to 

a lesser extent on broad canals. Family labour was probably 

less wide-spread than is generally supposed and many boat 

families did not live permanently on their boats. There was 

some tendency for economic pressures to result in an 

increase in family labour. This was especially noticeable on 

The Grand Junction Canal but, as many families still 

retained shore-based homes, even if they rarely lived in 

them, and boating on the narrow canals of Worcestershire 

managed to continue with less reliance on family labour than 

in other areas, one is led to conclude that the decision to 

live on board was due to cultural and social factors as well 

as economic ones. 

Perhaps one of the most surprising facts to emerge from this 

chapter is how little things changed up to 1914. The First 

World Var had a far greater effect on the size, structure 

and age of the labour force than anything which had gone 

before. Not only the loss of man power to the war effort 

but, more importantly, the economic consequences of 

government war transport policy had a crippling effect on 

the struggling industry. 

The results of the survey of family structure suggest that a 

flexible, adaptable, non-nuclear family structure was 

essential to the prosperity of the group. Although a surplus 
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existed, it was obviously small, and probably decreasing. 

Such prosperity as did exist was achieved only by all 

members of the community remaining economically functional 

at all stages of life if possible and by a highly flexible 

kinship structure. 

These results help to indicate the reasons for the 

resistance to change, The organisation of kinship structures 

seems to have been such as to maximize the efficiency and 

prosperity of the community which, therefore, saw no reason 

to change. Furthermore, in a community where economic 

organisation weakened the nuclear family but strengthened 

the cohesion of the wider group and where educational and 

religious influences were minimal, the result was a highly 

insular group. This group discouraged penetration by 

outsiders and resisted the out migration of group members 

even at a time when the state of the canal carrying industry 

exerted pressure on members of the labour force to leave and 

seek to better themselves. 
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It is still popularly supposed that most canal boatmen lived 

with their families on board their boats, on a permanent or 

semi-permanent basis, and had little or no connection with 

life on the bank. In fact, many boatmen lived permanently 

ashore. Many more kept all or part of their nuclear families 

in shore-based homes while they themselves travelled the 

inland waterways and, even amongst those families who did 

live aboard, there was only a minority which had no shore- 

based home to which they might return from time to time. To 

judge by contemporary documentary sources, there is no doubt 

that canal boat people were regarded by some -people as a 

separate and, it some cases, a degraded social group on the 

fringes of normal society. There is also some suggestion 

that they felt themselves to be so too. Yet the majority of 

them did spend at least some part of their time living side 

by side with other members of the shore-based community. 

This chapter will examine the patterns of residence among 

canal boat people and the relationship between the canal and 

the local community. In addition, five quite different 

canal-side communities have been selected in order to 

determine the sort of districts from which boat people were 

recruited, the sort of districts to which they were drawn to 

settle and, as far as it is possible to ascertain, the 
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degree to which they were integrated into the local 

community. 

3.1Shore-based and Boat-based Residence. 

Hanson's work on boatmen in the first nine decades of canal 

carrying has discredited the earlier theory that the use of 

family labour on canal boats came about after the rise of 

the railways as a response to economic decline. ' Although at 

least one canal historian2 has continued to dispute Hanson's 

findings, there is clear evidence that the practice was well 

established before 1840. However, it would be quite wrong to 

suppose that family labour predominated throughout the 

carrying trade, even on narrow canals. 

Fly-boats were operated exclusively by males, as were steam- 

driven narrow-boats, lighters and other larger craft. Many 

short distance boats, usually open boats without 

accommodation, were probably operated mainly by men and 

boys. 

The absence of proper reliable statistics makes it 

impossible to arrive at precise figures for the proportion 

of boatmen living on board and, more importantly, the number 

of boat families living on board. All the short comings 

discussed in the previous chapter with regard to Census data 

apply equally here but it is possible to use them to arrive 
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at some idea of the maximum possible proportion of boatmen 

living on board with their families. 

In 1851, according to the Census tables, 32,617 males were 

employed as inland boatmen of all kinds in England and 

Vales. In the same year, 10,059 males were found sleeping on 

board inland boats although some of these would have been 

children. Thus, of all kinds of boatmen, no more than a 

third were resident on board, at least if one assumes that 

one night to be fairly representative. Of those who were 

sleeping on board, many will have been fly-boat crews on all 

male boats whose families, where they had any, would have 

been living ashore. Also in 1851,2,503 females were 

enumerated sleeping on board inland boats. Again, some would 

have been children and single women but on the basis that 

the number of married women living on board cannot have been 

more than 2,503 and if, in an attempt to eliminate non-canal 

boatmen one takes the figure of 14,262, being the number of 

males employed as boatmen in selected counties, it appears 

that no more than 17 per cent of canal boatmen were living 

on board their boats with their wives and families on that 

night. 

This figure is surprisingly low and, if correct, shows that 

the idea that most canal boatmen led a "vagrant, wandering 

life" is quite wrong. Of course, once one realizes that the 

vast bulk of canal traffic was local, then this is not so 
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surprising but it is possible to use the Census data to 

indicate that even on long distance boats, where the crew 

was resident on board, family boats were in the minority. 

The number of females sleeping on board expressed as a 

percentage of the number of males sleeping on board was 25 

per cent in 1851. However, many of these persons would have 

been children (both male and female) and single women. 

Therefore, the proportion of those boatmen sleeping aboard 

who had their wives and families with them on the boat was 

actually less than this. 

Percentages for subsequent Census years, calculated on the 

same basis as above, can be seen in table 3.1. They show 

that the proportion of all boatmen resident on board 

declined over the century following 1851. This was due to 

the declining fly-boat trade. The proportion of canal 

boatmen taking their families on board their boats 

increased quite significantly between 1851 and 1861 but then 

steadied and, between 1871 and and the early years of the 

twentieth century decreased. 

Although the last quarter of the nineteenth century saw the 

beginning of the great depression of trade in Britain, the 

experience of the carrying trade at this time was somewhat 

different. It has already been stated in Chapter one3 that 

this period saw a revival of interest in canal transport and 
that traffic actually increased. Thus, these figures support 
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Niles employed on Males sleeping on Percentage of all boatmen 

Whole 
Census 

A 

Selected 
Counties 

e 

Whole Census 

C o 
1851 32,617 14,262 10,059 30,8 
1861 31,221 14,410 8,494 27,2 
1871 29,487 13,087 7,616 25,8 
1881 29,870 13,603 6,225 20,8 
1891 30,848 13,501 8,539 27,7 
1901 29,818 12,971 4,916 16,5 
1911 
1921 23,508 7,265 3,254 13,8 
1931 21,113 4,790 2,852 13,5 

Oita 
hales sleeping on 
inland boats 

C 

Females sleeping on 
inland boats 
E 

Highest possible 
percentage of boatmen 
living on board with families 

F6 
1851 10,059 2,503 24,9 17,6 
1861 8,494 3,421 40,2 23,7 
1871 7,616 3,360 44,2 25,7 
1881 6,225 2,753 44,2 20,2 
1891 8,539 2,839 33,3 21,0 
1901 4,916 1,953 39,7 15,1 
1911 
1921 3,254 2,054 63,1 28.3 
1931 2,852 1,632 57,2 34,1 

= highest possible proportion of those boatmen sleeping on board boats having 
their families with them, (E as a percentage of C) 

= highest possible proportion of all canal boatmen living on board with wives and 
families, (E as a percentage of 8) 

Source; Census of England and Malas 1851 - 1831, population and occupational tables, 
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the theory that during, times of slack trade and relative 

economic hardship, there was a greater tendency for boat 

families to take up residence on board. 

Nevertheless, the most interesting indication which emerges 

from these figures is that those canal boatmen taking their 

families to live with them on the boat were always in the 

minority. Furthermore, the figures give the highest possible 

percentages. The reality may have been much lower. This is 

supported by the figures given by the Canal Association in 

their survey of the canal boat population in 1884. ° They 

show that, although there were 13,489 males over the age of 

16 years resident on board, there were only 2,802 married 

women. This indicates that no more than 20 per cent of boat 

men living board were married men taking their families with 

them. The remainder would have been single men and youths 

and married men whose families remained at home. This is a 

much lower percentage than that given for 1881 and 1891 in 

table 3.1 above. 

It would be valuable to be able to look at the proportion of 

boatmen living on board with their wives on a regional basis 

but, unfortunately, the population tables in county reports 

do not specify the gender of persons sleeping on board 

inland boats before 1901. Figures for the Census years 1901 

to 1951 are tabulated in table 3.2 below. 
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= highest possible percentage of boatmen resident on board having their wives on board with them, 
Obtained by expressing females sleeping on board as a percentage of males sleeping on board, 

1901 1 1921 1 1931 1 1951 

BEDS 56 36 64,2 3 4 100,0 0 0 
BUCKS 56 36 64,2 64 72 100,0 54 43 79,6 37 23 62,2 
CHESHIRE 410 203 49,5 346 284 82,1 268 237 88,4 27 19 70,4 
DERBYS 22 4 18,2 12 6 50,0 15 10 66,7 0 0 
HERTS 85 62 72,9 31 22 70,9 19 18 94,7 56 59 100,0 
LANCS 639 203 31,7 186 100 53,8 157 55 35,0 25 5 20,0 
LEICS 62 32 51,6 34 22 64,7 32 26 81,3 2 2 100,0 
MIDOX 158 106 67,0 131 150 100,0 170 144 84,7 35 33 94,3 
NORTHANTS 96 65 67,7 72 70 97,2 54 53 98,1 20 19 95,0 
NOTTS 43 10 23,3 97 73 75,2 105 25 23,8 32 12 37,5 
OXON 51 34 66,7 62 31 50,0 19 26 100,0 6 10 100,0 
SHROPS 46 19 41,3 33 27 81,8 29 11 37,9 0 0 
STAFFS 448 245 54,7 274 227 82,9 262 211 80,5 59 54 91,5 
41ARWKS 258 126 48,8 272 272 100,0 270 228 84,4 113 92 81,4 
VORCS 78 28 35,9 83 39 47,0 16 18 100,0 45 32 71,1 
V, YORKS 207 95 45,9 210 90 42,8 23 5 21,7 

TOTALS 2508 1209 48,2 1908 1496 78,4 1680 1195 71,1 480 365 76,0 

Boatnen living on board with their families - highest possible parrantans. 
Counties ranked in order. 
(Figures above the line are above average for that particular year) 

1901 1921 1931 1951 

all counties 48.2 78.4 71.1 76.0 
1 Herts 72,9 1 (5) Beds 100,0 1 (15) Yores 100,0 1 (2) Oxon 100,0 
2 Northants 67,7 1 (5) Bucks 100,0 2 (13) Oxon 100,0 1 (4) Herts 100,0 
3 Middx 67,0 1 (3) Middx 100,0 3 (5) Northants 98,1 3 (8) Leics 100,0 
4 Oxon 66,7 1 (10 )Varwks 100,0 4 (10) Herts 94,7 4 (3) Northants 95,0 
5 Beds 64,2 5 (2)Northants 97,2 5 (7) Cheshire 88,4 5 (6) Middx 94,3 
5 Bucks 64,2 6 (7) Staffs 82,9 6 (1) Middx 84,7 6 (9) Staffs 91,5 
7 Staffs 54,7 7 (9) Cheshire 82,1 7 (1) Yanks 84,4 7 (7) daraks 81.4 
8 Leics 51,6 8 (11) Shrops 81.8 8 (11) Leics 81,3 8 (1) Vores 71,1 
9 Cheshire 49,5 9 (14) Notts 75,2 9 (6) Staffs 80,5 9 (5) Cheshire 70.4 

10 Varvks 48.8 10 (1) Herts 70,9 10 (1) Bucks 79.6 10 (10) Bucks 62,2 
11 Shrops 41,3 11 (8) Leics 64,7 11 (13) Derbys 66,7 11 (15) Notts 37,5 
12 Yores 35,9 12 (13) Lance 53,8 12 (16) V, Yorks 42,8 12 (12) d, Yorks 21,7 
13 Lancs 31,7 13 (15) Derbys 50,0 13 (8) Shrops 37,9 13 (14) Lancs 20,0 
14 Notts 23,3 13 (4) Oxon 50,0 14 (12) Lancs 35,0 
15 Derbys 18,2 15 (12) Yores 47,0 15 (9) Notts 23,8 (nil returns for Beds 

16 (0) V, Yorks 45,9 (Beds - nil return) Derbys and Shrops) 

Source; Census of England and Hales, 1501 - 195!, Population tables in county reports, 
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These figures show that the practice of families living-in 

on canal boats was by no means consistent on all canals 

during any one period. On the route between Birmingham and 

London, i. e. on the Grand Junction and Oxford canals, the 

tendency for families to live aboard was at all times high. 

Similarly, on the Paddington Arm of the Grand Junction Canal 

carrying refuse and building materials over the short 

distance between Paddington Basin and the brick fields of 

Middlesex and Hertfordshire, living-in on the boat appears 

to have been the norm for boat families. The Black Country 

canals of Staffordshire and the canals serving the coal 

fields, cement and lime works of Warwickshire also show a 

fairly high incidence of family labour. 

Family labour appears . 
to have been consistently low in 

Lancashire, Yorkshire and, apart from 1931, Worcestershire. 

These figures support the widely held idea that family 

labour was less characteristic of canal boating on the 

broader canals of the North and that it died out there more 

quickly. However, it would be a mistake to assume that there 

was no family labour in the North, even in the twentieth 

century. In 1920, the M. O. H. for Liverpool reported that 

although women,, and children were seldom seen on boats in his 

district, beyond Burscough, on the Leeds and Liverpool 

Canal, they were still frequently to be found. s In the same 

year, the Manchester M. O. H. also reported that the 

proportion of boats carrying women and children varied from 
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district to district. 6 Although wide boats were less 

frequently worked by women (they were, he thought, too 

heavy), regional differences were also noted among narrow- 

boats. Only 7 per cent of narrow-boats passing through 

Xanchester in 1920 carried children although of the narrow- 

boats coming to Kanchester from Birmingham, 90 per cent were 

said to be family boats. 

With the aid of the statistics contained in Appendix 4 it is 

possible to fine focus on different parts of individual 

canals. In deed, numbers of families living on Northern 

canals were low, but there were females, and therefore 

almost certainly families, to be found on the Leeds and 

Liverpool Canal in 1921, and even more in 1931. In fact, the 

Chief Canal Boat Inspector, Owen Llewellyn, in his report 

for 1930/31 noted an increase in family labour in the North. 

The fact that Worcestershire tops the table in 1931 appears 

to be an aberration of the statistics. In other Census years 

the percentage figures for boatmen having their wives on 

board were always below the average and other evidence will 

be brought forward later in this chapter to show that this 

was an area which relied less on family labour. 

Thus, apart from the Grand Junction Canal which, although 

mainly a broad canal, forms an integral part of the narrow 

canal system, it appears that no broad canals had a high 
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proportion of 'family boats but that not all narrow canals 

relied heavily on family labour. 

The figures show a marked increase in family labour during 

the first two decades of the twentieth century. This is 

largely due to the virtual disappearance of fly-boating and 

the replacement of men on other boats with women during the 

First World War. Between the wars there was some tendency 

for family boats to decrease but on most narrow canals 

percentages remained high. By 1951, decreases in many areas 

reflect the declining canal boat population but on most 

parts of the Grand Union (Junction) Canal and in 

Staffordshire, percentages remained high. 

It is not generally appreciated that many of the families 

who were found living on canal boats did not do so on a 

permanent basis. Many maintained shore-based homes but all 

or part of the family went away with the boats for all or 

part of the year, especially in summer. This fact is often 

commented on by canal boat and school attendance officers. 

It partly explains the discrepancy between the number of 

people sleeping on board according to the Census of 1881 and 

the much higher figure given by the Canal Association Survey 

three years later. The Census was taken on a night in early 

April whereas the latter was conducted over the last 

fortnight in May. 
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The earliest indication that boatmen maintained shore-based 

homes was the evidence taken by the Select Committee on 

Sunday Trading in 1841. Although several witnesses stated 

that it was the norm for slow-boat captains to carry their 

families with them, only Sir George Chetwynd alleged that 

most had no other home but the boat7 and his opinion does 

not appear to have been based on first-hand experience. 

Thomas Bagnall, a coal and iron master from Vest Bromwich 

stated: e 

they have nearly or all got little houses. They do not always live in 
the Cabin, Most of the boatmen I should think have got houses, not all 
certainly, but I know a great many have in different parts of the Line 
they traverse and they spend some time in their way, 

On their voyages they sleep on the boats? Yes, they are obliged to do 
that to take care of the cargo, 

Witnesses from Worcestershire and the Black Country agreed 

that most boatmen had homes ashore. 9 All fly-boatmen, if 

they had families, maintained shore homes but the Reverend 

Wade of Kidsgrove reported that 60 or 70 families of boatmen 

engaged in carrying coal, ironstone, pottery, clay and 

flints were resident in his village. 1° 

It was rather a different picture by 1876 when the Factory 

Inspectors were asked to comment on the incidence of family 

boating in their areas. " Many of them believed that most 

slow-boat families had no other home but the boat. Just over 

half, however, claimed that most boatmen had shore homes 

although several stressed that boatmen locked up their 

houses and took their families with them on the boat. 
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Opinions differed as to the proportion of boatmen having no 

shore-based home. The Sheffield sub-inspector stated that of 

all the canal boats operating in his area, 40 per cent were 

operated by families but only 6 per cent of all boats were 

occupied by families who had no other home. Sub-inspector 

Johnston, whose area included much of the Grand Junction and 

Midland canals, opined that only a small proportion of boat 

families had no shore homes and two other sub-inspectors 

commenting on the Trent and Mersey and Nottingham canals 

said that families rarely lived permanently on board. 

In the evidence taken by the Select Committee on the Canal 

Boats Act Amendment Bill of 1884 there appears to have been 

a general assumption that the families with which the Act 

was concerned were permanent residents on the boats. Yet two 

witnesses, William George, District Agent for the Birmingham 

Canals and the link between there and Gloucester, and Thomas 

Hales, General Traffic Manager for the Shropshire Union 

Company stated that most boatmen had shore homes. George 

said that many families travelled on the boats between 

Gloucester and South Staffordshire. 12 Out of the two weeks 

which the journey would take, eight or nine nights might be 

spent aboard and the remainder ashore. Hales claimed that 

there was a marked tendency in Staffordshire for women and 

children to stay in shore houses. 13 
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Of course, in evidence of this sort, there must always be 

an element of the self-interested company official trying to 

convince officialdom that there was no need for further 

intervention on behalf of the boating labour force. This 

reservation must also apply to the Canal Association survey 

conducted at this time but it is still worth noting that, of 

the 22,561 boat occupants enumerated in this survey, 15,916 

or 70 per cent were said to have homes on shore. 

Similar reports can be produced for later periods. In 1908, 

the school attendance officer for Sheffield reported that he 

believed nearly all the boatmen in the area had homes other 

than the canal boat but that they took their families with 

them at certain times of the year. 14 

Witnesses to the Ministry of Health Committee on living-in 

on canal boats in 1920 were asked to comment in their 

written evidence'B an the number of boatmen having shore 

homes. Most ignored the question but the clerk to the 

Runcorn Education Sub-committee wrote that most boatmen in 

that area had houses. William Gould, a headmaster in 

Braunston reported that many boatmen had cottages in the 

village which they used only occasionally. He wrote of 

children being left with grandmothers and other relatives on 

shore in early infancy but taken away on the boats as soon 

as they were old enough to be useful. Two long distance 

general carriers, C. F. Jones of Fellows Morton and Clayton, 
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and John Griffiths, a Bedworth carrier operating between the 

Midlands and London, told the committee that half their 

captains had homes ashore. 16 William Bagnall, a boatman 

working for Claytons stated that the majority of boatmen had 

shore homes which they locked up while they 'took their 

families away boating. His own house was in Tipton. " Three 

witnesses from the Gloucester and Worcestershire area also 

stated that nearly all boatmen in that area had shore 

homes. 'e 

Statistics compiled specially for the Committee by canal 

boat inspectors can be seen in table 3.3. These show that 

except in Coventry, where figures are estimated at 85%, the 

number of boats containing families with no shore home is 

around fifty per cent or less of all boats seen in most 

areas. 

Given that the purpose of the enquiry was to see whether it 

was desirable to prohibit family boating, one has to 

consider the extent to which it would be in the interest of 

witnesses to falsify these figures. There might be grounds 

for thinking that boat people and owners would over estimate 

the proportion of families having shore homes in order to 

emphasize the respectability of the boat people. On the 

other hand, one objection to the prohibition of family 

boating often raised was that boatmen had no-where to lodge 

their families ashore and could not afford shore homes. 
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No, of 
boats 

Area inspecte 

No, of 
boats 
with 

d children 

No of 
boats 
having 
no shore 
home 

Percentage 
of boats 
inspected 
with no 
shore home 

Total No, 
of 
children 

Wolverhampton 64 35 27 42.2 65 
Leeds 25 äl ess than 16 50 
Paddington 57 20 35 S3 
Ellesmere Port 15 6 at 

of 
least a third 
family boats 

10 

Goole 24 1 4.2 6 
Runcorn 338 89 one 

boa 
tenth of 

t people 
6 

Shropshire 
Union Canal 182 90 49.5 203 
Coventry 36 no 

est 
record 851 
imated 

35 

Manchester 329 d5% 177 
Birmingham 72 15 l ess than 62.5 182 
Stoke on Trent 205 111 54.2 267 
Liverpool 399 73 
Hull most have shore hom es 237 

Source, Compiled for the Comuittee of Enquiry into Living-in on Canal goats, 1921, 
Private papers of H, J, R, hurray, PRO ref, 10 11/81, 
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Anyone wishing to press this point of view would have done 

well to understate the number of boatmen having shore homes. 

Later still, between 1928 and 1930, the N. S. P. C. C. produced 

figures from their canal boat inspector which claimed that 

only a third of families living on canal boats had no other 

home. '- 

After 1930 no systematic enquiries were made on this 

subject. Possibly boat people retreated more and more onto 

their boats as a Ministry of Health official noted in 1944 

only2° 

a slight tendency for the Captains of boats to have houses en route 
,,, usually in charge of an older girl who keeps the home going and 
has it in readiness for such time as the Captain and his wife can stay 
there, 

Nevertheless, the idea that canal boat people formed a 

gypsy-like wandering social group with little or no 

connection with the settled community is obviously in need 

of considerable modification. It emerges that at least until 

the Second World War, the majority of canal boatmen left all 

or part of their families on the bank for at least part of 

the year and that of those who took their families with them 

on the boats more or less permanently, many maintained a 

definite connection with the settled community through the 

keeping of a shore-based home. P 
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Among the pages of evidence taken by various official 

enquiries during the nineteenth century, there is no 

shortage of witnesses prepared to state that canal boatmen 

and their families formed a distinct social group, 

apparently quite different and isolated from other members 

of the working classes. In the opinion of many they formed"a 

most degraded class of society". 21 As a result, it has been 

assumed by some modern writers that this was, in fact, the 

case or at least that this view of the boating community was 

widely held throughout contemporary society. 22 Arising from 

this is a related assumption that canal boat people came to 

be shunned by the so-called settled section of the working 

classes and were forced to take up a position on the fringes 

of society. 

Closer examination of the evidence gives rise to a rather 

modified view. Certainly, at the Select Committee on Sunday 

Trading in 1841, witnesses to the boatmen's demoralization 

and separation from respectable society outnumbered those 

who had anything good to say. However, the boatmen's critics 

were all members of the middle classes - canal proprietors, 

businessmen and clergymen - and several had no first hand 

experience of boatmen and their lives. Alexander Hordern, a 

landed proprietor and shareholder in several canals stated 

that he believed boatmen to be "the most degraded Class of 
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Society"23 but admitted that he had never spoken to one. 24 

Sir George Chetwynd, proprietor of the Trent and Mersey 

Canal, claimed that "whenever a man loses his character in 

the neighbourhood, he says "I will go and be a boatman"", 

and further that "there are many Boatmen tried at almost 

every Sessions and Assizes, but not so many now as 

formerly". 28 However, when the Chairman of the Quarter 

Sessions for the County of Stafford testified he stated that 

few boatmen were sent for trial. 26 

Other witnesses who spoke against the boatmen were motivated 

by middle-class religious convictions. The fact that boatmen 

did not attend church or study the scriptures weighed 

heavily with such witnesses despite the fact that the men's 

ignorance and absence was hardly a matter of personal choice 

resulting from "bad character". 

Those who spoke up for the boatmen were all men with first 

hand knowledge of the men and their way of life. Admittedly, 

in the case of the carriers, their motives for attempting to 

show the boatmen in a better light was partly, at least, 

self-interest. Their aim was to avoid having to stop their 

trade on Sunday so that boatmen might be improved by better 

acquaintance with the church. However, they also seem to 

have taken a more realistic view of the men. Both Richard 

Heath and John Crowley stated that there was "a great 

variety of character" among boatmen with some being moral, 
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sober and trustworthy while others were quite the reverse. 27 

Both the Chairman of the Quarter Sessions and one of the 

directors of Pickfords felt that boatmen were not quite as 

bad as they had generally been represented to be, 20 implying 

that boating people had in deed been the victims of 

prejudice and ignorance. 

In the later years of the nineteenth century, and in the 

twentieth century too, it is not difficult to find comments 

made by members of the literate and articulate classes 

indicating their opinion of boatmen as a separate and lower 

class of beings. 

One thing often commented on by outside observers which was 

said to mark boat people as a separate class was their 

distinctive mode of dress. The men were said to wear fustian 

trousers, plush jackets, waistcoats, thick blanket coats and 

fur caps with side flaps. The most distinctive part of the 

women's dress was their quilted cowled bonnets. 29 It is not 

difficult to find photographs of boat women in their 

traditional dress. Certainly it would have looked strange 

and distinctive to middle class observers, especially by the 

beginning of the twentieth century, but one wonders how 

different it really was to the everyday clothing of other 

Midland labourers in the nineteenth century. . 
Figure 3.1 

shows a group of Black Country pit women wearing 

headgear remarkably similar to that of the boat women. 
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The idea that boat people formed a closed and self- 

perpetuating group was often evident in the comments of 

employers and others during the debate over whether children 

should be prohibited from living on board. In 1921, a 

Gloucester school teacher, in reply to a question put by 

Neville Chamberlain, said that although boat people 

inhabited the poorer quarter of town, they did not form a 

separate colony. 30 It is not this fact which is of primary 

interest but that people such as Chamberlain should assume 

that boat people did live in separate colonies. 

The opinion of the men and women who lived side by side with 

the boat people in the community and, in deed, of the boat 

people themselves, is much harder to ascertain. Again, 

middle class witnesses can be found who claimed that boat 

people felt themselves to be "a marked class of persons", 31 

"a degraded Class of beings... separated from Society". 32 At 

the 1841 Select Committee on Sunday Trading, Edward 

Atherton, agent to the Old Quay Company which employed 

Mersey flatmen rather than canal boatmen said of the 

latter: " 

They are a peculiar Body of Men and they feel that they are so; we find 
the Idea of their Peculiarity generally to prevail among Wateroen, 

but the boatmen were not called to speak for themselves. 

In 1841, the evidence of Reverend Wade of Kidsgrove on the 

Trent and Mersey canal indicated that some boat people had 
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feelings of inferiority. He was referring to "Boat Boys" 

who, he claimed, could not be induced to attend his Sunday 

school (although they attended church every Sunday) because 

they were ashamed of their lack of learning and did not want 

to mix with "the other Workpeople's Children". 34 

Some idea of the status of boatmen can be gained by looking 

at various pieces of evidence which suggest a definite 

hierarchy of boatmen. River boatmen were considered, and 

considered themselves, superior to canal boatmen. Thomas 

Harrison, a Droitwich salt shipper, confirmed their 

Lordship's assumption in 1841 that Severn bargemen were "a 

better race of men than Canal Boatmen" more educated and 

respectable. 35 The supposed superiority of the Mersey 

flatmen can be detected in Atherton's evidence quoted above 

and the elitism of Thames watermen (who would allow no-one 

other than Freemen of their Society to navigate the Thames 

below Windsor) is well known. 

Among canal boatmen, fly-boat men, and more especially the 

captains of such vessels were definitely the elite of the 

trade. Several witnesses before the 1841 Select Committee on 

Sunday Trading stated that when they spoke of boatmen being 

respectable, trustworthy and even a little educated, they 

were speaking of the fly-boat captains. 36 Slow-boatmen were 

regarded as inferior and the hands of fly-boats seem to have 

been almost beyond the pale. Only Baxendale, one of 
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Pickford's directors had anything to say to partly 

contradict this. When asked if the slow-boatmen were 

inferior he replied : 37 

They are, I think, of one and the same Stamp; rather inferior than 
otherwise, 

Baxendale had described how many of Pickford's fly-boat 

captains aspired to be owner-boatmen and how many of them 

actually achieved this, leaving the service of the Company 

to purchase a boat and set themselves up as a slow- 

boatman. : 313 Why, one wanders, would significant numbers of 

men do that, and many more desire to do it if the resulting 

losses so much out-weighed the apparent gains? To judge by 

contemporary opinion, it meant considerable loss of income, 

loss of status and respectability, loss of the family home 

on share, loss of any earnings the family might gain by 

living ashore and loss of any opportunity for education. 

Both Baxendale and another fly-boat carrier, Richard Heath, 

claimed that most fly-boat captains were able to read and 

write a little yet the hands which worked under them were 

supposed to be completely illiterate and ignorant. 39 Yet 

both described how they appointed captains by selecting 

suitable men from the ranks: "If they were respectable Men 

they got promoted". Where, between working as ignorant, 

dishonest boat-hands and being appointed as fly-boat 

captain, elite of the service, did these men gain their 

respectability, good character and elementary education? 
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These apparent inconsistencies give a clue to the way all 

boatmen were viewed at most periods of their history and the 

reasons for it. Respectability is the key note, closely 

linked with conformity and familiarity. It is apparent from 

some later evidence that the boatmen who were believed to be 

living permanently on board with their families were 

regarded as being the lowest stratum of boating society. 

William Leese, himself a working boatman who admitted that 

he had taken his own family on the boat in the past, told 

the Factory and Workshop Acts Commissioners in 1875 that men 

who lived in the boats were of the poorer class. 40 This was 

echoed by John Noble the President of the Watermen and 

Riverside Labourers' Union in Leeds in 1892 who said that if 

such boatmen would take homes on shore: " 

we would try to get Itheal out of the site they are in and try to 
induce thew to elevate theoselves little, 

Wandering about, having no apparent connection with the 

settled community was associated in people's minds with 

gypsies; 

I as almost ashamed to own it, we are next to the gypsies, or supposed 
to be, are the aaternen, 

said John Noble. 42 People who led such a life were beyond 

the normal social controls of the settled community and 

could not be regarded as respectable. It was well known that 

fly-boat captains were not permitted to take their families 

on board and so must have a settled family base somewhere. 

Other boatmen, unless they were known to live in a 
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particular fixed place, were assumed to be permanently an 

the move. 

It seems to have been common to assume that whenever a boat 

was seen with a family on board, that that family was living 

permanently afloat. This was by no means the case as has 

been shown in the previous section. Yet people who claimed 

to take an interest in boat people often divided them into 

two classes, i. e. those that lived in houses in the local 

area and were known to be part of the settled/community, 

even if they did take their families with them on the boat 

sometimes, and "strangers" who were assumed to live 

permanently on board. 43 The implication was usually that the 

latter were in some way of an inferior social class and no 

consideration was given to the fact that such "strangers" 

might well have homes elsewhere. 

Once again we find that boat people were the victims of 

ignorance and prejudice. They were not the only section of 

society to suffer in this way certainly but they did present 

an easy target for such abuse. Their occupation and way of 

life, especially where they were seen to be making the boat 

their home, singled them out in an easily observable way. 

Somewhat surprisingly, it seems that lack of education 

divided some of them from other working people even as early 

as 1841 and even their mode of dress may have helped to make 

them easily distinguishable. Although most of them did 
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belong, to a greater or lesser extent, to some settled 

community on shore, their work was always taking them to 

parts of the country were they where regarded as "strangers" 

and treated with suspicion. William George, a Vest Midlands 

canal agent, made a good assessment of the situation when he 

spoke to the 1884 Select Committee on the Canal Boats 

Amendment Bill: 44 

I is quite of opinion that they [the boating classes] would compare 
favourably with any other portion of the labouring classes, if fairly 
judged, I would just say that their occupation stands out so distinctly 
from that of any other class, that they are easily criticised; and that 
if the same criticism were applied to the other labouring classes, and 
to their domestic affairs, I as quite sure boat people would not come 
out less favourably than other people, 

3.3 Canal-side Communities. 

a. Brentford 

In 1794, with the opening of the first section of the Grand 

Junction Canal between the Thames and Uxbridge, Brentford 

'became the first southern terminus of the main trunk route 

between the Midlands and the South East. It was only a small 

rural community at this time, too far from London for such 

an important depot and in 1801, the Paddington branch line 

was opened. This drew off much London-bound traffic some six 

miles north of Brentford. In 1820, the newly opened Regents 

Canal was able to take long-distance traffic even further 

into the centre of the capital and it was not until the 

second half of the nineteenth century that Brentford became 

an important canal centre. 
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Fig. 3.5 Man of the Grand Junction Canal depdt at 

Source; Greater London Record Office, 

B. 1 S 
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In 1855, the Grand Junction Canal Company's struggling 

carrying department found it could no longer afford to keep 

open its dep6t at Limehouse docks and it was closed in 

favour of Brentford"46 Precise tonnage figures are not 

available and because of rate cutting to combat railway 

competition it is difficult to tell from tonnage tolls 

exactly how much the volume of traffic was increasing or 

decreasing. However, as table 3.4 shows, after a sharp 

decline at the beginning of the 1850s, there is evidence of 

a recovery. 

The canal company made considerable improvements to the 

basin at the end of the nineteenth century with the 

building of extensive new wharves and warehouses and traffic 

increased; 16,892 boats carrying 355,458 tons of cargo 

passed through Norwood locks into or out of Brentford in 

1906. Traffic peaked in 1914 with 20,272 boats and 440,516 

tons but was still holding steady in 1928 at 16,819 boats 

and 391,006 tons46. 

The type of cargo handled at the dept had a direct bearing 

on the economic and social standing of the boat people. It 

has already been shown that the crews of slow-boats carrying 

heavy low-grade cargo were considered to be lower 'in the 

canal boat social hierarchy than those of fly-boats carrying 

general merchandise. In addition, boatmen were paid by the 

trip with different cargoes attracting different rates of 
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* Ashes, breeze and bricks were reduced by 2d per ton in 1868, Expected loss, 12, S00 per annum, 

Source, brand Junction Canal Company, Register of tonnage charged at certain depots 1842 - 1875, 
PRO ref RAIL 830/60, 
Navigation and Canal Company Returns to Parliament, 1870, I VI, p, 679, 
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pay. General merchandise attracted a relatively high rate, 

while the rates for grain were low but still higher than 

those on some minerals, refuse and building materials. In 

view of this, it is relevant to examine here the type of 

traffic handled at Brentford. 

The names of carriers leasing property on the Brentford 

wharves give some indication of the type of traffic handled 

there. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Fellows 

Morton & Clayton, the principal carrier of general 

merchandise, had warehousing, stables and their own dock. 

Their fore-runner, The London and Staffordshire Carrying 

Company, had established a base in Brentford by 1879; °' 

John Griffiths, another prominent general carrier, was 

leasing a warehouse on The Ham in 190048 and in 1903 

Emmanuel Smith, a carrier of grain and general merchandise, 

was also leasing warehouses and stables on the Ham. d9 At 

about the same time, Claytons of Oldbury also'established an 

important base at Brentford for their oil and tar boats. S° 

Information given in the Census enumerators' books shows 

that the traffic was divided fairly distinctly into barge 

traffic, probably from the Thames, and canal boat traffic 

which, to judge by the birth places of the boat-children, 

was serving the heavy industry of Staffordshire. The birth 

places of the children on board the boat Flora on the night 

of the census in 1881 give a fairly clear idea of the route 
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which that boat, or at least that boat family, had been 

working for the previous half dozen years or so: g' 

Age 

Eduard Holt married 34 boatman Ilkeston, Derby 
Elizabeth Holt tarried 30 Staffordshire 
Harriett Holt 6 Froghall 
Emily Holt 4 Tipton 
John Holt 2 Brentford 
Sarah Holt 1 Staffordshire 

In 1879, Brentford became a registration authority under the 

1877 Canal Boats Act. The records kept under that Act make 

it possible to say more about the traffic using the canal 

basin. 

Thirty boats were registered as dwellings at Brentford in 

1879. Three were steam tugs and of the remaining horse- 

hauled boats, twenty one were narrow-boats. Thirteen of 

these boats were registered to carry bricks on the Grand 

Junction Canal. There was at this time a considerable 

traffic in bricks and building materials operating between 

the Hayes and Slough Brick fields and Paddington. Several 

of these brick boats belonged to Alfred Buck of the High 

Street, Brentford but most of this traffic did not actually 

pass through Brentford itself. The second most common cargo 

given was general merchandise with eight boats being 

registered f or this trade. Three boats were registered to 

carry coal and grain, the latter probably being the back- 

load on Midlands coal runs. Two boats were carrying 
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ammunition in connection with the Hanwell Military Depot and 

the remaining four were to be used for towing only. 

It should be noted that a boat was usually registered near 

to the place where it was built and this might not be the 

place where it subsequently operated. A clearer indication 

of boats using the basin regularly is given by the canal- 

boat inspector's registers of inspection. 

Unfortunately, for the period before 1923 these registers 

have not survived, but during the period 1923 to 1925 they 

show that the main users of the basin were F. M. C. 
_, 

Emmanuel 

Smith, and Thomas Clayton of Oldbury. In the 1930s the newly 

formed Grand Union Canal Carrying Company had much of its 

new fleet built at Brentford and it subsequently made much 

use of the basin, although its main depot was at Bulls 

Bridge. This company carried every type of cargo from 

general merchandise, heavy industrial materials to more 

experimental loads such as batches of new motor cars. 

Boat families operating regularly between Brentford and the 

Midlands could usually expect to spend a few days every two 

or three weeks in the basin waiting for unloading, fresh 

orders etc. If they were able or wanted to establish a 

shore-based home, therefore, this is one of the places where 

they might have been expected to do so. Yet Census records 
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show that, in the nineteenth century at any rate, they did 

not. 

It is possible to use the Census records62 to draw some 

conclusions about the relationship between the permanent 

community of Brentford and the canal. In the nineteenth 

century it was a fairly prosperous rural community. Out of a 

total population of 2,078, in 1841,62 were described as 

being of independent means although this did not have 

precisely the same meaning as today. Thomson'" found that 

many of the people so described in Census returns were of 

very modest means. However, a significant part of the 

population in Brentford were drawn from the professions. A 

large part of the remaining population was employed either 

in the households of these wealthy residents or as 

agricultural labourers on the surrounding farms and market 

gardens. The river also employed a number of men as 

lightermen or watermen (53 in 1841) but the local population 

seem to have had little to do with the canal. Occasionally 

one finds a wharf labourer, a warehouseman or a canal 

carrier's agent and probably some of the many men described 

simply as "labourer" were employed on the canal-side, but 

no canal boat people settled in Brentford during the period 

covered by available Census records. 

Details of people sleeping on canal-boats and on river 

barges on the nights of the Census give a further 
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indication of this social division. Not only were the river 

boatmen all men, but all were drawn from the London area 

with many coming from Brentford itself. The narrow-boats 

were crewed by families and came mainly from Staffordshire 

with a few coming from Warwickshire and other places along 

the line of the Grand Junction Canal. Perhaps Brentford 

people turned more naturally to the river than to the canal 

because of a long association with the Thames. River work 

was probably better paid and offered a boy the possibility 

of a proper apprenticeship. There was certainly a great deal 

of elitism amongst Thames watermen and lightermen so 

presumably the status of a river boatman in the local 

community was higher than that of a canal boatman. 

From the beginning of the twentieth century, Brentford 

became a focal point for those concerned with the welfare 

of the narrow-boat people. Despite the installation of new 

plant and premises to improve cargo handling, at no time had 

the canal company or the carriers provided anything at 

Brentford to ease the domestic hardship suffered by the 

boat-people such as bathing or laundry facilities or even 

lavatories. Such provision was left to voluntary bodies. 

Although some of the facilities provided by them were much 

needed, they also had the effect of re-enforcing the 

division between canal boat people and the land-based 

community of Brentford. 
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The London City Mission had been holding services and 

classes for boat-people at Brentford since 1896.64 The local 

missionary reported that towns-people were not invited to 

services although they did sometimes attend-S8 In 1904, a 

new Canal Boatmen's Institute was built in The Butts by the 

Mission which provided a school, washing facilities and a 

maternity ward-6115 The efforts to give boat-children some 

education, however limited, were admirable but the school 

kept them, quite isolated from local children. The school was 

taken over by the state education authority in 1920 but 

continued to be run separately from other Brentford schools 

and it is hardly surprising that the teacher in charge, Miss 

Baker, reported in 1928 that "the children are rarely seen 

playing with town children" . 57 

The preponderance of general merchandise carriers at 

Brentford would lead one to expect that the people on 

Brentford boats enjoyed a somewhat higher standard of living 

than those on, for example, the Paddington refuse boats. A 

Board of Education inspector comparing the Paddington and 

Brentford boats in 1930 remarked that "the long distance 

bargeman is of a higher social standing than the refuse 

carrier". '" However, their high standing in the canal boat 

hierarchy and relatively higher standard of living was not 

sufficient to allow them to be accepted by a well-to-do, 

conservative community such as Brentford. The apparent 

preference shown by the local people for the river, with all 
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its associated elitism, and the separatist policies 

operated by religious and educational bodies, helped to 

re-enforce the division. The result was that Brentford, 

despite its close association with the canal carrying trade, 

was not a place to which canal boat people came to settle, 

nor one from which they were recruited. 

b. Paddington 

With much ceremony, the Paddington branch line was 

officially opened on 10th July 1801. The basin itself 

contained many wharves; the Post Office Directories suggest 

at least 45 and there were also many other wharves all along 

the line of the canal. A corn market was erected on the 

north west side of the basin; there was also a cattle 

market69 and leases were soon being granted on other parts 

of the basin. Wharves varied a great deal with regard to 

size and accommodation offered. "The Great Wharf" 

together with sheds, a warehouse and buildings thereon was 

let to Messrs Homer, Holland and Wilkins in 1804 at a rent 

of 1500 per annum for the first three years and L600 per 

annum for the next six. 60 This may have been number 16 South 

Wharf which seems to have been much bigger than the others 

and later became the Grand Junction Canal Company's own 

wharf. Other smaller wharves were let for around L30 per 

annum at this time. 61 Later, some wharves were sub-divided 
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with sheds and other buildings being let separately for 

stabling, farriers shops, workshops etc. 

Trade flourished. In 1810,113,220 tons arrived in 

Paddington by canal and 67,728 tons were despatched. 10 The 

general merchandise trade was mainly lost in 1820 when the 

Regents Canal opened and most fly-boat carriers made City 

Road basin their London base, but Paddington was kept busy 

with a lively traffic in building materials and waste 

products. 

Because canal traffic at Paddington was concerned mainly 

with these heavy low-grade cargoes, the coming of the 

railway in 1838 had little effect on trade. A bigger impact 

was felt when the Grand Junction Canal Company decided to 

move its carrying department to City Road in 184962 but the 

deficit in revenue was soon made up2° as the figures in 

table 3.4 show. 

Once again, the birth-places of the canal-boat children 

recorded in the Census give an idea of the routes 

frequented by Paddington boats. Table 3.5 suggests that most 

family boats were operating along the Paddington arm itself 

and on the lower reaches of the main line below 

Rickmansworth. Several more seem to have been operating 

between Paddington and Varwickshire although the boat 
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Places of birth on the route between Paddington and Hertfordshi 
1861 1811 1881 

Places of Number of Places of Number of Places of Number of 

Paddington 9 Paddington 7 Paddington 5 
St Pancreas 2 London 2 6reenford I 
Greenford 1 Southall 1 Southall 1 
Southall 1 West Drayton 1 Yeading I 
Northolt 2 Hayes 1 Northants 1 
Vest Drayton 3 Harefieid I North Hyde 1 
Uxbridge 1 
Denham 1 
Harefield 3 
Boxmoor 1 
Ware 1 
Watford 
Middx. 

2 
4 

TDTAL 31 TOTAL 13 TOTAL 10 

Places of birth elsewhere on the Grand Junction and aarvitkshire Canals 
1861 1871 

Places of Number of Places of Number of 
Birth Children Birth Children 

Wendover 4 Vendover 1 
Aylesbury 1 Braunston 1 
Lutterbridge 3 Stockton 3 
Waraks 1 garwks 3 

Marsworth 2 
Taeworth 2 

TOTAL 9 TOTAL 12 

Born elsewhere 
1861 1871 

Places of Number of Places of Number of 

Pialico 1 B'has 1 
Leicester I Wednesbury 1 
Brinkley, Lee Brock, 
Staffs 1 Staffs 1 
Runcorn I Kingerstone? I 

Appleton 1 
TOTAL TOTAL 5 

Source, Census enuaerafops I books for Paddington Basin, 1861,1871,1881, 
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children enumerated in 1881 had all been born within the 

local area. People sleeping on boats were not individually 

enumerated in the Census before 1861 and even from that year 

onwards, the information collected is patchy. However, it is 

possible to use this source to gain some insight into the 

type of traffic handled in the basin. The cargo carried by 

some boats was actually specified by some enumerators, 

although in many more cases this information is omitted. 

Table 3.6 shows that, of those boats where the cargo is 

specified, the majority were concerned with the brick trade. 

The London Post Office Directories give details of the type 

of traders using the basin. Accommodation on some of the 

wharves was large and was subdivided and occupied possibly 

by some people with no use for the canal. Nevertheless, it 

is clear that as the nineteenth century progressed, the 

variety of trades using the basin began to diminish and the 

dust and brick trade predominated more and more. This fact 

is confirmed by information contained in the Canal Boats 

Acts registers for Paddington which can be seen in table 

3.7. 

The Canal Boat Act registers may be slightly misleading. The 

dust and brick trade was fairly local, carrying bricks from 

the clay bearing lands around Hayes, Slough and Northolt 

and returning with refuse to be tipped into worked out brick 

fields. It is likely that many of the boats carrying these 

cargoes would have been registered at Paddington. Some of 
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Trade Number of boats 
1861 1871 1881 

Brick 1B 14 
Ashes and Breeze 42 
Dust 14 
Manure 11 
Hay 6 
General 3 
Gravel and sand I 
Trade not given 14 20 7 
TOTAL As 24 24 

Source; Census enumerators' books for Paddington basin, 1861,1871,1881, 

Trade Nu mber of boats registeredt 
Brick 35 
Dust and refuse 40 
Sand 40 
Gravel 22 
Manure 11 
Slop 9 
Cement 3 
Lite 2 
Coal 5 
Ashes and breeze 6 
General 2 
other 3 

IN, B, Most boats were registered to carry more than one type of cargo and multiple 
entries have been made above in the case of such boats, 

Source, Register of Canal Boats registered as dwellings under the Canal Boats Acts 
1877,1884, Paddington, (Paddington Public library) 
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the lime and cement traffic came from Harefield but much of 

it came from Stockton in Warwickshire and the sand traffic 

came from just north of Aylesbury, so that many of the boats 

concerned with this traffic may have been registered 

elsewhere. There would also have been traders using the 

canal with open boats which were not required to register 

under the Canal Boat Acts. 

The evidence clearly shows that as most types of canal- 

traffic decreased, the number of traders using Paddington 

diminished and the basin came to rely heavily on the lowest 

grade cargoes of all. This has clear implications for the 

social and economic standing of the boat people. Precise 

figures for the income of boatmen are very difficult to come 

by but evidence given to the Factory and Workshop Commission 

in 1876 suggests that wages and living conditions on 

Paddington brick and refuse boats were far lower than on 

other boats-61 

Census enumerators returns for people sleeping on board 

boats in Paddington basin show that many of the boats were 

crewed by families: 
number of family boats number of all-sale crewed boats 

1861 30 16 
1871 13 15 
1881 7 15 
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Many contained several children born at different places 

along the canal, suggesting that the boat was their usual 

home. Although the proportion of family boats to all male 

boats appears to decrease between 1861 and 1881 this was not 

a trend which continued into the twentieth century. Of sixty 

eight different boats seen by the Canal Boat Inspector in 

1928,52 had women and children on board and a similar 

proportion of family boats to all male boats was seen in 

subsequent years. 

As at Brentford, the boat people at Paddington attracted the 

attention of The London City Mission who endeavoured to 

provide some special welfare facilities for them. These 

included a school for boat children, religious services and, 

in 1930, a sort of social club. 64 Again the boat children's 

school was taken over by the local education authority in 

1926 and attached to a local elementary school but continued 

to be operated as a separate class in a building on the 

wharf. 

Despite the separate facilities, Paddington did not appear 

to hold itself as aloof from the canal as did Brentford. The 

arrival of the canal had a dramatic local effect. Figure 3.6 

shows that at the end of the eighteenth century Paddington 

was a small rural community on the edge of London. During 

the first decade the population almost trebled as table 3.8 

shows. Much of the growth can be directly attributed to the 
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Growth of Population in Paddington 1201 - 1851 

Year Houses IBuildingsl Population Increase in population 

1801 324 33 870 1,011 1,881 
1811 879 24 32 1,994 2,615 4,609 1801-1811 145.0 
1821 1139 13 28 2,852 3,624 6,476 1811-1821 40,5 
1831 1933 104 93 6,278 8,262 14,540 1821-1831 124,5 
1841 3479 221 390 10,784 14,425 25,173 1831-1841 73,0 
1851 6103 416 222 18,784 27,521 46,306 1841-1851 84,0 

Source, Census of England and Fates, 1801 - 1351, 
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canal. Figure 3.7 shows that by 1827 much of Paddington was 

still fields and market gardens with the main built-up areas 

clustering around the canal basin. 

A detailed examination of the Census returns for North Wharf 

Road for 1861 and 1881 can be seen in tables 3.9 and 3.10. 

It shows a large proportion of the working population 

employed on the canal, although mainly on the wharves, not 

in boats. In 1861,21.2% of men in employment were working 

on the canal or in the main trades on the wharves. Labourers 

and carmen, most of whom were probably employed on the 

wharves, accounted for a further 47%. 

In 1881 the number of labourers and carmen employed on the 

wharves is actually specified in the returns and it is 

possible to be more accurate. In that year, 61% of employed 

men living in North Wharf Road were working at the canal 

basin. Nevertheless, very few boatmen lived in Paddington. 

In 1861 only eight were living in North Wharf Road and in 

1881 none at all. Similar numbers apply for the other 

streets around the basin. Nor does it appear that many 

Paddington boatmen were locally recruited. Of the 103 males 

aged 16 and over seen in boats in 1861,1871 and 1881, only 

11 were born in Paddington itself, a further 8 in other 

parts of London and 11 at places along the line of the canal 

to Harefield. Most of these, however, were probably born in 

canal boats rather than locally recruited. Most of the other 
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Table 310 
Occupations and places of birth for adults livina in North 4harf Road 

, 
Paddinatp, 1881 
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boatmen were born at places along the line of the canal in 

Northamptonshire, or in the Midlands, particularly 

Warwickshire. Whether their origins lay with the settled 

population at these places or whether they were born on 

board boats which happened to be calling there is difficult 

to say but one thing seems clear, boat people did not settle 

in, nor were they recruited from, Paddington. 

Unlike the case of Brentford, it cannot be said that the 

canal was not well received by the local community in 

Paddington but still the boat-people seem not to have 

integrated. Of course, by 1861 the area around the basin was 

not an attractive place in which to settle. It consisted of 

closely packed high-density housing and small industrial 

units and by 1891 it was placed in the lowest classification 

by Charles Booth on his map of London poverty. Even a cabin 

on a refuse-boat presented a more attractive prospect than a 

room in one of these slum dwellings. But if one assumes that 

all the Paddington-born boat people were born on the boats, 

and it is likely that this was the case, then it appears 

that no local people were attracted to boat work. Was this 

because boat people really were an insular, self 

perpetuating group which outsiders found difficult to 

penetrate or was it merely that brick and refuse boat work 

was poorly paid and poorly regarded even by the slum- 

dwellers of Paddington? 
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c Braunston 

Braunston stands where, today, the Grand Union crosses the 

Oxford Canal. In the nineteenth century this was the 

northern terminus of the Grand Junction Canal. Beyond lay in 

one direction the northern section of the Oxford canal and 

in the other, the 'Warwick and Napton Canal. Most London- 

bound traffic passed through Braunston on its way from the 

Vest Midlands, Lancashire, and Cheshire. Only traffic from 

Leicester and Nottingham by-passed it, joining the Grand 

Junction four and a half miles further south at Norton 

Junction. 

Work began on the Grand Junction Canal at Braunston in 1793 

and 1800 saw the opening of the through route, which at this 

stage involved a railroad over Blisworth hill. The opening 

of the canal tunnel there had to wait until 1805. At 

Braunston, land between the end of the Grand Junction Canal 

and the Daventry road was purchased by the Canal Company in 

1806 and a wharf and warehouse built. When the Oxford canal 

was straightened in 1834 a small arm of the old canal was 

left and this became the main basin. 

Pickfords had established a depot at Braunston by the end 

of the eighteenth century in recognition of its strategic 

importance for road as well as water carrying. When they 

gave up canal carrying, their premises were taken over by 

the canal company and later still by Fellows Morton and 
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Clayton. Braunston was also an established centre of boat- 

building and repair, the most famous yard being that of 

Nurser Brothers. This was taken over by the coal carrier, 

Samuel Barlow (Tamworth) Ltd. in 1941 although Frank Nurser 

continued to run it. Because of the boat-yard, Braunstoa 

then became one of Barlow's main bases and when they ceased 

trading in 1962 their premises were taken over by Blue Line 

Carriers. 66 

Very little traffic originated or terminated at Braunston 

but as the Grand Junction Canal was built as a barge canal, 

Braunston became the transshipment point between the wider 

boats of the south and the narrow-boats of the Midlands, 

although plenty of narrow-boats did make the through 

journey. Fellows Morton and Clayton occupied a transshipment 

shed which had been built over the end of the arm at 

Braunston and used it as the transfer point between their 

steamers operating from City Road or Brentford and their 

horse-boats which worked the Midlands canals. 

It can be seen from table 3.11 that between 1801 and 1841 

the population of Braunston increased by 56%. Much of this 

expansion can be attributed to the canal. As table 3.12 

shows, until shoe manufacturing began to expand in 1861, the 

canal was the main employer of male labour after agriculture 

and domestic service. 
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Source; Census of England and gales, 1801 - 1881, 

Source; Census anuaarators' books for Braunston, 1811 - 1881, 
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The number of boatmen sleeping in houses in the village on 

the night of the census dropped after 1841 but, as far as 

can be ascertained, the number of boat families remained 

fairly constant at around twenty in each Census. The large 

number of uninhabited houses suggests that there were 

actually many more boat families based in Braunston but 

absent on boats. In fact, in 1881 the enumerator actually 

refers to fifteen empty houses which were said to belong to 

absent boating families and if the returns are examined more 

closely, more than eighty different family units (some are 

later generations of the same family) can be distinguished 

living in houses in Braunston between 1841 and 1881. 

Details of birth places contained in the Census returns 

reveal much about the movement and settlement of the boat 

population in Braunston. In 1841, half the boatmen 

(nineteen) sleeping in the village were single men, most 

probably just passing through although seven of them had 

been born in the county and belonged to Braunstoa families 

other than boat families. Another large category (seven) was 

boatmen who had been born out of county but had married 

local women. There were eight couples where neither partner 

had been born in the county. Half of these had no children 

living with them but the other four had most of their 

children born in Braunstoa indicating that although 

immigrants, they were quite settled in the village. There 
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were also four couples where both the husband and wife had 

been born in the county. 

In subsequent years, the number of single boatmen dropped 

dramatically and most of those remaining were the sons of 

other Braunston families. Among the married boatmen, the 

number of Braunston-born boatmen increased and the number of 

immigrant boatmen decreased although there were also a few 

families with no members born in the village. 

Clearly, Braunston was a village which attracted boatmen 

although few could claim to have originated from pure 

Braunston stock. Most of the immigrants did not come from 

very far away, over half from Warwickshire and local 

Northamptonshire villages on the canal. A few came from 

Staffordshire and the rest had been born at various places 

along the line of the canal between the Midlands and 

Paddington. There were, of course, other boatmen sleeping in 

boats tied up in Braunston for the night. Their places of 

birth follow the same pattern with most being born at places 

along the line of the Grand Junction and Warwickshire 

canals. 

Before the middle of the nineteenth century there was 

obviously a strong tendency for passing boatmen to marry 

local girls and set up home in the village with most of 

their children being born there. Other immigrant boatmen 
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came to the village with immigrant wives and also 

established a home in the village. After mid-century, the 

second generation of such families led to an increase in the 

number of Braunston-born boatmen but a few sons of non-boat 

families were also attracted to the work. 

J Hollingshead, writing in Household Words in 1858 described 

passing through Braunston on a fly-boat journey. His 

reference to a small boatmen's village not far from 

Braunston consisting of a few houses and a tavern clustered 

round a bridge and a lock must refer to Braunston locks, 

sometimes known as Little Braunston. Hollingshead said of 

this place: 
It was the only place we had seen on our Journey where the people on the land 
seemed to belong to the people on the water; where everybody knew everybody 
and seemed glad to see everybody, and where there was some provision made for 
a boatman's requirements - to say nothing of his hungry friends and visitors, 

One might expect to find similar "boatmen's villages" at 

other places along the line of the canal but Hollingshead 

emphasizes that this was the only place they had seen where 

boat people were welcome and describes other villages, Stoke 

Bruerne for example, where they were treated coldly and 

ignored by shop keepers. * 

To some extent, Hollingshead's description is misleading. It 

implies that Little Braunstan was a boatmen's colony, quite 

self-contained and separate from the main village. In fact, 

the boatmen did not live in Little Braunstoa and this leads 
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one on to consider how far, if at all, they did form a 

separate and distinct colony. The Census returns show that 

the overwhelming majority of boatmen lived in Cross Lane and 

Nibbetts Lane. This suggests a distinct colony but boat 

people did inhabit other parts of the village and they did 

not form a majority even in these two places. In 1861, of 

the 86 households in Cross Lane, only 19 were boatmen's 

families with a further 12 being leggers or boat builders. 

Nor did boat people cluster together in these two streets 

but were fairly spread out and interspersed with other 

villagers. Judging by the occupations of other Cross Lane 

and Nibbetts Lane inhabitants - mainly agricultural 

labourers and shoe operatives but also some craftsmen - this 

area of the village probably offered the poorest and 

cheapest accommodation in the village. It was probably this, 

as much as any desire to congregate together and remain 

separate from the rest of the village, that led most boat 

families to favour these two streets. Significantly there 

was no Canal Boatman's Mission here and no special canal- 

boat school. The evidence suggests that here was a place 

where boat people were less likely to be regarded as 

different, separate or "a race apart". 

d Shardlow 

In 1770, the Trent and Mersey Canal was opened from Derwent 

Mouth, near Shardlow, to Shugborough. By 1775 it had reached 

Middlewich and by 1776 it was possible to navigate as far as 
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Runcorn. In the opposite direction boats travelled by way of 

the Trent to Gainsborough where they were met by sea-going 

vessels. The area around Shardlow had had long associations 

with water carriage on the river Trent, but when the canal 

linked the Mersey with the Humber, the east coast sea ports 

with Liverpool, and opened up the coal, iron, salt and 

pottery producing areas in between, Shardlow found itself 

situated on one of the main arteries of the industrializing 

world. It became the main transshipment point between river 

craft and canal boats and in consequence a busy inland port 

quickly developed. The population expanded rapidly and more 

than a dozen warehouses sprang up together with stables, 

canal company offices, rope makers and sail or tarpaulin 

makers. Several of the main fly-boat companies established 

depots at Shardlow, in particular Pickfords and Shiptons. 

Two other canal-carrying firms, Sutton, Clifford and Co. and 

Soresby and Flack were owned by Shardlow men. 

The canal trade in Shardlow reached its peak in about 1841. 

Tables 3.13 and 3.14 show that in that year, according to 

the Census, the population and the number of houses 

reached a peak and the canal dominated the village with 

approximately 40 per cent of the males in work being 

employed by the canal or in associated trades. 

The presence of a cheese agent and an iron agent in the 1841 

Census indicates the importance of these commodities to the 
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Source; Census of England and Vales, 

Table? 1d 
Emplgyent in Shardlow 1841 - 1p81 

Source: Census of England and Wales. 
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canal at this time. Sutton and Clifford were also salt 

merchants and used the canal for the transport of salt. 

Sutton also carried his own coal from his Trubshaw 

collieries to his salt works at Weston and to Shardlow where 

it was sold-66 From Staffordshire, in addition to coal and 

iron, came clay, fire bricks67 and probably other products 

of the potteries. From the Trent came timber en route for 

Staffordshire66 and from Swarkestone, plaster and plaster 

stone was shipped to Preston Brook, sometimes via Shardlow 

to take advantage of lower tolls. 1-9 Flints, stone, bones, 

manure, china clay, sand and other raw materials were also 

carried on the Trent and Mersey canal, '° much of it passing 

through Shardlow. 

The decade following 1841 saw a severe decline in the canal 

trade at Shardlow. This decline was of course being felt 

throughout the country but in Shardlow it seems to have been 

particularly severe and irrevocable. In 1846 the Trent and 

Mersey Canal was taken over by the North Staffordshire 

Railway Company and despite their efforts to work the canal 

to its full capacity. " the opening of the railway line in 

1849 had a noticeable effect on traffic especially at the 

southern end. 

By the time of the 1851 Census, the number of boatmen living 

in the village had halved and the number found on boats and 

employed by the canal or in connected trades was also much 
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reduced. In 1852, the Canal Company applied for a reduction 

of the Poor Rate assessment on two miles of the canal 

passing through the parish of Vilne and Shardlow on the 

grounds that the traffic on that part of the canal was very 

much reduced . 7: 2 This was agreed to in March 1853, the 

rateable value being dropped from £1142.3s. Od. to £513. 

2s. 6d"73 Also in 1852, the Canal Company allowed a reduction 

in rent on premises in Shardlow let to Sutton & Co. in 

recognition of "the great falling off of traffic formerly 

passing through their hands" . 74 In September 1856, Sutton & 

Co. gave notice of their intention to quit their premises at 

Shardlow and Etruria and in March 1857 they ceased canal 

carrying all together. 75 By 1861, the other local carrier, 

James Soresby, had also abandoned the trade in favour of 

cotton milling and his factory replaced the canal as the 

major employer of labour in the village"76 This must have 

been a major blow to the canal trade in Shardlow and the 

port does not appear to be mentioned again in the Canal 

Company minute book, most of the traffic being concentrated 

on the North Staffordshire section of the canal. 

Table 3.14 above shows the continuing decline of canal trade 

labour in Shardlow throughout the next two decades, The 

warehouses were taken over and used by the corn milling and 

brewing trades" and although barges continued to bring 

grain to Shardlow from Lincoln and Newark until the early 
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1950s. 7ß Shardlow was no longer a canal port of any 

significance after 1871. 

As at Braunston, the canal was an integral part of Shardlow 

life in the first half of the nineteenth century and before 

trade declined so drastically it was the major employer in 

the village. Yet the population movements discernable from 

the Census returns form an interesting contrast with those 

observed at Braunston. Whereas most boatmen at Braunston 

were either immigrants from other parts of the country, or 

subsequent generations of such immigrants, at Shardlow the 

overwhelming majority of boatmen were local men, mainly from 

Shardlow itself. There were a few outsiders from places 

along the line of the canal in Staffordshire and Cheshire. 

Although it is difficult to draw firm conclusions when 

dealing with such small numbers, there is, nevertheless, an 

indication that Shardlow boat families were more inclined 

than Braunston boat families to turn to alternative 

employment as the canal trade declined. This was the case 

with the Edwards family, for example, who although not 

originally from Shardlow worked the Trent and Mersey canal 

in that area. In 1861 they were sleeping on a boat at 

Shardlow and their places of birth suggest that they had 

been living on the boat for some years: 
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In the boat Eliza: 
Richard Edwards 36 Deepfields, Staffs, 
Juliana 30 Wilne 
Isiah 6 Darlaston, Staffs, 
Rebecca 4 fit, Bridge, Staffs, 
Juliana 2 fit, Bridge, Staffs, 
Richard 3ns Shardloa, 

In 1871, the same family were living in a house in Vilna 

Lane. Richard was still a boatman and had been joined by 

Richard junior, then aged ten. Isiah, however, had become a 

miller and Rebecca and Juliana together with a third 

daughter aged 9 years were working in the cotton factory. It 

is possible to find other Shardlow boat families where the 

head of the household had continued to work as a boatman but 

his wife and children, instead of taking to the boat and 

providing him with cheap labour, had sought work in the 

cotton factory, sawmill or on the land. Many other families 

abandoned the canal all together. 

Of course, in Shardlow, the decline of the canal trade was 

far more sudden and final than in Braunston and it may also 

be that there was more alternative employment available 

locally. Obviously in both places, as in other canal towns 

and villages, people abandoned the canal as the trade 

declined but it seems clear from this that the boat people 

of Shardlow were by no means a separate social group within 

the community. Canal boat work was treated like any other 

local employment. When it was plentiful and remunerative the 

local people took advantage of it but when it declined and 
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other industries rose up in its place they turned their 

hands to something else. This is broadly the conclusion 

reached by Sheila Cooke in her recent study of the boat 

people of the East Midlands. " 

e. Birmingham, Gas Street Basin 

The first Birmingham canal, which was to supply the 

manufacturers of that town with coal and iron from the 

Black Country, was authorized by Act of Parliament in 

January 1768. By 1769 difficulties had arisen over where the 

terminus was to be built. Originally it was to be in the 

field called New Hall Ring but the committee purchased a 

piece of land at Brickkiln Piece (now Gas Street Basin) and 

it was agreed that this would be the best place for the 

terminus. William Colmore, the owner of the land at New Hall 

Ring, fearing a loss of income if the canal was no longer to 

come his way, objected to the alternative route and tried to 

block it by refusing access to Brickkiln Piece across his 

land and by petitioning Parliament. After various 

skirmishes, the canal was eventually completed in 1772 with 

termini at both places. e° 

Later the same year, the wharves at Brickkiln Piece were 

paved and building plans approved for the erection of 

warehouses. As trade increased, the site was expanded into a 

basin and a number of coke sheds were built on that part 
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known as Old Wharf. The trade in the basin was coal and iron 

from the Black Country rather than general merchandise, as 

fly-boat carriers operated from Crescent Wharf along the 

New Hall branch. 

In 1791, an Act of Parliament was passed for making a canal 

from Birmingham to Worcester. This canal was to terminate at 

Gas Street Basin but no provision was made for a junction 

between it and the Birmingham Canal. Consequently, a piece 

of land about seven feet wide, known as Worcester Bar, was 

left dividing the two waterways and goods had to be carried 

across it from one boat to another. 81 Given the lie of the 

land around Birmingham - the town is situated on a plateau 

with steep slopes all around - the Birmingham Canal Company 

was not anxious to open any communications with other canals 

because of the resulting loss of water. This arrangement 

remained, therefore, until the Worcester and Birmingham 

Canal was belatedly completed in 1815. At this time, the 

Worcester and Birmingham Canal Company applied to Parliament 

for the Bar to be removed and it was eventually agreed that 

a lock known as Bar Lock would be built to link the two 

canals. The Birmingham Canal Company were compensated for 

the loss of water by being allowed to charge an extra toll 

on goods passing through Bar Lock from their canal. 

The main traffic coming into the basin was still coal from 

Staffordshire. Some of this would have been destined for 
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Birmingham itself but much of it would have passed through 

Bar Lock to markets along the Worcester and Birmingham 

Canal and on the Severn and Avon. The salt and chemical 

works at Stoke Prior and Droitwich were said to use 

Staffordshire coal exclusively as it was superior to that 

from Worcestershire. 80,000 of the 179,039 tons passing 

through Bar Lock in 1834 was consumed by them alone. 82 In 

return, boats brought salt and chemicals form these works 

but the main return traffic seems to have been timber and 

agricultural produce, particularly hay"83 

As table 3.15 shows, traffic through the basin increased 

steadily throughout the first half of the nineteenth century 

reaching a peak in 1849. After that time competition from 

the railways began to take effect. 

The Census records for Vorcester Bar give little information 

about the traffic using the basin. Of the 32 boats 

enumerated in 1861, two were described as thirty ton general 

carriers, one was a thirty ton timber boat and another was a 

twenty five ton timber and coal carrier. No sizes or trades 

are specified for the other boats in this or subsequent 

years. The Canal Boat Act registers do not differentiate 

between different wharves and basins but in the first six 

months of 1879,46 of the boats registered at Birmingham 

specified Worcester, Gloucester and Birmingham among their 

proposed destinations. Information extracted from this 
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Tab12 3.15 
Traffic in Bas Street Basin 1821 - 1855. 

Total quantities o f commodities passing through Bar Lock 1821 - 1834 
Dat 

1821 
a tonnage 

142,521 
1822 127,179 
1823 140,978 
1824 155,431 
1825 165,273 
1826 165,966 
1827 204,454 
1828 234,354 
1829 242,792 
1830 267,225 
1831 266,595 
1832 253,205 
1833 261,602 
1834 265,315 

Source: Birmingham Canal Navigation Company, Committee Minutes, 
1769-1772, PRO ref RAIL 810/1, 

Regt ter of boats passing through Bar Lock 1844 - 1855 
Approximation of 
tonnage based on 25 

Dato Loaded Boats Empty Boats tons per boat 
1844 17,089 7,239 427,225 
legs 18,944 6,826 473,600 
1846 18,234 6,966 455,850 
1847 21,715 7,172 542,875 
1848 20,303 7,038 507,575 
1949 19,550 7,951 488,750 
1850 19,565 8,238 489,125 
151 19,479 8,740 486,975 
1852 18,699 9,199 467,475 
1853 14,579 7,373 364,475 
1851 14,819 6,951 371,975 
1855 13,560 6,107 339,000 
Figures for Bar Lock are not given in subsequent books. 

Source, Birmingham Canal Navigation Company, Register of up boats and 
down boats, 1844-1855, PRO RAIL 810/390, 
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register concerning these particular boats is tabulated in 

table 3.16. The clear implication is that the basin was 

being used by a large number of small boat-owners, nearly 

all of whom were based in Gloucester or Worcester, and that 

the main cargoes were coal, hay and timber. This does not 

include, however, a large number of boats registered by John 

Corbett to carry salt from his works at Stoke Prior to 

London. These boats must have passed through Bar Lock but 

may not have used the basin itself. 

By 1925, the small boat-owners seem to have disappeared. The 

Canal Boat registers show that the overwhelming majority of 

boats registered to work between Birmingham and the Severn 

belonged to the Severn and Canal Carrying Company although 

there were a few belonging to Cadbury Brothers and to the 

chemical firm Chance & Hunt. Like the boat registers, the 

registers of inspection do not specify the location of boats 

when seen by the canal boat inspector, but almost all the 

boats inspected in Birmingham after 1934 belonged to Fellows 

Morton and Clayton, who did not use Gas Street Basin, and to 

the Severn and Canal Carrying Company. George Bate, who 

worked on the Birmingham canals during the inter-war period, 

remembers that in his day, farm produce - hay, straw, beans, 

oats, barley, potatoes and other root crops were unloaded 

onto Vorcester Bar while the Old Wharf was still a coal 

basin. Bate also remembers the basin being used by two oil 

importers, William Butler and William B. Fox of Bristol, 84 
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Total number of boats 46 
Number of boat owners 38 
Number of boats steered by owner 21 

Vorcester 7 
Gloucester 13 
Tewkesbury 13 
Hockley Heath 1 
Ledbury 1 
Birmingham 2 
Oldbury 1 

hay and coal 24 
coal and tuber 10 
gas water 1 
hay, coal and salt 1 
stone and coal 1 
coal, bricks and timber 1 

pig iron and coal 
hay, coal and bricks 
coal only 
hay, coal and timber 
coal and grain 

1 
t 
3 
1 
1 

Saune, Canal Boat Art 1877, Register of Boats, Birsinghas, 
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Census records08 show that few boatmen lived in the high 

density housing which crowded round the canal basin. The 

majority of local residents were employed in local 

industries, particularly metal works. Some found employment 

on the wharves but the basin did not dominate the local 

community in the way that Paddington basin did. Presumably 

this is because of its smaller size and the plentiful 

opportunities for employment in near-by industries. Details 

of people sleeping on boats show that, like the boat-owners, 

the majority came from Worcester and Gloucester. Almost no 

boat people, either at this basin or any of the others 

examined, were natives of Birmingham, although many came 

from other parts of Warwickshire and Staffordshire. 

According to the Canal Boat Register, John Corbett recruited 

a large number of his boat captains from Braunston but none 

of these boats appear on the Census records for Worcester 

Wharf. 

Information contained in the Census suggests a fundamental 

social difference between the boat-people in this region and 

those on the Grand Junction Canal. The figures in table 3.17 

show that, before 1881, more than half the boats were crewed 

by men only and that even on family boats, a mate, who was 

not a member of the nuclear family, was often employed. 

Unlike other narrow-boat families, the children on these 

boats were nearly all born in Vorcester and Gloucester and 
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Source; Census of England and dales, enuierators' books, 1841,1851,1861,1871 and 1881, 
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usually all the children within a family were born in the 

same place, suggesting a shore-based home to which families 

returned from time to time. 1881 saw a big increase in the 

proportion of family boats and a drop in the number of 

boatmen employing a mate, almost certainly a reflection of 

the general depression in trade. The tendency for children 

to be born in one place, however, remained unchanged. 

As at Paddington and Brentford, a boatman's mission was 

established at Gas Street basin in 1846 by the Incorporated 

Seamen and Boatmen's Friend Society. This offered chapel 

services and a school known as "The Boatman's Bethel". The 

school had closed by 1893. The reason given by the 

Birmingham School Board was that the children were now 

satisfactorily attending local Board schools and a separate 

school was no longer necessary. 86 This seems to have been a 

rather over optimistic statement. By 1908 the local 

attendance officer was complaining to the Board of Education 

of: °" 

the great difficulty experienced in enforcing attendance owing to boats 
roving from wharf to wharf and as a rule they are not in Eirainghao for 
more than twenty four hours, Educationally, the condition of the children 
is deplorable, 

Such missions and special schools seem to have been 

symptomatic of a failure on the part of boat people and 

local community to accept each other and integrate. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

It seems to have been generally believed, by both modern 

writers and some contemporaries, that boat people formed a 

distinct social group, quite different, separate, isolated 

and even inferior to other working class people. Such a 

belief is not unique to canal boat people. John Benson" 

has shown how 19th century British coal miners were also 

regarded as a distinct and somewhat inferior social group 

who were thought to live in socially and geographically 

isolated colonies. It may, indeed, be possible to find 

examples of similar beliefs relating to other occupational 

groups. However, just as Benson discovered that coal miners 

and their families did not live in isolated single- 

occupation communities, so considerable modification is 

required to similar beliefs held about canal boat people. 

It is undoubtedly true that canal boat people did form a 

distinct social group within the working class. Their 

occupation gave rise to a distinctive and peculiar way of 

life which made them noticeably different to the industrial 

workers of the new urban districts. The evidence of 

contemporary witnesses, although in some cases biased and 

ill-informed, clearly shows that they were felt, at least by 

middle class contemporaries and other types of boatmen, to 

be distinctive and it was believed by these people that 

canal boat people felt themselves to be so. 
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However, the idea that canal boat people were quite 

isolated from the rest of society through living a rootless 

nomadic existence on the their floating homes or, in the few 

cases where they had shore-based homes, by congregating 

together in separate boatmen's colonies, has been shown in 

this chapter to be quite untrue. Only a small proportion of 

all canal boatmen lived on board with their families and of 

those that did, most seem to have had a shore-based home 

which they and their families used to a greater or lesser 

extent. 

The view, widely held in some quarters, that boatmen were a 

degraded, ignorant, immoral set of people living on the 

fringes of society, seems to have arisen mainly out of 

ignorance, prejudice, and nineteenth-century ideas about the 

importance of religious observance and respectability. This 

suppports to some extent T. V. Laqueur's thesise9 that the 

greatest social division of the nineteenth century was not 

'that between middle-class and working-class but between the 

respectable and the non-respectable members of society. More 

will be said about this idea in chapter five. 

Evidence gathered from the study of different canal-side 

communities suggests that boatmen could be found living in 

or having originated from almost any rural community along 

the line of the canal but particularly in Warwickshire, 

Staffordshire, Worcestershire and Gloucestershire. Boat 
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people were not urban dwellers. They were not recruited 

from, nor were they attracted to settle in, large towns. 

They must have had little in common with the people who were 

forced to migrate to such places in search of industrial 

work. Much about the lives and work patterns of boat people 

retained features of pre-industrial times and this will be 

discussed further in the following two chapters. In the 

towns, boat people were different and isolated from the 

shore-based working community. In such places it was felt 

necessary to provide special facilities for them since they 

obviously found it difficult to integrate with the local 

people. Such facilities, in turn, had the effect of re- 

enforcing their isolation and thus became a self-fulfilling 

prophecy. 

In rural canal-side communities, however, such facilities 

were not necessary. Boating was a job like any other. 

Differences have been noted here between Shardlow and 

Braunston with the latter attracting boatmen from other 

areas whilst in the former it was mainly local men who took 

to the trade. This may reflect the continuing importance of 

Braunston as a canal depot whereas Shardlow had lost most of 

its canal trade by the middle of the nineteenth century. 

Nevertheless, in both places, those that chose boating as an 

occupation, whether they were descended from local families 

or whether they were immigrants, lived shoulder to 

shoulder, quite normally, with the other members of the 
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village. They married local women and although their 

children often went with them to work an the boats, where 

they were left at home they were often sent to the local 

school or to work in local farms and industries. 
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In considering the social and economic standing of any 

particular social group, the importance of housing cannot be 

underestimated. Not only the general quality of life 

measured in such terms as comfort, status, health and morale 

but also the ability of family members to perform their work 

and household duties efficiently is crucially affected by 

the quality and location of the housing they occupied. 

As with the study of working-class housing in general, 

evidence about the accommodation inhabited by the boating 

community is very incomplete. For the thirty per cent or so 

who lived permanently or mainly on the boats, the surviving 

sources reveal a great deal about accommodation on board. 

Evidence about the accommodation inhabited by boat people on 

the share is much more elusive. Not surprisingly, therefore, 

this aspect of the lives of these people has never been 

previously examined by canal historians. This omission, 

however, appears to have come about not only as a result of 

the dearth of documentary evidence, but also because of the 

assumption that the majority of boat families lived wholly 

or mainly on board their boats, an idea which has already 

been challenged in the previous chapter. 

The present chapter attempts to examine the standards of 

accommodation enjoyed by boat people ashore as well as on 
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board and will also review the range of facilities available 

to meet the special social needs of boat people when they 

were living on board for any length of time. 

4.1 Shore-based accommodation 

Although canal companies did build some dwelling houses, 

their house-building was either on a small scale or 

scattered over a large area. Single industry-based 

communities corresponding to the early nineteenth century 

factory colony of the textile manufacturing regions or the 

colliery company villages of some mining districts did not 

exist within the canal industry. 

There are obvious reasons for this. The canals were operated 

and maintained by a labour-force which needed to be fairly 

thinly spread over a large area of the country. The origins, 

migratory and settlement patterns of boatmen have already 

been discussed in'the previous chapter and it has been shown 

that boatmen and their families were widely dispersed 

amongst the ordinary rural and, to a much lesser extent, 

urban labouring population found in the many settlements 

bordering the canals. 

However, many canal companies did own large pieces of land 

and property, including houses, many of which were adjacent 

to the canal. These companies provided housing for lock- 

keepers and toll collectors and later for other employees. 
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As boatmen did occupy housing in canal-side settlements, it 

is possible, therefore, that some of them rented cottages 

from the'canal company either directly or indirectly. 

Plans have survived of some dwellings erected by the 

Lancaster Canal Company in the first half of the nineteenth 

century. ' An undated plan for a lock-keeper's house shows a 

substantial detached dwelling which offered a ground floor 

area of 420 square feet containing a living room, parlour 

and back kitchen. The first floor, of 264 square feet, 

contained three bedrooms and there was also a two-roomed 

cellar. Two semi-detached bank-rangers houses offered a 

ground floor area of 296.5 square feet containing a living 

room, parlour, kitchen and pantry, a two-roomed cellar, and 

a first floor of 264 square feet comprising three bedrooms 

and a closet. 

A larger lock-keeper's house built in 1852 contained a 

kitchen, parlour, cook-house, pantry, scullery, pig sty and 

four bedrooms but no cellar. Cottages for labourers - and 

boatmen seem to have been classed with labourers in the 

minds of many canal companies - were naturally less 

commodious. In 1827 some semi-detached cottages were built 

at Milnthorpe which offered a front room measuring 9'xll'6", 

a back room, and two rooms upstairs. Slightly bigger 

cottages at Glasson comprised a front room measuring 

12'xll'6", a kitchen measuring 9'5"x12', two rooms upstairs 
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and a cellar beneath the front room. In 1839, a three storey 

cottage built at Hincastir contained a stable on the ground 

floor and two rooms measuring 18'x8'6" on the first floor. 

The accommodation on the second floor is not described. A 

terrace of six cottages was built at Glasson in 1839 each of 

which comprised one main living room measuring 13'x12' and a 

wash-house and pantry. The first floor accommodation is not 

shown. 

If shore-based boat families did inhabit these cottages they 

clearly enjoyed a standard of accommodation significantly 

below that of lock-keepers and other key employees of the 

canal company. Although all the smaller cottages might be 

described as four-roomed dwellings, the dimensions of some 

rooms are tiny. The terraced houses at Glasson probably had 

a total of less than 400 square feet of floor space and 

those at Xilnthorpe had little more. 

These canal company cottages certainly seem to fall below 

the standard set by the best of the factory colony housing 

provided by model employers in the Lancashire textile 

industry. These typically consisted of a living room, 

kitchen and scullery on the ground floor and two or three 

bedrooms above-2 Mid nineteenth-century back-to-back houses 

in Oldham and Leeds typically had around 450 square feet of 

floor space on two floors although some extremely small 

terraces built in Salford had only 360 square feet. 3 
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However, the canal company cottages were probably superior 

to the one and two-roomed tenements and cellars which housed 

many working-class people in the first half of the 

nineteenth century and were also superior to many of the 

poorer dwellings housing rural labourers. 

The Birmingham Canal Company owned houses of various 

standards, the poorer of which may have been sub-let to 

boatmen. For example, in 1832, John Silk was renting 12 

houses in Spon Lane from the Birmingham Canal Navigation 

Company at a quarterly rent of t10.4 Similarly, Thomas 

Davies rented an unspecified number of cottages at Ridgacre 

for £2.10s. per quarter. No plans or descriptions of these 

dwellings survive but at the time when Silk was able to rent 

12 houses for L10 per quarter, a coke shed on Old Wharf cost 

£1 a quarter and a stable on Snow Hill Wharf was let at 

£1.5s per quarter. Although Silk no doubt re-let his houses 

at a higher rent, the suggestion is of a fairly low 

standard of comfort. 

A low standard of shore-based housing is indicated by the 

evidence of Sub-inspector Bignold to the Factory and 

Vorkshops Commission in 1876.8 He described boat people 

along the Trent and Mersey Canal living in "small houses or 

sheds". A witness to a much later official enquiry also 

described the housing occupied by boat people in Gloucester 

as among the poorest in the city in 1921.6 Other evidence, 
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however, suggests a standard of accommodation at least 

comparable with that of the unskilled and semi-skilled 

labouring classes. 

At Tipton, a settlement favoured by a number of Black 

Country boat people, boatmen were to be found living amongst 

the mining population in the 1841 Census returns' and it 

seems not unreasonable, therefore, to assume that such boat 

families inhabited houses similar to collier's dwellings. 

None of the model mining settlements described by John 

Benson in his social history of the nineteenth-century 

British coalmines are to be found in the South 

Staffordshire coal fields. Although there was a great deal 

of variation amongst colliery housing, the general pattern, 

according to Benson, consisted of a kitchen downstairs and 

one room upstairs but later, one room downstairs and two or 

three upstairs. 

In Braunston, in 1841,27 of the 49 boat families in the 

village lived in Cross Lane, 6 in the High Street and 16 at 

the locks or on the wharf. 9 Cross Lane seems to have 

consisted of houses of a poorer standard than those in the 

rest of the village. Besides boatmen, it was inhabited by 

agricultural labourers, paupers and boat-leggers and none of 

these houses still stand today. Houses in Hibbits Lane, 

which were not built until after 1841, later became the home 

of some boatmen. The houses there, which still stand, appear 
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to have consisted originally of two rooms downstairs and two 

or three upstairs. It is tempting to assume that boat 

families living in the High Street, some of whom lived next 

door to tradesmen and professional people, enjoyed a higher 

standard of accommodation, but a visit to the High Street 

today shows that there was great variety in the standard of 

accommodation there with quite modest cottages standing next 

to much more substantial dwellings. 

An examination of the Census Enumerator's book for Shardlow 

in 184110 shows that boatmen and their families were well 

distributed throughout the settlement with every street or 

lane containing at least one, and more often about half a 

dozen. Just over half of these boating families lived next 

door to labourers (mainly agricultural) or other boatmen and 

several more lived next to shoe operatives or employees of 

the rope works. This suggests that most boating families 

inhabited houses of a similar standard to those of the 

unskilled and semi-skilled section of the community. Just 

under a third of boating families lived next to skilled 

artisans such as blacksmiths and carpenters but, as was 

pointed out above, this is not necessarily indicative of a 

standard of housing comparable with the better paid members 

of the working community. 

By 1909, the Birmingham Canal Navigation company owned well 

over two hundred houses and cottages scattered throughout 
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the Vest Midlands. '' Ninety per cent of these were let to 

their own employees at a subsidised rent of 3/- per week 

which was well below the national average rent of 5/- per 

week for a three of four bedroomed house in the provinces. 12 

As the company were not carriers, few of their employees 

would have been boatmen but some of the cottages let to non- 

company employees may have been let to boatmen. Rents, and 

presumably standards of accommodation, varied form 2/6 per 

week to 12/-, but on average, most outsiders paid about 4/6 

or 5/- per week for one of these company dwellings which 

seems to indicate a type of accommodation roughly comparable 

with the national average for the working classes. 

Those who were inclined to turn their attention to boat 

people usually confined their investigations to 

accommodation on board the boats, but in 1920 a canal boat 

inspector in Stoke-on-Trent sent in the following report to 

the Committee on Living-in on Canal Boats: 13 

I have visited the homes of 32 boat people within a radius of 2S miles of the 
Potteries; the houses comprised of from six rooms (3 bedrooms) to 2 rooms (1 
bedroom) and the rents (net) varied from 4! - to 21- per week, In two cases 
the tenants were the owners, 
Of these 32 houses there were: 

3 with 3 bedrooms 
22 with 2 bedrooms 
7 with 1 bedroom 

20 having a separate yard 
12 having a common yard 
30 having privy cesspool closets 
2 having hand flushed water closets 
3 families were living in 6 roomed houses 
4 families were living in houses with 2 bedrooms and 3 rooms 

downstairs 
18 families were living in houses with 2 bedrooms and 2 rooms 
downstairs 
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7 families were living in houses with 1 bedrooa and i room 
downstairs 

... The hoses were very clean and well kept, the mother attending the family 
and sending the children to school, 

Unfortunately, the inspector does not comment on how these 

dwellings compare with other working-class housing in the 

district but the standard does seem low. The rent quoted is 

exclusive of rates which in 1920 would have been about 

1/10d. for such houses. Even with this addition, the rent 

falls below the national average of 7/- gross per week. 14 

The houses, only two of which have WCs, appear to be 

survivals from the mid-nineteenth century. However, before 

the demolition programmes of the 1930s it was not uncommon 

to find such accommodation in urban centres. Even on the 

eve of the Second World War, a third of the population of 

England and Wales was calculated to be living in older 

nineteenth-century housing, sanitary, but lacking modern 

amenities, while another third was still living in very sub- 

standard property and slums. '6 

In 1933, Church Army Housing Ltd. built four cottages 

especially for Grand Union Canal boatmen at Yiewsley, 16 near 

Vest Drayton, at a cost of £450 each. These terraced, three- 

bedroomed houses were built of brick, faced with rough cast 

and contained a large living-room, a bathroom, a kitchen and 

had gardens at the back and front. The rent of 7/- per week 

plus 3/- per week rates is about on a par with the national 
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average rent for the period and the accommodation, as far as 

one can tell from the limited description, seems comparable 

with the better standards being applied to working-class 

housing during the 1930s. These houses seem to have been 

exceptional, however. Elsewhere, where boat people lived in 

shore-based housing, it seems likely that they would have 

continued to inhabit the older and poorer types of dwelling 

which still bordered the canals of the old industrial 

districts. 

'Whilst stressing the need not to exaggerate the significance 

of owner-occupation among working people between 1850, and 

1939, John Benson points out that working class home- 

ownership was not uncommon during the period, especially 

among better paid employees in manufacturing industry and 

coal mining. " Unfortunately, almost nothing is known about 

this aspect of boat people's accommodation. Hanson quotes 

boatmen who, during the period before 1840, were able to own 

their own house. 1e Indeed, one boatman referred to by him 

apparently owned as many as six houses by the time of his 

death in 1817. The general assumption among later witnesses 

who refer to boatmen having houses ashore seems to have been 

that these were rented but one witness to the Committee of 

Enquiry on Living-in in 1920 did refer to a boat family who 

owned three houses. 19 Two of these were let out, the third 

was kept for their own use when at home, although they 

appear to have lived for most of the time on board. 
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4.2 Accommodation on board 

For those who lived aboard narrow canal-boats, the most 

striking feature of the accommodation was the lack of space. 

In the nineteenth century, a family working a single narrow 

boat would have had a cabin at the rear of the vessel 

measuring about 8ft. in length, 6ft. 61n. in width and 5ft. 

in height. In addition, many boats had a very small cabin at 

the front of the boat, little more than a cupboard, where 

one adult or two children might sleep. Some families worked 

two boats between them which gave them additional cabin 

space but even with two boats a family would have had little 

more than 100 square feet of floor space. Given also the 

restricted height of the cabins, the accommodation was 

considerably more cramped than a small two-roomed cottage. 

The dimensions and lay-out of the narrow-boat cabins do not 

seem to have changed significantly throughout the two 

centuries in which they were in use. A good idea of the lay- 

out can be gained from fig. 4.1 and the following passage 

which appeared in The Birmingham Daily Mail on 5th March 

1875i2O 

Close to the hatchway is the usual fat little stove in full glow; opposite 
this is a 'bunk, ' or locker - which serves as a wardrobe and sofa- on which 
three men sight sit; at the end of the cabin is another bunk, about three feet 
wide, the sleeping place, on which the family bed - now boxed up in a cupboard 
at the end of the bunk - is laid, By the side of the stove is the cupboard 
that serves as larder, and the door of which forts the dining-table, lt is 
fastened up with a wooden button, and when let down it makes a board about a 
foot and a half long by one foot wide, on which all seals are eaten, Stall 
cupboards, pigeon-holes and shelves are contrived everywhere, and the kitchen 
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and cooking utensils hang gracefully on hooks behind the stove. Every inch of 
space is utilized, 

A similar pattern was followed on all narrow-boats although 

the boats on the route between Birmingham and the Severn 

seem to have been slightly larger with a better forecabin. 21 

Vide boats on the lower end of the Grand Union Canal and in 

the north of England had larger cabins (a plan of the cabin 

lay out can be seen in fig. 4.2) but most family boats, 

especially in the twentieth century, were narrow-boats. 

In such confined quarters, overcrowding was likely to become 

a serious problem. Narrow-boat cabins contained one single 

bunk and a double bed but were known, on occasion, to house 

a man, wife and several children, as many as ten if some 

witnesses are to be believed. The Census enumerators books 

for certain canal basins show that on census nights in 1861, 

1871 and 1881, it was not uncommon for boats to contain a 

man, wife and five or six children. 

However, this is not very different from the conditions in 

the overcrowded tenements of many urban areas. John Liddle, 

the medical officer for Whitechapel, reported in 1842 that 

nearly the whole of the labouring population in his district 

lived in single rooms" and by 1887, in St George's, London, 

still nearly half of working families occupied single 

rooms. 23 Witnesses described London tenements where as many 
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as eight people could be found sleeping in a room measuring 

6'x8' and conditions in rural areas were often no better 

with examples being given of eleven adults sleeping in a 

room measuring 10 foot square. 24 

However, standards applied by observers and officials did 

vary. Tenements in St. Marylebone, which were considered to 

be overcrowded by the medical officer of health when he 

appeared before the Select Committee on Artisans' and 

Labourers' Dwellings Improvement in 1881, contained 1,500 

cubic feet of air space ( two rooms of 750 cu. ft. ) for six 

persons. 2E This is. far higher than the 60 cubic feet of free 

air space for each person above the age of 12 years and not 

less than 40 cubic feet for each child of 12 years or less 

laid down by the Local Government Board under the Canal 

Boats Act of 1877. 

Table 4.1 gives details of overcrowded canal boats in four 

basins between 1861 and 1881. Based on information from the 

Census enumerators books for these years, figures are given 

for boats which would have been classed as overcrowded by 

the standards laid down in the Canal Boats Act of 1877 and 

also for boats which could be considered to be overcrowded 

by the simpler criterian used by the Census of 1891, i. e. 

where a dwelling contains more than two persons per room. 
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overcrowded by standards of sore than two persons 
Canal Boats Act of 1877 per cabin 

in 
Brentford 00 40 56 
Birainghaw 0000 

(Total number of boats in saaple-80, Total number of people in sample 247) 

lan Braunston 14,2 33,3 14,2 33,3 
Brentford 25 43.4 37,5 65,2 
Birmingham 20 40,3 23,6 56,8 
Paddington 211 46.3 25- S? -I All boats in sampla 20 41-2 24 47-7s 

(Total number of boats in sample 104, Total number of people in sample 320, ) 

1L 
Braunston 16,6 28,5 33,3 59,1 
Brentford 9 25 9 25 
Birmingham 8,6 15,2 17,3 29,1 

All boats In ; amplo 8.8 20.1 17.6 36-4 
(Total number of boats in sample 68, Total number of people in sample 181, ) 

Source; Census Enuueratori gooks, 1861,1811,1881, 

l for the purpose of this table it has been assured that all boats in the sample 
had forecabins, 

tSoae of the boats at Paddington would have been wide-boats so the incidence of 
overcrowding under the Canal Boat Act would probably be lower than shown here, 
The figure in the second column remains correct whether the boat is wide or not, 
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Although overcrowding statistics based on the Census are not 

available for the years before 1891, it does appear that 

incidents of overcrowding on canal boats were probably fewer 

than among one and two-roomed tenements. However, in 1891, 

only 6% of the rural and 12.27% of the urban population 

lived in such tenements. If one compares people living on 

canal boats with the whole population of England and Vales 

then people living on boats were clearly more likely to be 

living in overcrowded conditions. 

In order to investigate the extent of overcrowding on boats 

in later years one is forced to rely on the registers of the 

Canal Boat Inspectors. As the Canal Boat Act of 1877 

required Inspectors to report overcrowded boats, one might 

expect these to be a useful and reliable source of 

information. Unfortunately this is not so as much depended 

on the way in which each inspector carried out his work. 

Canal boat inspectors had duties other than the supervision 

of canal boats and inspected only a sample of the boats 

passing through their district. The figures which these 

inspections yielded, therefore, are severely distorted by 

some boats being included more than once and others not at 

all. 

By the last decade of the nineteenth century, the Local 

Government Board reported that overcrowding on canal boats 

used as dwellings had been reduced to a minimum, although, 
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MacLeod found evidence that a certain degree of complacency 

on the part of the Local Government Board probably masked 

the real situation. 26 

Furthermore, there is some doubt as to whether Inspectors 

could discover the real extent to which overcrowding 

existed. They were not permitted to board boats after 

9 p. m. or before 6 a. m. which made it difficult to discover 

the real number of occupants sleeping on board. Even during 

the day, overcrowded boats were easily forewarned of the 

inspector's impending arrival. 27 Thus, when the Chief Canal 

Boat Inspector reported in 189128 that, of the 29,575 boats 

inspected, only 121, or 0.4% had been found to be 

overcrowded by the standards of the Canal Boat Acts, this 

does not represent the significant drop in overcrowding that 

it appears to and the same can be said of Hanson's findings 

that between 1890 and 1913 the incidence of overcrowding was 

less than one per cent of boats inspected-29 

In the 1930s, several canal boat inspectors reported to the 

Ministry of Health the difficulties met with in trying to 

detect overcrowding and the Inspector at Stoke-on-Trent 

claimed in 1945 that boats were still often overcrowded. 30 

Facilities in the cabins for the basic requirements of every 

day life were minimal. Once again however, during the first 

three quarters of the nineteenth century, boat-dwellers were 
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not very much worse off in this respect than many working 

people. 

On canal boats, water was kept in a three gallon can on the 

cabin roof and the accompanying dipper bears witness to the 

fact that much of it was drawn from the canal itself. In 

this, the boat-people were probably not more disadvantaged 

than many nineteenth century urban dwellers. Although piped 

water to working-class dwellings had been known from the 

mid-nineteenth century, it was sometimes so inefficient that 

it was only on for ten minutes a day. 31 The Commissioners on 

the Housing of the Working-Classes reported in 1885 that 

although the water supply in great towns was improved, it 

was still often inadequate with many poor people keeping 

water in tubs in their houses. 32 

Canal boats had no sanitary facilities on board and there 

were few available for their use ashore. Boat people were 

obliged to use the hedge or the tow-path as a latrine. 

Again, they were no worse off in this respect than most 

working-class people in the first half of the nineteenth 

century, many of whom had to share privies and middens which 

were often in a filthy condition and there are plenty of 

descriptions of courts and cellars becoming contaminated 

with human excrement. During the first three quarters of the 

nineteenth century some colliery and other urban houses did 

not have access even to a communal lavatory. 33 In 
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Sunderland, where sanitary facilities were said to be the 

worst in the country, only 23% of houses had some sort of WC 

by 1901 (as against those having privies or middens)34 but 

in Birmingham the proportion had reached over 50% by that 

time. 3L, 

The cooking facilities on board were fairly limited with 

cooking restricted to boiling and a tendency for soot to 

blow back down the chimney onto the food. 36 Even this was an 

improvement on the provision in most rural cottages where 

cast-iron ranges were rarely fitted before the middle of the 

nineteenth century'-47 but in urban dwellings cooking ranges 

and ovens were more common. Both boat and urban shore 

dwellers suffered from the disadvantage of dirt and 

overheating that such forms of cooking caused. Many outside 

observers commented on the unbearably high temperatures in 

the boat-cabins which rapidly reached the other extreme in 

the middle of a winter night. 36 

Ventilation of the boat cabin was achieved through the 

sliding hatch of the door. This was naturally kept closed 

when the boat was tied up in cold and wet weather rendering 

the cabins practically air tight. Again, many working-class 

houses suffered from poor ventilation in the nineteenth 

century especially in rural areas where windows were not 

made to open and holes were sometimes blocked with rags. 39 

Public Health reformers were concerned at the lack of 
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"through ventilation" in back-to-back houses and witnesses 

commented unfavourably on the stuffiness of working-class 

dwellings where occupants were reluctant to admit even that 

fresh air which was available. £0 

There was no natural light in boat cabins other than that 

which came through the open door or hatch. At night, to 

judge from Hollingshead description in 1858,41 sufficient 

light was emitted by the blazing stove to illuminate the 

cabin but paraffin lamps were used. This was also the usual 

means of lighting in other working-class houses until the 

1890s when gas lighting began to take its place. 42 

At least since the second half of the eighteenth century, 

some model employers and other philanthropists had taken an 

interest in providing better housing for the working-classes 

and from the mid-nineteenth century legislation aimed at 

reducing over-crowding, improving sanitary conditions and 

condemning unsatisfactory housing began to come into 

existence. However, despite several official enquiries into 

economic aspects of canal transport and into the moral 

condition of the boating community, their physical condition 

did not attract public attention until 1873. 

In that year, George Smith, the son of a Staffordshire 

brick-maker who had already been active on behalf of the 

children employed in brick-yards, opened his campaign on 
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behalf of the boating families with a series of letters to 

newspapers and magazines. 

The Canal Boats Act of 1877 and a subsequent Act of 1884 

which strengthened and amended its powers came about largely 

as a result of the energies and persistence of Smith. The 

1877 Act set up Registration Authorities under which all 

canal boats used as dwellings were to be registered and 

issued with certificates specifying the number and sex of 

persons permitted to inhabit the boat. It also made 

provision for local sanitary authorities to inspect boats 

for infectious disease and gave School Attendance Committees 

jurisdiction in educational matters. The Local Government 

Board drew up regulations in 1878 governing the number and 

sex of persons permitted to occupy the same cabin, and 

conditions were laid down concerning the ventilation of the 

cabin, the provision of cupboards, lockers, a chimney and a 

vessel for drinking water. The boat was to be kept in a 

clean and habitable condition and a good state of repair. 

The standards imposed seem low today but they ensured 

standards of sanitation which placed the canal boat 

population at least on a par with much of the urban 

labouring population on shore. However, whereas in the case 

of the land-based population, new legislation regulating 

living and working conditions which took cognisance of the 

altering circumstances of the twentieth century later came 
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into existence, these nineteenth century canal boat 

regulations remained the only legislative basis for 

controlling or improving the social conditions of the 

boating population throughout the twentieth century. 

By the 1930s, the standards laid down by the Canal Boats 

Acts were clearly far lower than was generally acceptable 

ashore. Canal traffic was reported to be increasing at this 

time and in 1934 the Ministry of Health was moved to set up 

an office committee to consider revising the canal boat 

regulations. 43 Members took note of the fact that the cubic 

air space required per person in canal boat cabins fell far 

below the 360 cubic feet per person above the age of 10 

years and 250 cubic feet per person below 10 years required 

in common lodging houses by Section 6 of the 1925 Housing 

Act. Even the Merchant Shipping Act of 1876 provided for 72 

cubic feet per crew member. The committee engaged in 

protracted investigations into the need for improved 

ventilation of cabins, particularly on motor-boats, and also 

considered the need for more frequent registration of boats. 

By 1937 a new set of regulations had been drafted which, 

amongst other things, increased the cabin space required 

for each person to 100 cubic feet. However, these 

regulations were never implemented, despite a statutory duty 

placed on the Minister by Section X of the Public Health Act 

of 1936 to draw up such regulations. Under this Act the old 
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Canal Boats Acts were repealed, but most of their provisions 

were re-enacted unamended in the new Public Health Act. 

During the twentieth century, living conditions on canal- 

boats improved little and in fact, during a period when 

living conditions for working people ashore improved 

greatly, conditions on the boats actually declined in 

relative terms. With no further regulation by the state, and 

the economic decline in the trade, carrying companies saw 

little reason to improve things. The Grand Union Canal 

Carrying Company seems to have been the only company to make 

a real effort in this direction. 44 Its new boats, built 

between 1934 and 1937, were the first to be designed by a 

naval architect. They were better ventilated and fitted with 

electric lights run from batteries which were supplied and 

kept charged by the company, free of charge. This also 

allowed many boatmen to acquire a wireless set. However, 

there was no possibility of enlarging the living 

accommodation more than a few inches. The overall size of 

the boat was limited by the size of the canal locks and all 

available space on board was needed for cargo if the boats 

were to be economically viable. 

Other improvements during the inter-war period included the 

replacement of the old type of cooking stove with a new one 

which incorporated an oven and hot plate. 45 Vashing and 

sanitary facilities could have been improved by the canal 
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companies but almost nothing was done until it was nearly 

too late. A stand-pipe for supplying drinking-water to boat 

people was installed by the Grand Junction Canal Company at 

Brentford in 1889.46 Other canal-side water taps existed by 

1920 and probably before, but sanitation remained 

inadequate. Hackett, the NSPCC inspector and Childs the 

Birmingham Medical Officer of Health, both testified in 1920 

to the filthy state of urban tow-paths which were used as 

latrines. 47 Childs claimed that there were some proper W. C. s 

for boatmen in Birmingham but Hackett said that they got 

into such a filthy state that the boat men would not use 

them. The Grand Union Canal Carrying Company experimented 

with the use of chemical closets on its new motor boats, but 

by 1944, a Ministry of Health official found that 90% of 

them had been discarded as the crews did not like them. 48 

lashing and laundry facilities on shore were also minimal. 

The canal-boat school at Paddington provided washing 

facilities (a sink) for children in 1926 but the education 

authorities refused permission to provide a bath for fear 

the children would catch cold. 49 The Boatman's Institute at 

Brentford provided a washroom for a while and at the Grand 

Union Canal Company's main depot at Bulls Bridge, the 

laundering facilities in 1944 consisted of some benches with 

a roof over, cold water and a coal-fired boiler. "' These 

facilities were later modernized but little was done 

elsewhere. A building at Hawkesbury Junction containing 
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baths and a launderette, which was opened by British 

Transport Waterways in July 1960, was said to be the first 

of its kind in the Midlands. 51 

Primitive as these facilities seem today, they were probably 

not much worse than those of many urban working-class 

dwellers on the eve of the Second World War. A survey at 

that time found that only 26% of households with an income 

under X300 per annum had piped hot water in 1942.45% of 

such households still heated water for bathing and washing 

of clothes in a copper or in pans on a fire or stove. 27% of 

these families did not wash their clothes at home and in the 

poorer districts of London about 80% of families relied on 

the bag wash, 62 a service which washed clothes but returned 

them damp and unironed. 

4.3 Community amenities 

a. shops 

There is no evidence that boat people were subject to the 

evils of the "truck system" but shopping could be a problem 

for families who lived aboard and were constantly on the 

move. Fly-boat crews had no time to top en route and would 

provision the boat before setting out with enough food to 

last the journey. Other boat people relied on shops near the 

canal but they were not always well received. In times of 

shortage, shop keepers tended to reserve their goods for 

their regular local customers and, even in times of plenty, 
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boat people sometimes had difficulty obtaining supplies. 

Perhaps the treatment received by Hollingshead and his 

friend in Stoke Bruerne during a trip on a fly-boat in 

1858. &3 
where the ordinary relations of buyer and seller were reversed; where it was 
looked upon as a favour granted when an article was sold, 

was merely the reluctance of villagers to deal with 

strangers but, from at least the first half of the 

nineteenth century, boat dwellers do seem to have been 

shunned by those on the shore when away from their normal 

place of residence- 64 So late as 1948, according to Mrs Tim 

Vilkinson, 66 boat women did not go into any shops other 

than a few on the canal-side where they were well-known for 

fear of being abused or even refused service. 

However, there were shops which catered especially for boat 

people. In the nineteenth century, these seem to have been 

combined with drinking establishments on the canal-side. 

Hollingshead described "a long low-roofed tavern, grocer's 

and butcher's, all in one"66 which he saw in Braunstoa and a 

later commentator observed that "dirty, grimy little 

huckster's shops, half general store and half beer-house 

[were] pretty frequent. "&7 Both witnesses also noted the 

presence of tailors and boot-makers catering specially for 

the boatman's needs. 

The recruitment of outside labour during the Second World 

'War brought many of the inadequacies of canal-boat life to 
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official attention for the first time. Shopping facilities 

was one such and, in 1941, it was suggested to the newly 

created Ministry of War Transport that special shops and 

canteens be established for canal boat people. As a result 

shops were opened at Skipton and Newark and canteens at 

Leeds, Stourport, Stewponey and Gravelly Hill-58 

b. churches and chapels 

Better provision was made for the spiritual needs of the 

boat people, at least from the 1840s. Public concern for the 

demoralised state of the boating class came to a head in 

1839 when a female passenger on a fly-boat was raped and 

murdered by the crew. This appears to have been one factor 

leading to the setting up, in 1841, of a select committee to 

enquire into the expediency of restraining the practice of 

carrying goods and merchandise on canals and navigable 

rivers and railways on Sundays. The hope was that such a 

restriction might persuade boaters to attend church, much 

faith being placed in the morally improving effects of such 

a habit. None of the witnesses seemed to know much about the 

religious practices of the boating population. One supposed 

that some went to a dissenting chapel54 but in most cases, 

Sunday seemed to be the busiest day of the week in the 

carrying trade. Again, stress was laid on the fact that the 

boat people were quite different from the rest of the 

population. It was feared that they would not have the 
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appropriate dress for church attendance and that they would 

have to be separated from the rest of the congregation- 15° 

One witness thought that the benefits of Christianity could 

only be introduced to boat people through the provision of 

special canal-side missions for them. In fact, by 1841 the 

Old Quay Carrying Company had already helped to establish 

Sunday schools for the men at Manchester and Runcorn6' and a 

"boat chapel" had been established at Oxford, paid for by 

subscriptions from the local inhabitants- 62 

In 1846, a boatman's mission was established in a rented 

room on the wharf at Worcester Bar, Birmingham by the 

Incorporated Seamen and Boatmen's Friend Society. " From 

1879, this society began to expand its canal-side missions 

until, by 1910, it had thirteen mission centres and 21 

additional visiting centres-64 At Brentford, in 1896,6B the 

London City Mission established a similar centre and this 

organisation also had a Boatmen's Institute at Paddington 

basin. Both societies held regular religious services for 

boat people and local towns people. The missionaries also 

visited the boats in order to distribute tracts and to 

exhort the boaters to give up the evils of intoxicating 

liquor and embrace the faith. 

Missions also ministered to the other needs of the boating 

community. Day schools as well as Sunday schools were 

provided for the children and, in the Midlands, coffee rooms 
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provided an alternative to the public house. Tea and coffee 

were dispensed, books, newspapers and games provided and 

free washing and letter writing facilities offered"Is6, (A 

letter-writing service at the local public house cost 3d in 

1910) In Leeds, the mission provided an institute, a 

canteen, a laundry and a billiard room67 and at Brentford 

there was at one time a maternity ward as well as a school 

and washrooms. At Paddington basin in 1930, The London City 

Mission, with the co-operation of the canal company, 

converted an old warehouse into a sort of club house. It 

contained a chapel, a school, a workshop, a men's club, a 

kinema (sic) and a laundry-68 

In the spirit of the age, canal companies seem to have been 

more inclined to contribute towards the building of churches 

or' chapels than towards the physical needs of their labour 

force. Frank Pick remarked scathingly in his report in 1944 

that the 'Weaver Navigation had "at a moment of religious 

enthusiasm .... provided churches at its docks, and paid the 

cost of a vicar or curate, but had failed to supply even 

lavatories for other human needs. "69 In 1877 the Shropshire 

Union Canal Company were persuaded to donate a timber float 

to be used as a boatmen's mission at Chester and made 

occasional contributions to its upkeep"7° This was 

eventually replaced by a building on the bank for which the 

canal company provided the site at a nominal annual rent of 
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2/6 (121hp)"7 1 The Aire and Calder Canal Company provided the 

land and building for the mission in Leeds. 72 

It is difficult to say how well patronised the missionary 

facilities were by the boat people. Annual reports of the 

London City Mission and the Incorporated Seamen and 

Boatmen's friend naturally include accounts of the 

appreciation expressed by some converts. The latter claimed 

that in 1911 6,244 people had called at its Valsall mission 

during the year-73 It is possible that this represents 6,244 

visits rather than that number of individual people and it 

seems that the missions were used by people other than 

boatmen. In 1910, a party held in the boatmen's Hall in 

Birmingham was attended by one hundred children, only thirty 

of whom were boat children. 74 In July 1875, George Smith 

visited the Boatmen's Institute at Paddington and found 

that, although the Sunday school was well attended, only one 

or two of the one hundred and fifty children present were 

boat children, despite there being about sixty boats tied up 

in the basin . 76 

Although the medical and educational facilities of the 

Brentford mission were eventually taken over by the local 

authority, the mission itself continued to function until 

the 1960s. Its Christmas parties, toy and second hand 

clothing distribution seem to have been appreciated by the 

boating community but Mrs Tim Wilkinson remembers the 
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missionary himself touring the wharves with a wind-up 

gramophone every Sunday in 1948 and claims that he was 

completely ignored by all. 76 

c. schools 

Schooling was a very great difficulty for those children who 

lived permanently or semi-permanently on the boats. 

Attending different schools here and there, where ever the 

boat happened to tie up, was obviously fraught with social 

difficulties as well as being of little educational value. 

The number of children affected is elusive. The Canal 

Association survey of 1884 found about 2,000 between the 

ages of 5 years and 13 years" and their spokesman 

considered the total number of school-age children living on 

boats to have been about 3,000 at that time-78 This may be a 

conservative estimate by an industry anxious to avoid 

further government intervention, but Census figures for the 

same period suggest that it was probably fairly accurate. 

Numbers seem to have decreased by the beginning of the 

twentieth century although figures given in official reports 

are only estimates based on rather unsystematic surveys. The 

Local Government Board estimated 1,334 school-age children 

lived on canal boats in 1895.79 By 1920, the Committee on 

Living-in on Canal Boats put the figure as low as 726.130 

1500 were seen by school inspectors and attendance officers 

in 192261 and 1600 in 192882 but these figures must contain 

many duplications and omissions. Furthermore, it does not 
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seem to have been only the children of families living on 

board who were disadvantaged. A school register and 

accompanying teacher's comments for Archdeacon Road School, 

Gloucester from 1916 to 1919 makes it clear that even where 

families lived ashore, children, particularly boys, were 

usually taken away from school as soon as they were old 

enough to be of use on the boats. 63 

In the first half of the nineteenth century, if canal-boat 

children attended school irregularly or not at all they were 

no different in this respect to many working-class children. 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, Robert Owen and 

some other enlightened factory masters were providing for 

the educational needs of their juvenile employees. In 

addition, the Sunday School movement, the National Society, 

the British and Foreign School Society combined with the 

efforts of private charity had resulted in a great increase 

of educational provision for the labouring classes. Yet 

still the majority of children in this social class remained 

untouched by school. William Marsden84 reproduces the result 

of a survey carried out in 1818 which shows only between 30 

and 39 per cent of children attending day school in most 

counties of the West and East Midlands. Many of those who 

were enrolled did not attend very regularly. As late as 

1852, a school inspector in Lancashire reported that "the 

attendance of the children of the labouring classes at our 

national schools is very irregular. "*115 Not only was 
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attendance irregular but it was often rather brief with 

children in urban and agricultural districts being taken 

away from school as soon as they were old enough to be 

usefully employed. The 1851 Census Report on education 

estimated that the average length of a working class child's 

school life was about four years with considerable regional 

variation. E6 The lowest figures for attendance in 1851 were 

still found in certain towns of the Midlands and 

Lancashire. 07 

Special provision for the education of boat people in the 

first half of the nineteenth century was almost non-existent 

although evidently some boatmen were not completely 

unlettered. Richard Heath, a Stourport carrier told a Select 

Committee in 1841 that some of his captains could read a 

little due to the fact that many boatmen sent their children 

to school in their early years. e@ He was, however, referring 

to fly-boat captains who would have maintained their 

families ashore, thus affording their children the same 

educational opportunities as others of the working-class. 

Those travelling with the boat were catered for by a few 

Sunday schools established especially for them at Runcorn 

and Manchester-" At Oxford, a special day school had been 

established by 1841, paid for by subscriptions from local 

inhabitants, 90 and in Birmingham The Boatmen's Mission on 

Vorcester Wharf offered some schooling from about 1846.91 

The provision of schools for boat children was obviously far 
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from adequate and, on the face of it, worse than that for 

children employed in other industries. The Factory Acts of 

1833 and 1844 brought the advantage of compulsory part-time 

education to children employed in textile factories, yet by 

1842, factory schools were catering for only 3% of the day 

school pupils in the manufacturing districts of Lancashire, 

Yorkshire, Cheshire and parts of Derbyshire with dame and 

infant schools catering for a further 18%. 92 Furthermore, 

few of these schools offered anything which could be called 

an adequate education. An inspector of 500 mills reported in 

1838 that he could not name a dozen schools where the 

education offered was systematically good. 93 Although the 

Factory Act of 1844 brought some improvement, as late as 

1861 H. M. Inspector Saunders reported that of the 129 factory 

and dame schools in his district, only 9 could be considered 

completely satisfactory. 94 In addition, although textile 

factory children were compelled by law to attend regularly, 

this only applied while they were in employment and many did 

not begin to receive any education until the age of eight or 

nine when-they first entered the mill. 96 

By 1870, extensions to the factory and workshops Acts had 

brought some compulsory schooling to children employed in 

most manufacturing industries and in 1875 this was extended 

to children employed in agriculture, but still children who 

lived and worked on canal boats lay outside the provisions 

of any legislation regulating employment and education. 
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Even the Elementary Education Act of 1870, which authorized 

the creation of local school boards and gave them the power 

to make bye-laws compelling school attendance in their 

districts, could not be applied to children whose place of 

residence could not be established. The Canal Boats Act of 

1877 attempted to bring canal boat children under the 

control of the Education Acts by deeming them to be resident 

in the place of registration of their boat and thus subject 

to the by-laws laid down by the education authorities of 

that place. In practice, boats often had no connection at 

all with their place of registration and in such cases 

parents. were supposed to obtain a certificate from the 

education authorities stating that they were satisfied that 

the child in question was being efficiently educated 

elsewhere. 

The Canal Boat Act of 1884 required the Education Department 

to report annually to Parliament on the education of canal 

boat children but it did not require them or the employers 

to make any special provision for them. Section 12 of the 

Canal Boats Act of 1877 provided that a canal company could 

appropriate funds for the education and maintenance of 

canal-boat children, but, as there was no obligation placed 

on them to do so, most canal companies did no more than 

make the occasional contribution to the efforts of voluntary 

missions. 
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The Shropshire Union Canal Company, which had its own 

carrying department, was an exception. From the late 

nineteenth century the directors encouraged children living 

on their boats to attend school by issuing them with 

attendance record books and requiring company agents to keep 

the company informed of the number of children attending 

school and the reasons for any absences. 96 In 1930, the 

Grand Union Canal Company was persuaded to provide the 

London City Mission with a barge and to pay for it to be 

refitted as a floating school. 97 The Canal Boats Bill of 

1929/30 which sought to ban children from living on canal 

boats, mainly on educational grounds, was 'going through 

Parliament at this time and it seems to have been a fear 

that such a ban would ruin the industry which spurred the 

Canal Company into this belated show of concern for the 

welfare of boat children. 

Although the last quarter of the nineteenth century saw 

canal-boat children officially brought under the regulation 

of the Education Acts, the provisions of the Canal Boats 

Acts concerning schooling were very easily evaded by those 

who wished to do so and did nothing to help those parents 

who would have liked to see their children educated. 

Children who travelled from place to place on boats were 

expected to attend the ordinary elementary schools in which 

ever place they found themselves. In practice this proved to 
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be very difficult for both educational and social reasons. 

As educational standards amongst other working-class 

children improved, it became increasingly difficult to 

assimilate boat children into ordinary classes. Because of 

their infrequent attendance and lack of continuity their 

attainments were poor and many schools regarded them as 

burdensome transients who had merely to be kept occupied for 

the short period of their attendance and prevented from 

"corrupting" the rest of the school population., " One has to 

sympathize with the teachers who were obliged to deal with 

these children on a casual basis. A school inspector 

reporting on the educational attainments of boat children in 

Cheshire in 192611 found that amongst a number of 9 year old 

boat children he tested, the average reading age was 5 years 

and 7 months and the average ability in addition and 

subtraction was equivalent to a child of 6 years and 5 

months. It is not surprising that in some schools they were 

given nothing but handicrafts or copying to do or were 

placed in the infant class. 

'Unfortunately, their feeling of isolation was increased by 

schools who always placed them near the teacher's desk and 

prevented them from mixing with the regular pupils. '00 

Selina Dix, the head mistress of a Coventry school, took a 

particular interest in the education of canal boat children 

and took an active part in the campaign to ban them from 

living on boats. When giving evidence to the 1921 Committee 
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on Living-in on Canal Boats, she stated that she thought 

boat children were under-sized due to their being under- 

bathed which resulted in their skins being less 

"stretchable" than those of other children. 10' When an 

educated woman, apparently sympathetic to the boat 

children's problem, could display such ignorance, it is not 

hard to understand why boat children were so reluctant to 

attend ordinary schools. 

A few schools treated boat children more sympathetically. 

The Runcorn Education sub-committee frowned on the practice 

of putting boat children in the infants department 

regardless of their age and felt that social contact with 

their peers would be more beneficial than the small amount 

of information picked up among younger children. 102 This 

more enlightened approach seems to have been evident in some 

of the schools in the area, even to the boat people 

themselves. William Bagnall, a boatman who gave evidence to 

the Committee on Living-in on Canal Boats in 1921,103 spoke 

of a school in Ellesmere Port where: 

they were more "struck' on the children; they used to sake them do things; if 
a child went there, they would make it understand what it was doing; they 
would not turn it out half learned; they would take it take notice of what it 
had to da, 

For a long time, only the missionary societies recognized 

the special needs of the boat children. During the decade 

following 1870, schools for them were established by 
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missionary societies at several canal basins in Birmingham 

and the Black Country, but by 1900, the only remaining day 

schools for boat children were those held in the Boatmen's 

Institutes in Paddington and Brantford, the Worcester Wharf 

school having closed in 1893. The attitude of many local 

authorities was that nothing could be done for these 

children until they were prohibited from living on the 

boats. In 1926, however, in an attempt to go some way 

towards meeting their needs, the special schools at 

Paddington and Brentford were taken over by the education 

authorities of Middlesex and the London County Council"104 A 

third special school for boat children at West Drayton, on 

board a converted barge provided by the Grand Union Canal 

Company, was opened in 1930, and was taken over within a 

year by the local authority-108 The barge sank in 1939 but 

the school was re-established ashore and continued to 

operate until 1962. 

The special school at Brentford, at least, was popular with 

boat children and it was felt by a visiting inspector in 

1930 that the children attended there reasonably well when 

in the dep8t. 1OE The difficulty, as this inspector pointed 

out, was when the boats were elsewhere: 

A boat arrives, say, in Coventry, If the children are keen or the attendance 
officers alert they may go to the nearest school but the school can do 
practically nothing for such a child, If he is a normal boy he will not find 
his bearings in under a week when it is time to move on and his teacher knows 
only too well that it is no use giving him special attention, He is a not too 
welcome visitor ,,,,,,, [boat children] don't like going to the ordinary schools 
at their outports and they pretty successfully avoid them as a rule, It is 
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safe to say that even if they go to school at the outport they get practically 
nothing fron it, 

There is plenty of evidence to support the assertion that 

the attendance of boat children at school was very low and 

far below that of an average child, said in 1930 to be 

85%. b07 Table 4.2 shows a school attendance book handed in 

to the Committee on Living-in on Canal Boats in 1921 

belonging to a boat boy who had attended on only 14 days in 

three years. 

A survey carried out on behalf of the 1921 Committee found 

that amongst 532 children travelling on boats between 

Runcorn and Birmingham during the 16 months from September 

1919 'to December 1920, the average attendance was 23 

days. 1018 Some of these children had spent part of the 

period in homes on shore and 16 had made between 301 and 400 

half day attendances out of a possible 520 but if the 

children who remained on the boats throughout the period 

were considered in isolation, the average attendance fell to 

11 days in 16 months. 

The period 1919 to 1930 was one in which a relatively large 

amount of attention was focused on the education and 

employment of canal boat children. For a while, there seemed 

to be a real possibility of children being prohibited from 

living on canal boats, a prospect which most boat people 
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Table 4.2 Canal-boat children, school attendance, 1917-20. 

The following table was handed into the Committee on living-in on 
Canal Boats by Yillian Gould, Headmaster of Braunston C, E, School, 
lt is said to be a copy of the school attendance book of Alfred 
Goode, a "typical"canal-boat child, 

Preston on the Hill 26,11,17 29,11,17 6 
Birmingham, St, Peter's 11,9,18 11,9.18 2 
Walsall St, Wolverhampton 10,10,18 11,10.18 3 
Birmingham, St, Peter's 22,10,18 23,10.18 3 
Birmingham, St, Peter's 8,5,19 B. 5.19 1 
Preston on the Hill 22,4,20 22,4.20 1 
Birmingham, St, Peter's 12,5.20 12,5,20 1 
Birmingham, St, Peter's 17,5,20 20,5.20 8 
Preston Brook 5,10,20 5,10,20 2 
Braunston (sent by SAO) 13,10,20 13,10,20 1 

Source Board of Education file, the private papers of H, M, Inspector Hurray on 
the Coumittee on Living-in on Canal-boats, 1921, PRO, ref ED 11/89, 
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seemed to regard with dismay. Yet no better efforts were 

made to get children into schools. A survey of 111 boat 

children in Cheshire in 19261°9 found that during one 

quarter of the school year, 96 had attended for 10% of the 

time or less and only 9 had managed an attendance of 30% or 

better. H. M. Inspector Ball was shown a child in May of 

1930: 110 

obviously very anxious to learn and pointed out as a yodel of attendance who 
had made about 15% last year [1929], Another had attended on 53 days in all 
during 5 years, 

Even in areas where families were less inclined to live 

permanently on board, attendance was far below average. 

Table 4.3 shows attendance figures for canal boys at a 

school in Gloucester during the First World War. The war 

years were said to have been a period of higher than usual 

attendance because of the number of fathers absent in the 

forces and yet it can be seen attendance was very low and 

declined even more after the war. The teacher's comments 

show that many of the boys attended regularly and made good 

progress until they were old enough to be of use on the 

boats. 

After the failure of the Canal Boats Act Amendment Bill in 

1930, which sought to ban children of school age from canal 

boats during term time, the interest of the authorities in 

these children rapidly dwindled until the coming of the 1944 

Education Act. Section 39 (3) of this Act required the 
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children of parents whose trade or business caused them to 

travel from place to place to make a minimum of 200 school 

attendances each year. In February 1945, the National 

Association of Inland Waterways Carriers met with officers 

of the Ministry of Education to discuss the matter. "' The 

Association's figure of 493 children liable to be affected 

by the Act is likely to be a conservative estimate. They 

suggested that, as canal boat children still experienced 

difficulty gaining acceptance at ordinary schools, special 

"Waterways Schools" might be set up. Failing that, hostels 

might be provided for children from 7 years of age in order 

that they might attend local schools on a regular basis. 

Not until 1952 was such a hostel opened at Wood End Hall, 

Birmingham-112 This seems to have been successful and ran 

for at least six years but, as it could only accommodate 

about thirty children, it was only a, partial solution to a 

problem which only finally disappeared when narrow-boat 

carrying itself came to an end. 

The itinerant mode of life could also lead to difficulties 

in obtaining medical facilities when necessary. Even where 

boat people over came their natural reluctance to confront 

the unfamiliar, often it was not possible to complete 

treatment or obtain follow-up care when boats spent so 

little time in one place. Some sort of special provision 

would have been helpful but although at least one canal 
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Number on roll: 25 -8 of whoa were in the infants class for all 
or part of the period 

1916117 1917118 19181199 
Possible number of attendances 299 416 399 
Average attendance 172 (57%) 191 (46%) 168 (42%) 
Highest attendance 299 410 399 
Lowest attendance 21 10 

1916/17 
7 out of 16 boys achieved more than 130 attendances, 3 achieved under 50, 
1917/18 
6 out of 18 boys achieved less than 50 attendances, 8 out of 18 above 119, 
1918/19 
2 boys did not attend at all and 1 attended only once, 5 out of 22 attended 50 
times or less and 8 out of 22 attended more than 150 times, 

September to November 1919 
average attendance 161 

Achievements of oast boat boys, now left! 

Out of 22 boys, 10 could not read at all, 4 could only read a little, 

Standard at the of leaving: 

Standard number of boys 

i a 
3 9 
d 6 
5 1 
6 1 

Source, Bard of Education file, Canal-boat Children Returns, 1917 - 1921, 
PRO re, ED 11188 
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company in the nineteenth century appointed a surgeon and 

apothecary to attend labourers working on the line if the 

canal-113 there is no evidence that such provisions were 

available to boatmen. 

Once again, voluntary bodies tried to meet the need. The 

Medical Mission, a religious organisation which aimed to 

relieve the sick poor, set up a clinic in Birmingham near 

one of the canal wharves. 114 It operated daily between gam 

and 5pm in conjunction with the Birmingham General Hospital. 

It is not known when this mission was first set up but it 

was still operating in 1944 with subscriptions of 3d or 4d 

[1.25p - 1.66p] a week being paid through the Hospital 

Contributory Association. Yon-subscribers could obtain 

treatment for a small fee. Fellows Morton and Clayton paid 

£160 per annum to the Mission and in return for this the 

Mission agreed to send nurses to the boats to attend 

confinements. 

The London Medical Mission operated a similar clinic at the 

London end of the canal. At Brentford, the London City 

Mission, which established the Boatmen's Institute, set up a 

maternity ward f or boat women but it does not seem to have 

been very much used. Three infants were born there in 1902 

which was said to be a record for one year and a few years 

later the ward was closed. "s The same Mission also ran a 

sick benefit club for a while. In 1925 it had one hundred 
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members and paid out a total of £35.0s. 8d. in sick benefits, 

the remaining £122.3s. 7d. being shared between members. " 6 

Under the National Insurance Act, employees were entitled to 

free medical treatment from a family practitioner. 

Dependants of an insured person were not so entitled and the 

provision did not include hospital treatment. The boating 

community were disadvantaged under this Act in two ways. 

Firstly, where the family worked for a carrying company, 

only the captain was considered to be an employee of the 

company, the crew being hired by him. Therefore, any crew 

members, be they wives, children over fourteen or hands 

hired by the captains, were not entitled to any of the 

benefits of this Act. Secondly, because they had no fixed 

place of abode, even insured persons sometimes had 

difficulty obtaining the treatment to which they were 

entitled. 117 

Some of the deficiencies of provision under the National 

Insurance Act could be met by subscribing to benevolent 

funds such as the Hospital Saturday Fund or the Hospital 

Contributory Association. Some of the missionaries 

encouraged boatmen to join and at least one carrying company 

helped by adding 50% or 100% to their subscriptions. "8 

Possibly the greatest stride forward in the provision of 

medical treatment for boat people came in 1926 when, under 
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the Education Act of 1921, boat children at the special 

schools in Paddington and Brentford began to be medically 

examined on a regular basis. Children at these schools were 

medically examined once a term and arrangements were made 

for a nurse to attend the school either weekly or daily in 

order to treat minor ailments and injuries. Efforts were 

made to reach the parents by visiting the boats and 

encouraging parents to attend medical examinations at the 

schools where the children's health could be discussed with 

the medical officer. The 
, nurse at Paddington tried to 

overcome the boaters' natural reluctance to seek treatment 

ashore by accompanying parents and children to local 

clinics. Although improvements in standards of personal 

hygiene were noticed and school medical officers at both 

schools reported some success in persuading parents to 

obtain dental treatment and spectacles for their children, 

boat people were felt to be slow to consent to medical 

treatment and where follow-up visits were necessary, this 

remained a problem. "9 

Reluctance to deal with strangers meant that most boat 

people relied for medical help an the services of one or two 

people who took a special interest in them and who were well 

known to them. On the Grand Union Canal at Stoke Bruerne, a 

nurse, Sister Mary Ward, ran a free dispensary for boat 

people in her own home until she retired in 1962. In 

1944, she was being paid an honorarium of £2 per week by the 
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Grand Union Canal Carrying Company, but nothing by the other 

carrying companies whose crews used her services. She 

performed all the services of a trained nurse and also some 

which should have been performed by a doctor, carrying an in 

difficult circumstances with no gas or electricity, no 

telephone and having to pay for her own instruments, drugs, 

bandages, disinfectants and the carriage of drinking water 

as the village was dependent on well water. 12° In 1951, she 

was awarded the British Empire Medal for her services to the 

boating community. A retired doctor living in Stoke Bruerne 

also took an interest in boat people and at Bulls Bridge 

they were attended by a Dr. Smith. 12' 

In 1920, the Committee of Enquiry into the practice of 

living-in canal boats found that fifty per cent of canal- 

boat children were born on board. '22 No special maternity 

care was provided. In 1930, a Ministry of Health doctor 

reported that the majority of women living on boats had 

their confinements on board and the birth was attended by a 

neighbour or a district nurse. 123 In the 1940s, the Ministry 

of Health began to take a particular interest in maternity 

care and an investigation was begun into the provision for 

canal-boat women. Arrangements were made for mid-wives and 

health visitors to attend the boats more regularly and 

mothers were encouraged to attend clinics and take advantage 

of the special provision of free dried milk, fruit juices 

and vitamins etc. The health visitor at Uxbridge reported in 
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1946 that most mothers were having their babies in hospital 

but confinements on board continued and few mothers or 

infants attended the clinics. 124 

e. recreational facilities 

Recreational facilities, other than those provided by the 

missions described earlier in this chapter, were restricted 

to canal-side taverns and ale-houses. Although the typical 

working day of the boatmen seems, on the face of it, to have 

left little time for any recreational activities, the 

organisation of the trade left most boatmen with a good deal 

of time on their hands from time to time as they waited for 

orders, unloading or passage through locks. Hollingshead's 

account shows that even a fly-boat underway could sometimes 

find time to tie up and patronize a lock-side tavern. 125 In 

the nineteenth century, the boating population had a 

dreadful reputation for drunkenness. This, although probably 

a great deal exaggerated, was not entirely undeserved, 

although official observers claimed to have noticed a 

decline in drunkenness and death from achoholism by the end 

of the nineteenth century. Apart from the drink - "the 

thinnest and flattest beer... is the bargee's usual 

tipple"126 - the entertainment was made by the boatmen 

themselves: 127 
The ballads peculiar to boatmen possess either the humour of the not specially 
decorous country ditty, or the sentimentality of the Holyaell-street 
'lay',,, Occasionally the younger boatmen launch out into a sadly garbled 
version of some flashy ausic-hall song, but this is looked upon rather coldly. 
The singer, having duly raised his hands deeply into his breeches pockets, 
leans his head against the wall, fixes his eyes on the ceiling, assumes a most 
serious and dismal countenance, and goes to work with the air of a man doing 
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penance for his sins, The choruses are frequent and tremendous, The 'harvony' 
is often relieved by a little step dancing, in which, strange to say, the 
boatman is adept;,,, the orchestra is usually composed of a fearfully 
dilapidated old man, operating feebly on the last remains of an ancient 
fiddle, and extracting thence wheezing old jigs and ghostly strains of nigger 
'breakdowns', 

This sort of entertainment seems to have become well 

established amongst boaters. David Blagrove, who worked 

narrow-boats for a while in more recent times has described 

musical evenings in canal-side public houses in which he 

took part in the early 1960s which sounded remarkably 

similar to this account. 12e 

Health 

Although Hanson claims that the canal boat population was 

almost universally regarded as one of the healthiest in 

England, 129 there is no real evidence that anyone took the 

slightest notice of the health or physical condition of the 

boat people before George Smith opened his campaign in 1873. 

The health of the boat people concerned the members of the 

Select Committee on The Canal Boats Amendment Bill of 1884 

only in so far as canal boats were thought to threaten the 

health of the general population by spreading infectious 

disease. The Canal Boats Acts did, however, make it 

inevitable that the physical condition of the boat people 

would be brought to official notice, and in 1884, John 

Brydone, the first Chief Canal Boat Inspector, remarked on 

the hardiness of the boat people, many of whom, he claimed, 

had not known a day's sickness in their lives. 730 
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Throughout the twentieth century, the health and physical 

condition of the boat people, and in particular the boat 

children, was frequently remarked upon by Canal-boat 

Inspectors, Medical Officers of Health, School Medical 

Officers, teachers, Ministry of Health officials and other 

interested observers. All these observers expressed the 

opinion that the children were generally healthy and well 

nourished. Some inspectors commented favourably on the 

health of the boat population generally, although the 

Medical Officer of Health for Birmingham in 1920 expressed 

some reservations suggesting that; "' 

anybody who had not good health would be compelled to leave the trade and that 
one therefore is set with a more or less selected population, 

The 1921 Committee on Living-in on Canal Boats came to the 

conclusion that the health, cleanliness, morality, feeding 

and clothing of boaters was equal, if not superior, to town 

dwellers of a similar class but this qualification, echoed 

in the comments of most other observers, indicates that 

although officials commented favourably, the standards 

applied were not high. The Medical Officer of Health for 

Birmingham in 1905 was comparing the health of the children 

to those of "the same class in the poorer parts of a large 

town"132 and a comment from Dr Wilson of the Ministry of 

Health in 1930 is particularly revealing when she remarked 

that deaths from drowning were probably no more frequent 
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than street accidents "in a corresponding slum on 

land". 133(my italics) 

The fear that canal boats would spread infectious diseases 

from one urban centre to another proved to be ill-founded 

and George Smith's claim that "infectious and contagious 

diseases were rife in canal boat cabins" proved to be highly 

exaggerated. 134 

In fact, the boat population seem to have been remarkably 

free from the great killer diseases of the nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries. Most inspectors reported only one 

or two cases amongst the four thousand or so people they 

inspected every year-131- although Llewellyn noted a slight 

increase in small-pox in the London area in 1930.136 

The canal boat schools at Paddington and Brentford also 

reported a very low incidence of infectious disease among 

their pupils although they stressed that they did not see 

the children regularly. '37 One might suppose that children 

who rarely attended school or came into contact with other 

children might be less liable than ordinary children to 

contract the usual childhood diseases. That part of the 

adult population which lived mainly on board also seems to 

have been isolated from the general population to a degree 

which may well have afforded them a good deal of protection. 

This should not, however, be taken as an indication that 
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rtality amongst the male population aced 2S 
Death rate per 1000, Death rate per 1000, 

1860 22.1 22,8 
1870 24,2 
1880 21,8 22,6 
1890 20,5 22,3 
1900 19,5 20,3 

Source; E, A, Yrigley and R, S, Srhofield, The Population History of England, 
1541 - 1871 
and 
Suppleaent to the 65th Annual Report of the Registrar General for 
England and Vales, Births, Deaths and Marriages, 1891 - 1900, 
Cd, 2618, 
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boaters enjoyed perfect health. Buchanan Tudor, a sanitary 

engineer and surveyor to the Local Government- Board, 

remarked in 1882 that although only two cases of infectious 

disease in canal boats in Goole had come to his notice, 

cases of "ordinary sickness" had not been rare. '38 

Mortality statistics in table 4.4 show that in 1860, the 

death rate of boatmen, bargemen and watermen was 22.8 per 

thousand, only slightly higher than that for all males. 

During the next forty years it fell, but at a slightly 

slower rate than that for the general male population. 

Analysis of the causes of death in table 4.5 shows that, in 

1890, boatmen, bargemen and watermen were nearly four times 

as likely as other males to be killed in an accident. This 

is largely due to the inclusion of men working on rivers 

and estuaries where conditions could be very dangerous but 

canals were also hazardous places. At locks there was a 

particular danger of drowning as well as crushing and 

injuries from the paddle gear. Horses often caused injuries 

either by kicking, trampling or accidently dragging people 

into the canal. There was also a danger of death or injury 

from burning or scalding in the cramped moving boat cabins 

where the stove, which burned perpetually by day, was always 

in close proximity to the occupants. 

Statistics show that the death rate from alcoholism and 

circulatory diseases amongst boatmen was also significantly 
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Table 4.5 Comparative Incid ence of Occupational Mortalities in occupied 
males, 1890 the rate for all occupations being taken as 100 in each case. 

Accident 393 
Circulatory diseases 150 
Alcoholism 131 
Nervous diseases 120 
Respiratory diseases 112 
Other causes 109 
Digestive diseases 104 
Cancer 102 
Urinary diseases 98 
Influenza 97 
Diseases of the liver 93 
T, 8, Pthisis 90 
Rheumatic fever 57 
Suicide 50 
Diabetes 29 
Gout 0 

Source; 55th Report of the Registrar 6enaral (Supplement), 1$31, 
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labia 4.6 Occupation Mortality 1930l32 

number of deaths standardized rate compared to the rate for all 
occupations which is taken to be 100 in all cases 

bargemen, boatmen bargemen wives of males in social class 

Heart disease 97 103 105 98 101 95 102 109 
Cancer 83 133 127 83 92 99 102 115 
Stomach cancer 210 59 48 98 108 124 
T, B, 70 110 125 61 70 100 104 125 
Respiratory 64 145 122 61 74 92 113 139 
disease 
Digestive 38 124 126 124 117 94 95 98 
disease 
Valvular 33 97 100 65 92 97 111 112 
disease 
Accident 29 210 95 74 102 116 96 
Nephritis 23 91 160 119 119 96 90 97 
Suicide 17 120 137 95 87 87 
Influenza 15 
Nervous 12 
disease 
Diabetes 6 
Septic 4 
infections 

Source; the Registrar General's Decennial Supplement, England and Vales, 1931, Part Ila, 
Occupational fortality, Tables 40 and b, 
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above that of the general population at the end of the 

nineteenth century. This supports the view held by reformers 

that boaters were particularly prone to drunkenness. The 

reasons for a high rate of heart disease are less easy to 

attribute but may have dietary connections. Boatmen were 

said to consume a large amount of red meat, butter and 

cheese and few fresh vegetables. 

Mortality statistics for the period 1930-32, shown in table 

4.6 give a better idea of the state of health of the boating 

population. 

Although boatmen were still twice as likely as other men to 

be killed in an accident, accidents did not account for the 

largest number of deaths amongst boatmen. The highest number 

of deaths were from heart disease, but boatmen were hardly 

more prone to this than other males. On the other hand, the 

death rate from cancer, a disease which killed a lot of 

boatmen and women, was significantly higher amongst boat 

people than amongst other people. Death from T. B. and other 

respiratory diseases was common amongst boat people. The 

rate was significantly higher than that for the general 

population. It was also higher than the rate for Social 

Class IV in which boatmen were placed by the Registrar 

General, but was about the same as the rate for the social 

class below. There were, in any case, many occupations in 

Social classes III and IV which had a much higher death rate 
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from respiratory disease. Most of these were occupations 

where the workers were subjected to working environments 

contaminated with dust etc. such as textile workers, 

colliers, potters, sand blasters and glass makers. 

Digestive diseases were fairly common amongst boat people 

and they were also more prone to death from this cause than 

other people. This is particularly interesting. The death 

rate from most diseases in 1930 increased as one went down 

the social scale. One of the few exceptions to this is death 

from digestive disease where the reverse was true. Boatmen 

were as likely to die from this cause as men in Social Group 

I (professionals etc). This seems to be further evidence 

that boat people enjoyed what would have been considered at 

the time a good diet, i. e. one containing plenty of meat and 

animal fat. 

It would not be surprising if the canals were found to be 

particularly dangerous places for children but there are no 

reliable statistics and the evidence is inconclusive. The 

1921 Committee on Living-in found itself unable to reach a 

conclusion since all the witnesses contradicted each other, 

those concerned to remove children from the boats stressing 

the dangers while whose whose interests lay in keeping 

families on board tried to understate them. 
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Concern with infant mortality among boat children prompted 

the Ministry of Health in 1930 to ask the Registrar 

General's office for statistics but it was found impossible 

to obtain them-139 In fact, statistics for infant mortality 

amongst the children of boatmen, bargemen and lightermen 

were published in 193114° but these do not differentiate 

between those living on boats and those living on shore. The 

children of many river men who had nothing to do with canal 

boats were also included. The rate of deaths per one 

thousand live births for this category of children in 1931 

was 75.3 which was 22% higher than the rate for the 

population generally although it was lower than that for 

many other industrial workers such as colliers and textile 

workers. 

In 1930, Dr. Lilian Wilson was sent by the Ministry of 

Health to make enquiries at Brentford canal basin into 

infant mortality. 141 She encountered several families who 

claimed to have lost as many as seven out of ten children in 

early infancy, mainly from convulsions, pneumonia, burns, 

drowning and overlaying, but her sample was very small and 

her method of collecting information - visiting boats and 

asking mothers - renders her results extremely unreliable. 

Even the canal boat inspector remarked that he believed the 

boat people exaggerated their losses, although it is hard to 

imagine why they would want to do so. The Medical Officer of 

Health for Birmingham in 1905 had found a survival rate of 
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about 70% amongst canal-boat infants. 142 His sample was 

larger but, as his method of enquiry was the same as Dr 

Vilson's, his results are unfortunately no more reliable. 

Many of those who commented on the health of the boat people 

in the twentieth century remarked that they appeared well- 

fed. At the canal boat school in Paddington, 16 of the 33 

children examined by the Health Visitor in 1926143 were 

reported to be nutritionally poor, but living standards on 

the Paddington boats were said to be lower than on other 

boats. Dr. Vilson, whose comments noted on page 289 below 

implied poor nutrition amongst canal boat children in 

Brentford in 1927 was satisfied with the standard when she 

re-visited Brentford in 1930. 

This is slightly surprising in view of the poor storage and 

cooking facilities on board and the limited opportunities 

for shopping. However, boatmen appear to have enjoyed a 

relatively good level of income and those who lived in rent- 

free accommodation on board should have had more money to 

spend on food than many other industrial workers. Two of the 

witnesses at the 1921 Committee on Living-in on Canal Boats 

testified to the fact that boatmen ate well-144 According to 

them, the usual diet consisted of beef, bacon, cheese, bread 

and butter. Later observers found that little had changed 

and, armed with better information on the constituents of a 

healthy diet, commented adversely on the lack of fresh 
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vegetables. 148 The Health Visitor at Uxbridge in 1946 felt 

that the children looked as if their diet contained too much 

starch and this was also remarked upon by the canal boat 

inspector at Birmingham in 1945.746 although the effects of 

war-time rationing may have contributed to this. 

A few independent observers felt that the children were 

under-sized which some of them attributed to manual labour 

but this defect was never noted by any medically qualified 

commentators. "' However, Dr Wilson's comment that cod-liver 

oil and malt was given to delicate children at Paddington 

canal boat school in 1927-146 and that great improvement in 

nutrition had been reported indicates that not all the 

children were as robust and well-fed as other commentators 

would lead one to believe. 

Personal hygiene attracted adverse comment with a high 

incidence of head lice, impetigo and sores being noted by 

teachers and medical officers. Not surprisingly, this was 

particularly bad amongst people living on the refuse boats 

at Paddington. No doubt the inhabitants of the poorer 

tenements crowded around this basin were similarly afflicted 

but conditions on the boats did appear to be significantly 

worse. When the special school at Paddington came under the 

supervision of the near-by St. Michael's Elementary School, 

the headmistress, who would have been experienced in dealing 

with children from poor home backgrounds, described the 
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condition of the boat children as deplorable and made 

special arrangements for the school nurse to make a daily 

visit to the class. 19 By 1927, standards seem to have been 

raised to the level of the rest of the school population as 

Dr Wilson was able to report that sufficient improvement in 

cleanliness had occurred for the children to join the 

regular pupils for swimming lessons. 150 By 1930 the medical 

officer reported that: "' 

owing to the great improvement all round in personal hygiene, the number 
needing treatment is almost negligible, 

In some places conditions were, on the face of it, more 

unhealthy than others. The refuse boats operating out of 

Paddington basin are an obvious example where families slept 

and ate on boats loaded with foul cargoes. Boat people were 

not, however, unique in having to live in such conditions. 

Even in the late nineteenth century it was not unusual for 

working class people to carry on "noxious trades" within 

their living accommodation. The Commissioners on the Housing 

of the Working Classes in 1885 made particular reference in 

their report to rag picking, matchbox making (in which the 

paste gave off offensive smells) and rabbit pulling and to 

costermongers who were said to store their unsold and often 

rotting produce under the bed. Nevertheless, by the late 

1920s, the Chief Canal Boat inspector felt that such 

conditions should no longer be tolerated and he tried 

unsuccessfully to have families removed from refuse 
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boats. 162 Surprisingly, the enquiries set in train by his 

Cairpalgn were unable to find any evidence that the children 

living on these boats suffered any ill health as a result. 

Conclusion 

Contrary to what is popularly supposed, the majority of boat 

people did have houses on shore although many of them spent 

very little time actually living in them. The type of 

housing inhabited by the boating population in the 

nineteenth century was probably similar to that of the 

unskilled and semi-skilled labouring classes in rural 

districts. In the twentieth century, as housing standards 

amongst the working classes improved and many moved out of 

the decaying urban centres to new suburban districts, boat 

people probably remained behind, continuing to inhabit the 

oldest and poorest housing stock near the canals. 

Accommodation on board narrow-boats compared favourably with 

average early to mid-nineteenth-century working class 

housing in most aspects except space. The boat cabins 

provided extremely cramped quarters for families although 

over crowding was no worse and probably better than amongst 

that section of the population housed in one and two roomed 

tenements. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, 

however, standards of accommodation on board boats compared 

ever less favourably with those on shore and by the 

twentieth century they were far from satisfactory although 
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some poorer sections of the labouring population continued 

to suffer similar deprivations. 

There is no doubt that boat people who lived on board were 

poorly served with community amenities. Religious bodies 

tried to meet the peculiar needs of the boaters' way of life 

but provision fell far short of requirements. Education was 

a particular problem. Although no worse off than most other 

working-class children in the first half of the nineteenth 

century, the educational achievements of the boating child 

began to decline dramatically in relative terms by the end 

of the century. 

Despite the fact that canal boat life seems to have been in 

many ways unhealthy and dangerous, the boating population 

apparently enjoyed a standard of health at least as high as 

other urban manual workers. They were prone to T. B. and 

respiratory disease but no more so than those in the lowest 

social class and considerably less so than some colliery and 

factory workers. They were particularly prone to cancer but, 

with the present state of medical knowledge, the reason for 

this is not apparent. They ate well by the standards of the 

day and their way of life and work seems to have kept them 

physically fit and isolated to some extent from life 

threatening disease. Apart from the increased danger from 

accident they enjoyed a healthier working and even living 

environment than many industrial workers. 
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In conclusion, it appears that social conditions for boat 

people compared very favourably with those of other 

working-class people during the first three quarters of the 

nineteenth century. The claims of some observers that 

boaters were a degraded and demoralized class seem ill- 

founded. Only towards the end of the nineteenth century did 

the gap begin to widen as, despite the efforts of reformers 

such as George Smith, the way of life of those who continued 

to live on board left them increasingly isolated socially 

and largely untouched by the social reforms and improvements 

of the twentieth century. 
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